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Introduction 
CHAPTER - I 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
1.1 Administration of Higher Education 
Education is universally recognized as the most effective instrument of 
bringing out change towards the social and economic betterment and cultural 
transformation of a society. Science and art have become a substantial integral part of 
organized society. There is a close interaction between science and economy and 
social, political and educational issues of the society. Educational Development is not 
a mechanical process it is a human enterprise and its success will depend ultimately 
on the skill, quality and motivation of the persons associated with it (Amrik Singh 
1988:148-150). 
7 here is need to plan, execute, and monitor Human Resource Development 
(HRD) activities conducted though Academic Staff Colleges (ASC) earnestly. ASC 
can create motivation among faculty trainees. Motivation can do miracles as a 
motivated worker can achieve more than an expert with no motivation (Arora 
Ramesh 1998:3 -1). 
Educational administrators must, therefore, devote considerable time and 
effort in achieving high levels of motivation and morale only then will the, aims and 
ohiectives would be achieved. (Avvashthi1981:869-170). The prevailing 
administrative set-up in the universities needs to transform to meet the demands of the 
new technological world. Even today universities are running a large number of 
diplomas without any use and wastage of huge resources without any sense of cost 
benefit analysis (Hallah 2010: 2762-2763). 
Administration is both an Art and a Science (Lepawsky, 1949). As an Art it 
entails creativity. The administrator, like the artist has to be creative "whose creative 
work shows sensitivity and imagination" (Cognitive Science, Laboratory, 2003). As a 
Science, administration may be studied or learned like "Systematized Knowledge" 
(Merriam Webster Online Dictionary, 2003). 
Accordingly administration is often referred to as the administration of entire 
academic institutions (Colleges and Universities). In fact, administration or 
management is a common feature of all modem bureaucracies. Although government 
agencies, nonprotrt organization and others have diflirent natures and features, they 
require certain shared knowledge (e.g. sociology, psychology, political science, 
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economics, philosophy and law) and understanding of fundamental administrative and 
managerial process e.g. organizational theory and decision making models ((Bolman 
and Dea11978:34-35). From one perspective, management is considered more 
technical and less strategic and thus distinct from executive work. From other 
perspectives, management is more a business driven concept than adm inistratinn_ It 
may also refer to the performance of mundane, reactive rather than proactive office 
tasks, 1towever, all share a basic foundation across the subfield. There are common 
set of functions to meet the organizational goals, including planning, budgeting 
organizing, staffing, directing, and controlling (Luther Urwiekl9S8:56-70). 
Educational administration can optimize educational action to achieve 
economical]% and elliciently the pre-determined objectives and goals- A good 
educational administration can ensure the achievement of education targets on time 
• Ensures the implementation of education policy which has been designed to meet 
the aspirations of the administration of a university. 
• Encourages integration and coordination through vertical and horizontal linkages 
among all levels and all types of education. 
• Improves research, development problems and issues (Goel 2005:24-25). 
Educational systems all over the world are undergoing fast and tremendous 
changes. With change in structure, organization programs, contents, objectives and 
administrative challenges with present day complexities involved in an area of 
widcning peripheral ramiheations of the educational system in the process of 
integration of other systems, the educational administration needs the use of relevant 
management. theories and techniques to succeed in the line. It is increasingly 
becoming important for the educational system to become Inca ninglnl and it rum'at 
have well trained and experienced managerial personnel to cope with the changing 
context of educational system and its administration (Aruna 1994:1-2). 
Research in the area of administration is very important because these may 
have influence on the learning and achievement of the pupils towards excellence of 
higher education. A large part of the research reported is concerned with currieolum 
methodology, achievement in science, understanding of science and critical thinking 
ahility; however, much less attention has been given to the administrative systems oC 
universities. This is why higher education system has expanded manifold and new 
dimensions are being added in the old and outdated higher education system causing 
E 
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problems and issues, administration keeping these factors in mind, an attempt has 
been made to this study. No researches have been done in this area. 
Educational administration is the vehicle which can translate educational 
policy and planning into action, Words written or spoken are of no use if not put into 
action. Educational administration can optimize educational action to achieve 
economically and efficiently the pre-determined objectives and goals. A good 
educational administration can ensure the achievement of education targets on lime 
(Goe12005:21-23). 
According to the Encyclopedia of Higher Education 2005, the academic 
administration is one of the most demanding jobs that require one to rise and to 
routine the 'nuts and bolts" of daily work, to venture with good knuwlcdgc and 
understanding and to achieve highly creative and effective leadership. 
Educational systems all over the world are undergoing fast and tremendous 
changes. With change in structure, organization programs, contents, objectives and 
administrative challenges with present day complexities involved in an area of 
widening peripheral ramifications of the educational system in the process of 
integration of other systems, the educational administration needs the use of relevant 
management, theories and techniques to succeed in the line. It is increasingly 
becoming important for the educational system to become meaningful and it must 
have well trained and experienced managerial personnel to cope with the changing 
contest ofedueational system and its administration (Core 1995:132-134). 
Educaboml administration is always concerned with management of things as 
well as human relationships based on a body of basic principles and aimed at 
educating the youth (Jayapalan 2001:74-75). 
"Educational administration has to undertake a number or functions like 
planning, orgartizing, directing, motivating, controlling, coordinating, decision, 
making, evaluating, recording and reporting in order to make the educational process 
more effective". (Encyclopedia of Higher Education (Vol-2, 2005:34-35) 
According to Simon (2000), "In its broadest sense, administration can be 
defined as the activities of groups cooperating to ucceinplish common goals", 
Educational administration is the backbone in the process of teaching learning. 
Throughout administration has to keep on changing with the needs and aspirations of 
the society to bring in the reforms into the system, to update and manage it properly. 
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Accordingly administration is often referred to as the administration of entire 
academic institutions (Kaur, 1981:902-903). 
Administration or management is a common feature of all modern 
bureaucracies. Although government agencies, nonprofit organizations and others 
have ditterent natures and features, they require certain shared knowledge (e.g. 
sociology, psychology, political science, economics, philosophy and law) and 
understanding of fundamental administrative and managerial process (e.g. 
organizational theory and decision making models) Bolman and Deal, 1988. From 
one perspective, management is considered more technical and less strategic and thus 
distinct from executive work. From other perspectives, management is more a 
business driven concept than administration. It may also refer to the performance of 
mundane. reactive rather than proactive office tasks. Ilowcver. all share a basic 
foundation across the subfield. There are common set of functions to mcet the 
organizational goals, including planning, budgeting organizing, staffing, directing, 
and controlling (Luther Gullick, 1990:78-79). 
Creativity and leadership are at the base of problern solving (Parses, 1992:34-
35) and have much to do with what we call leadership. For an academic administrator 
to be like an artist, however, may be even harder than requiring everyone to be an 
applied behavioural scientist. 
Educational administration needs to apply the principles of administration 
specifically developed in the context of education through research and experience to 
ensure best results. These principles coined by Luther Gullick and L. lirwick, 
1990:73-S0) are summed up in the words (POSDCORB).These stand For: Planning, 
Organization. Staffing, Directing, Coordinating, Reporting, Budgeting. This has 
been explained as follows. 
POSDCORB 
Planning 
The working out in broad outline the things that need be done, the method to 
be adopted to accomplish the purpose for the enterprise. 
Organization 
I he establishment oft he formal structure of authority, IIirough winch the work 
is sub-divided, arranged, defined and coordinated for the defined objective. 
4 
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Staffing 
The whole personnel, bringing in and training the staff, and maintenance of 
favourable conditions of work. 
Directing 
The continuous task of making decisions and embodying them in specific and 
general orders and instructions and thus guiding the enterprise. 
Coordinating 
The all important duty of inter-relating the various parts of the work. 
Reporting 
Keeping those, to whom the executive is responsible informed as to what is 
going on, which, thus includes keeping the agency itself and its subordinates informed 
through records, research and inspection. 
Budgeting 
All that goes with budgeting in the form of fiscal planning, accounting and 
control. 
Thus the education is a complex process having multiple dimensions. There is 
a need to go into all aspects of education by Educational Administrators to formulate 
policy and plans for education. Administration is generally defined as the process of 
working with and through others to accomplish organizational goals efficiently. 'there 
is a perlerntance quality to most definitions of administration, and since resources are 
always limited therefore decisions making becomes an additional quality in allocating 
resources efficiently. Administrators are responsihle for efficiently accomplishing 
certain objectives and administration is viewed as the art and science of getting things 
done efficiently_ 
Chester Barnard (1938), Herbert Simon (1945), and Daniel Grifrthss (1959), 
define administration with a shift in emphasis from "doing" to "deciding". For them 
too, administration is the art and science of decision making, and this task, they would 
argue, pervades the entire administration organization. Leaders they say are active 
instead of reactive, shaping ideas instead of responding to them. Leaders adopt a 
personal and active attitude toward goals. The Oxford English Dictionary (OLD) 
defines 'administration' and the system' and the verb 'to manage' as 'to be in charge 
of 'to supervise' or 'to administer and regulate'. 
The above stated definitions focus upon what an efficient administration 
should be. There will still be differences between public and private institutions. The 
5 
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reason being the private institutions need to be more professional as they are 
managing businesses. Therefore they would need professional administration. 
The term 'professional administration should therefore, we argue, be applied to those 
who; attract and recruit students them in their learning and research and in their 
experience as a student support staff in the delivery ofteaching, learning and research 
Provide assurance to goveniors and external stakeholders on the running of 
universities- (Goel 2005:39-40) 
1.2. Justification of the Problem 
• In recent years there is a growing desire among educated people to know more 
about administrative system of higher education. Increasing complexities of the 
society compel the syatems of education to equip itself to make the younger 
generation more efficient, skilled and competitive. 	 - 
This prompted the researcher to go through different international and national 
research studies in the area of administrative systems of higher education_ The 
researcher consulted a number of books. referred international and national journals, 
encyclopedias of education and educational surveys related to higher education 
especially about a comparative study of the administrative systems of two central 
Universities. 
The researcher found that there is a dearth of research in the field of 
comparative study of the administrative systems of central I Jniversities. However, the 
researcher could find some related National and International studies which are-
mentioned in chapter two on the Survey of Related Literature, In this research an 
attempt has been made to see "What is good administration?' and what elevates the 
rank and status of a university, by selecting and comparing two major universities of 
India. I herefore a comparative study was instituted with a view to learn lessons from 
each other by comparing the administrative systems of the two universities, the 
problems and issues they face which act as hurdles in the achievement of excellence 
and to find what is lacking in good administration. This has turned the attention of 
administrators to look for comparisons in the hunt for lead models. Willi this in mind 
the researcher selected the following problem. 
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1.3. Brief History of Delhi 
Delhi officially the National Capital Territory of Delhi (NCT), is the largest 
metropolis by area and the second-largest metropolis by population in India. It is the 
eighth largest metropolis in the world with a population of 16.7 million inhabitants in 
the territory at the 2011 census. There are nearly 22.2 million residents in the greater 
National Capital Region urban area (which also includes the cities Noida, Greater 
Noida, Ghaziabud, Gurgaon and Faridabad along with other smaller nearby towns). 
1'he name Delhi is often also used to include urban areas near the NCT, as well as to 
refer to New Delhi, the capital of India. which lies within the metropolis. Although 
technically a li derally administered union territory, the political administration of the 
NCI of Delhi today more closely resembles that of a .state of India with its own 
legislature, high court and an executive council of ministers headed by a Chief 
Minister. New Delhi, jointly administered by both the federal Government of India 
and the local Government of Delhi, is also the capital of the NCT of Delhi. 
(www.wiki pedia. org.delhi) 
In 2064-05, the higher education institutions in the ciw included 165 
colleges, among them Eve medical colleges and eight engineering colleges, seven 
major universities (Delhi University, Jawaharlal Nehru University, Jamia fvlillia 
Islanmic, Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University (GGSIPU), National Law 
University (NLIJ Delhi), Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) and 
Jamia ilamdard), and nine deemed universities. Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha 
University and National Law University are the only state Universities; IGNOU is for 
open/distance learning; the rest are all central Universities. 
1.4. Brief history of University of Delhi (DU) 
The University of Delhi (or simply DU) (Hindi: et 	,fie ) is a 
central University in Delhi, India and is funded by Government of India. Established 
in 1922. it offers courses at the undergraduate, post-graduate and doctoral levels. 
Vice-President of India is the Chancellor. It was ranked 371 in the world in 2010.The 
university has two campuses in the northern and southern part of the city. The north 
cnmpus is well connected with the yellow line of the Delhi )Aelro. The station is 
called Vishwuvidyalaya, which means 'university" in Ilindi and Sanskrit. North 
campus is about 2.5 kin from Delhi Vidhan Sabha, (www.wikipcdia.org,delhi) 
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The University of Dethi was established in 1922 as a unitary, teaching and 
residential university by an Act of the Central Legislative Assembly. The first 
convocation of Delhi University was also held in the Assembly Hall in the Old 
Secretariat Building which now houses the Legislative Assembly of Delhi, on 26 
March 1923 with 750 invitees. Honorary Degrees were conferred on Lord Reading 
(Viceroy of India), Sir Mohanunad Jahan and Sir Hari Singh Gaur. the Ilrst Vice-
Chancellor of the University. Only three colleges existed then in Delhi: St. Stephens 
College founded in 1881, Ilindu College founded in 1899 and Ramjas College 
founded in 1917, which were affiliated to the University. The University thus had a 
modest beginning with just three colleges, two faculties (Arts and Science) and about 
750 students. The first college to move to the campus was St Stephen's in 1942, 
followed by Hindu, Ramjas and Commerce (now known as Shri Ram College of 
Commerce). There was Zakir Husain College also, the origins of which can be traced 
to the closing years ofthe 17th Century. (www.wikipedia.org.delhi) 
In October 1933. the University offices and the Library shifted to the Vice-
regal Lodge Estate, which had been the residence of the Viceroy and Governor-
General of India, Rufus Isaacs and later Lord Mountbatten. Till today this site is the 
nucleus of the University (Main Campus). Apart from central administrative offices, 
examination offices and the sports complex, the main depanments of the Faculty of 
Science are housed in the Vice Regal Lodge Estate. The silver jubilee year of the 
university in 1947 also marked India's Independence, and the National Flag was 
hoisted in the main building for the first time. 
The convocation ceremony for the year, however could not be held due to 
partition di sturhanees. thus a special ceremony was held in 1948, which was attended 
by prime minister Jawaharlal Nehru, Lord Mountbatten, Lady Mountbatten, Abul 
Kalam Azad, Zakir Hussain and Bhatnngar. Twenty-five years later the golden 
Jubilee celebrations of 1973 were attended by then Prime minister. Indira Gandhi, 
Satvejit Ray, Arnrita Pritam and Suhhulakshm€. 
Over the last seven decades the university has grown into one of the largest 
universities in India. At present, there are 16 faculties, 86 academic departments and 
79 colleges and 5 other recognised institutes spread all over the city, with 132435 
regular students (UG: 114494,PG:17941) and 261169 students (UG:25883 l.PG:2338) 
in non-fprmal education programme. Spread all over the city and the annual honorary 
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degrees (Ilonoris causa) of the University have been conferred upon several 
distinguished people, including Amitabh Bachehan, Delhi Chief Minister Sheila 
Dikshit. (www.wikipcdia.org.delhi) 
1.5. Administrative System of University of Delhi 
An efficient administration can bring about effective change. Therefore this 
study attempts to study the administrative set up of University of Delhi and 
investigate how this institution works towards excellence. 
The University of Dclhi is a premier University of the country and is known for its 
high standards in teaching and research and attracts eminent scholars to its faculty. 
The University of Delhi was established in 1922 as a unitary, teaching and 
residential university by an Act of the then Central Legislative Assembly. The 
President of India is the Visitor. the Vice President is the Chancellor and the Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court of India is the Pro-Chancellor of the University 
(www.du.ac_in). 
List the oflicers and authorities of the University of Delhi who are responsible 
for the administration of a University: Vice-Chancellor, Pro Vice-Chancellor, 
Registrar, Finance Officer, Proctor, Director, and North Campus, Director, South 
Campus. Deans of Colleges Librarian and Statutory bodies of the University: 
.Academic Council, Executive Council, Finance Committee and University Court. At 
present the University of Delhi enjoys the prestige of the elite university of India 
while Aligarh Muslim University ranks 8ih among the top twenty research 
universities. As we move in the new millennium for competition in the global village 
the need arises for turning out skilled students, teachers and personnel. 
Transformation is taking place in the Indian higher education due to Liberalization, 
Privatization and Globalization. (www.du.ac.in). 
Vice-Chancellor 
A Vice-Chancellor is the architect of the University. Therefore, it is important 
to visualize the Vice-Chancellor's role as part ofa whole, and not as an isolated factor 
in the University. There is a need for a fresh and realistic approach to provide a better 
understanding of the Vice-Chancellor's academic and administrative functioning. The 
inlegraling link between the various departments and systems is provided by the Vice-
Chancellor. who, as the chiefexecutive, is accountable to the stakeholders and various 
authorities of the University. He is primarily responsible for giving a sense of 
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direction to the activities, coordinating the plans of various departtncrtls, and 
controlling and evaluating the total performance of the University. The Vice-
Chancellor, however, accomplishes these tasks through consultation with appropriate 
authorities, officers and committees. (Encyclopedia 2005:56-57) 
Pro-Vice Chancellor 
The Pro-Vice Chancellor is appointed by the Executive Council on the 
recommendation of the Vice Chancellor, The Pro-Vice Chancellor performs such 
duties and exorcises such functions and powers as the Vice Chancellor may specify 
generally or in individual cases and assists the Vice Chancellor on all academic and 
administrative matters. When the Vice Chancellor is on leave or is away from town. 
the Pro-Vice Chancellor performs the functions of the Vice Chancellor. (University 
News Association of Indian Universities and (www.du.ac.in) 
Registrar 
The Registrar is appointed by the Executive Council. The Registrar is the ex-
officio Secretary of the Court, the Executive Council, the Academic Council, the 
Finance Committee and the Faculties, but is not deemed to be a member of any of 
these Authorities. (www duac.in) 
Finance Officer 
The Finance Officer is elected by the Court from among a panel of three 
persons nominated by the Executive Council. the election of the Finance Officer by 
the Court is subject to the approval of the Visitor. The Finance Officer exercises 
general supervision over the funds of the University and advises it as regards its 
financial policy. (www.du.ac.in) 
Proctor 
The Proctor is appointed by the Executive Council on the recommendation of 
the Vice Chancellor and exercises such powers and performs such duties in respect of 
the maintenance of discipline among students as are assigned by the Vice Chancellor, 
The Proctor holds office for a term oftwo years. (www.du.ae.in) 
Director North Campus 
The Director North Campus is appointed by the Executive Council on the 
recommendation of the Vice Chancellor and exercises such powers and performs such 
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duties in respect of the North Campus as are assigned by the Vice Chancellor. 
(wwvv.du.ac.in) 
Director South Campus 
The Director South Campus is appointed by the Executive Council on the 
recommendation of the Vice Chancellor. In all administrative and academic matters 
concerning those Departments and Colleges that are specified by the Vice Chancellor, 
the Director South Campus exercises all such powers and functions of the Vice 
Chancellor as the Vice Chancellor may specify. The Director South Campus is 
appointed by the Executive Council on the recommendation of the Vice Chancellor. 
(\\'\vv.du.ac.in) 
Dean of Colleges 
The [)can of Colleges is appointed by the Executive Council on the 
recommendation of the Vice Chancellor. The Dean of Colleges performs such duties 
and exercises such functions and powers as the Vice Chancellor may specify 
generally or in individual cases and assists the Vice Chancellor on all academic and 
administrative matters. ( 	w .du.ac.in) 
Librarian 
The Librarian is appointed by the Executive Council and exercises such 
powers and performs duties as are prescribed by the Statutes or as may, subject to 
these Statutes, be assigned by the Executive Council. (ww\ti.du.ac.in) 
Academic Council (AC) 
The Academic Council is the highest academic body of the University and is 
responsible for the maintenance of standards of instruction, education and 
examination within the University. It has the right to advise the Executive Council on 
all academic matters. (ww w .du.ac.in) 
List of Members of the Academic Council 
Vice-Chancellor statute 7 (1) (i), Pro-Vice-Chancellor statute 7 (I) (ii), Dean 
of Colleges statute 7 (1) (iii). Director, University of Delhi South Campus statute 7 (1) 
iv). Director Campus of Open Learning statute 7 (1) (v). the librarian statute 7 (1) 
(vi). Deans of Faculties statute 7 (1) (vii), Head of the Departments statute 7 (1) (viii), 
Professors statute 7 (1) (ix) (a) and (b), Principals of Colleges statute 7 (1) (x). Dean 
Students Welfare statute 7 (1) (xi), Associate Professor statute 7 (1) (xii). 
Section 23 of the University Act describes the Academic Council as: 
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"The Academic Council shall be the academic body of the University and 
shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, the Statutes and the Ordinances have the 
control and General Regulation, and be responsible for the maintenance of standards 
of instruction, education and examination within the University, and shall exercise 
such other powers and perform such other duties as may be conferred or imposed 
upon it by the Statutes. It shall have the right to advise the Executive Council on all 
academic matters. The constitution of the Academic Council and the terns ofoffice of 
its members, other than ex-officio members, shall be prescribed by the Statutes." 
Power and Functions of the Academic Council 
To make the Academic Council's presence felt, section 29 (2) requires the 
Executive Council to receive the prior consent of the Academic Council before 
making, amending or repealing any statute affecting all or any of the following 
matters : i) The constitution, powers and duties of the Academic- Council, and any 
other powers which may be conferred and duties which may be imposed on the 
Academic Council; ii) The authorities responsible for organizing recognized teaching 
in connection with the University courses ;iii) The withdrawal of degrees, diplomas, 
certificates and other academic distinctions; iv) The establishment and abolition of 
faculties, departments, halls, colleges and institutions; v) 	The 	conditions 	under 
which colleges and other institutions may be admitted to the privileges of the 
University and the withdrawal of such privileges; vi) The institution of fellowships, 
scholarships, studentships, exhibitions, medals and prizes; vii) 	The eslcnt of the 
autonomy which a college may have and the matters in relation to which such 
autonomy may be exercised; viii) The composition, powers and functions of College 
Administrative Councils; and ix) The conditions on the Fulfillment of which the 
teachers of colleges and institutions may be recognized as teachers of the University. 
Similarly Sections 31 (I), (2) and (3) state that no ordinance aITccting 
conditions of residence or discipline of students, the admission or enrolment of 
students, or prescribing examinations to be recognized as equivalent to the University 
examinations. or mode of appointment or duties of examiners or the conduct or 
standard of examinations or any course of study, can be made, amended or repealed 
unless a draft of such ordinances has been proposed by the Academic Council. 
The Act further states that the Executive Council shall not have power to 
amend any draft proposed by the Academic Council but may reject the proposal or 
return the draft to the Academic Council for reconsideration, either in whole or in 
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part. together with any amendments which the Executive Council may suggest. Where 
the Executive Council has rejected the draft of an ordinance proposed by the 
Academic Council, the Academic Council may appeal to the Central Government and 
the Central Government may, by order, direct that the proposed ordinance shall be 
laid before the next meeting of the Court for its approval and that, pending such 
approval, it shall have effect from such date as may be specified in the order provided 
that if the ordinance is not approved by the Court at such meeting, it shall cease to 
have effect. 
According to Statute 7 of the University, the Academic Council consists of the 
following members: i)Vice-Chancellor, ii) Pro-Vice-Chancellor, iii) The Dean of 
Colleges, iv) The Director, South Campus, v) Librarian, vi) Deans of Faculties vii) 
Heads of Departments, other than Deans of Faculties, viii) Eight professors, other 
than Heads of the Departments and Principals of the colleges, in the following 
manner: a) Six professors from faculties other than the Faculties of Medical Sciences 
and "technology by rotation according to seniority: b) One professor from the Faculty 
of Medical Sciences by rotation according to seniority; c) One professor from the 
Faculty of Technology by rotation according to seniority. 
ix) Filieen Principals of colleges, other than Deans of Faculties by rotation according 
to seniority; x) the Dean of Students Welfare; xi) Twenty teachers of the University 
elected from amongst themselves by the teachers other than those falling under items 
(i) to (x); the election to be held in accordance with the rules lay down by the 
University; Provided that there are at least a) Four Readers; b)Two women teachers; 
c) One teacher from the Faculty of Medical Sciences including the Ayurvedic and 
Unani systems of medicines; and d) One teacher from the non-medical faculties 
imparting instruction in other professional courses. 	xii) Five students or the 
University of whom one shall be a research student, two postgraduate and two 
undergraduate students. xiii) Iwo persons, not being employees of the University of 
a Recognized College or institution, co-opted by the Academic Council for their 
special knowledge. 
All other members of the Academic Council hold office for a term of two years 
except student members who hold office for one-year and ex-officio members. The 
Vice-Chancellor serves as the Chairman of the Council, and the Registrar serves as 
the Secretary without voting power_ 
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Subject to the Act, the Statutes and the Ordinances, the Academic Council has, 
in addition to all other powers vested in it, the following powers, namely: i) To report 
to any matter referred to or delegated to it by the Court or the Executive Council; ii) 
To make recommendations to the Executive Council with regard to a) The creation 
of teaching posts in the University and colleges maintained by the University and the 
abolition thereof; and b) The classification ofthe posts referred to in sub-item (a) and 
their emoluments and the duties attached thereto; iii)To formulate and rnodify or 
revise schemes For the organization of faculties, and to assign to such faculties their 
respective subjects and also to report to the Executive Council as to the expediency of 
the abolition of subdivision of any faculty of the combination of one faculty with 
another; iv)To make special arrangement, if any, for the teaching of women students 
and for prescribing for them special courses of study, after consulting the Advisory 
Board of Women's Education; v)To make arrangements for the instruction and 
examination of persons not being members ofthe University as may he necessary; 
vi) To promote research within the University and to require, from time to time, 
reports on such research; vii)To consider proposals submitted by the faculties; viii) 
To appoint committees for admission to the University: ix)To recognize diplomas and 
degrees of other Universities and institutions and to determine their corresponding 
value in relation to the diplomas and degrees of the Delhi University; xi lo fix, subject 
to any conditions accepted by the Court. the time, mode and conditions ofcontpetition 
for fellowships, scholarships. and other prizes, and to award the am : i)To make 
recommendations to the Executive Council with regard to the appointment of 
examiners and, if necessary, their removal and the fixation of their fees, emoluments, 
traveling and other expenses; xii)To make arrangements for the conduct of 
examinations and to fix dates for holding them; xiii)To appoint, whenever, necessary 
Inspectors or Board of inspectors for inspecting colleges, applying for admission to 
the privileges of the University; xiv) To declare the results of the various university 
examinationss, or to appoint committees or officers to do, and to make 
recommendations regarding the conferment of grant of degrees, honours. diplomas, 
licenses, titles and marks of honours ; xv)To award stipends, scholarships, medals and 
prizes and to make other awards in accordance with the ordinances and such other 
conditions as may be attached to the awards: xvi)To publish lists or prescribed or 
recommended text—books and to publish syllabi of the prescribed courses of study; 
xvii)To prepare such forms and registers as arc, from lime to time, prescribed by the 
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ordinance; and xviii)To perform in relation to academic matters. all such duties and to 
do alt such acts as may be necessary for the proper carrying out of the provisions of 
the Acl. the Statutes and the Ordinance (Mahendra 1984: 70-72). 
List of members of AC: Assistant Professor. Associate Professors, Professors, 
Principals of Colleges, Deans of Colleges, Directors Delhi South Campus, The 
Librarian, Director/ O.S.D Campus of Open Learning, Deans of Faculties, the 
Registrar and the Finance Officer and Legal Advisor. (www.du.ac.in) 
Executive Council (EC) 
The Executive Council is the highest executive body of the University. The 
University Act (Section 21) specifics that the Executive Council is the executive body 
of the University. The composition and terms of office of the members of the 
Executive Council other than ex-officio members are prescribed by the Statutes. 
Section 29 (2) authorizes the Executive Council to make, with some checks and 
balances. new or additional Statutes, from time to time, or amend or repeal the same. 
In effect it means the Executive Council has to prescribe its own composition and 
functions. The Statutes, before being adopted, have to undergo the eigorous process of 
being screened and scrutinized by various agencies such as the University Grants 
Commission and the Ministry of Education. The Ministry may seek the advice of the 
Ministry of Law before the Visitor will bless the Statute. (Pradeep 1984;50-51) and 
www.du.ac. in) 
Power and Functions of the Executive Council 
According to Statute 6, the Executive Council, will, subject to the controt of 
the Court, have the management and administration of the revenue and property of the 
University and the conduct of all administrative affairs of the University not otherwise 
provided for in the Act and/or Statutes. 
Subject to the provisions of the Act, the Statutes and the Ordinances, the 
Executive Council will in addition to all other powers vested in it, have the following 
powers. namely: 
i) To appoint, from time to time, the Registrar. Librarian, Principals of 
colleges and institutions established by the University and such professors, readers, 
lecturers and other members of the teaching staff as may be necessary on the 
recommendation of the selection committee constituted for the purpose: Provided that 
no action is taken by the Executive Council, except in cases covered by the second 
proviso in respect of the number, qualifications and the emoluments of teachers after 
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consideration of the recommendations of the Academic Council. Provided further that 
it is not necessary to constitute any selection committee for making appointment: a) 
To any supernumerary post; or b) Fo the post of a professor of a person of high 
academic distinction, eminence and professional attainment invited by the Executive 
Council to accept the post. ii) To create administrative, ministerial and other 
necessary posts, to determine the number and emoluments of such posts, and to 
appoint persons to such posts on such terms and conditions of service as may be 
prescribed by the ordinances in this behalf, or to delegate the powers of appointments 
to such authority or authorities or officer or officers as the Executive Council may 
from time to time by resolution, either generally or specially direct; iii) To grant leave 
of absence to any officer of the University, other than the Chancellor, the Pro-
Chancellor. and the Vice-Chancellor, and to make the necessary arrangements for the 
discharge of the functions of such officer during his absence; iv) To manage and 
regulate the finances, accounts, investments, property, business and all other 
administrative affairs o£the University and, for that purpose to appoint such agents as 
it may think fit; v) To invest any money belonging to the University, including any 
unapplied income, in such stocks, funds, shares or securities as it may, from time to 
time, think fit, or in the power of varying such investments from time to time: vi)' lo 
transfer or accept transfers of any movable or immovable property on behalf of the 
University; vii)To provide the huildings, promises, furniture and apparatus and other 
means needed for carrving on the work of the University: viii) In enter into, vary.. 
carry out and, cancel contracts on behalf of the University, and, for that purpose to 
appoint such persons as it may think fit;; ix) To entertain, adjudicate upon and if it 
thinks fit, to redress any grievances of the officers of the University, the teaching 
staff, the students and the University's servants, who may. for any reason, feel 
aggrieved, otherwise than by an act of the Court of Law; x) To appoint examiners and 
moderators and if necessary. to remove them, and to fix their fees, emoluments and 
travelling and other allowances, after consulting the Academic Clouncil: xi) To select 
a Common Seal for the University and provide for the custody and use of the Seal: 
xii) To make such special arrangements as may be necessary for the residence 
and discipline of women students, after consulting the Advisory Board of Women's 
Education, the establishment and functions of which are to be prescribed by the 
Ordinances; and xiii) To exercise such other powers and to perform such other duties 
as may be conferred or imposed on it by the Act or the Statutes. ((www,du.ac. in) 
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List of Members of the Executive Council 
Vice-Chancellor, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Dean of Colleges. Director University 
of Delhi South Campus, Director Campus of Open Learning University of Delhi, 
'Treasurer and Proctor Under statute 5 (1) (viii) (a), Dean Faculty of' Science Under 
statute 5 (1) (viii) (b), Dean Faculty of Arts Under statute 5 (1) (ix), Principal 
Satya%%ati College Ashok Vihar and Principal Miranda House University of' Delhi, 
Principal D.al Singh College Lodhi Road Under statute 5 (1) (x), Managing Director 
Perfect Clothing Company Pvt. Ltd., Under statute 5 (I) (xi). Assistant Professor 
Kirori Mal College University of Delhi. Associate Professor Satyawati College. 
Under statute 5 (1) (xii) — Two persons nominated by visitor- (I) Former Vice-
Chancellor Jawaharlal Nehru Universit and Former Director & Professor of ,  
Eminence National Institute of Plant Genomic Research, New Delhi (2) Vice-
Chancellor North Maharashtra University Jalgaon. Under statute 5 (I) (xiii) — One 
person nominated by the Chancellor, Special Invitee- Finance Officer. Dean 
Examinations. Librarian, Dean. Students' \Welfare, Dean Research. Dean Academic 
Activities K. Projects, Advisor Programmes & Legal Affairs, Steno. South Study 
Centre School of Open Learning Old Motilal Nehru College Building University of 
Delhi. (ww\ \.du.ac.in) 
Finance Committee 
Section 17 of the amended Act of the University makes a provision for a 
Finance Committee among the Authorities of the University and statute 10-A 
describes the following composition and functions of the Committee: Vice-Chancellor 
(Chairman). Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Two persons nominated by the Visitor 'Iwo 
persons, v ho are not employees of the University or of a recognized college or 
institution, selected by the Court. at least one of those so elected is a person who is 
not a member of the Executive Council. Treasurer (Convener). (www.du.ac.in) 
'I he Visitor's nominees are normally officers of the Ministry of Education 
and, or the University Grants Commission and the Ministry of Finance. The Treasurer 
is an honorary officer elected by the Court and appointed by the Visitor. Usually the 
Treasurer is a person from outside the University; the last Treasurer, for example. was 
the Defense Secretary to the Government of India. The Committee is usually assisted 
b the University Finance Officer who is not a member of' the Committee. The 
:in:u1cc Committee meets at least twice e\ery year to examine accounts and to 
scrutinize proposals for expenditure. "l he annual accounts and the financial estimates 
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of the University prepared by the Treasurer/Finance Officer are laid before the 
Committee for consideration and comments and thereafter submitted to the Executive 
Council for approval. 
The Committee fixes limits for the total recurring expenditure and the total 
non-recurring expenditure for the year based on the resources of the University. No 
expenditure can be incurred by the University in excess of the limits of fixed and/or 
more than that provided for in the budget without prior approval of the Finance 
Committee. 
Though on paper the Finance Committee seems to be an advisory body to the 
Executive Council. yet practically it has a lot of invisible and informal authority 
because of the presence of the Visitor's nominees. The Visitor's nominees not only 
serve as watchdogs for the university purse, but they are also the ones who will 
eventually be looking into the University's budget proposals in the organizations they 
belong to, and their views, though expressed informally_ cast shadows of coming 
events. (Amrik Singh 1984). 
List of members of the Finance Corn mmittee 
Vice-Chancellor statute 10-A (1) (i), Pro-Vice-Chancellor statute 10-A (I) (ii). 
statute 10-A (I) (iii) — Two persons nominated by the Visitor, statute 10-A (1) (iv) -
fwn persons elected by the University Court, 'Treasurer (Convenor) Registrar 
(Member Secretary) statute 10-A (1) (v), Dean of Colleges, Director. Finance Officer, 
Secretary UGC, Joint Secretary UGC, Financial Advisor UGC Special Invitee. 
University Court 
The Court is the supreme authority of the University and has the power to 
review the acts of the Executive Council and the Academic Council. (www.du.ae.in) 
List of members of the University Court- 
Chancellor statute 2 (1) (i), Pro-Chancellor statute 2 (1) (ii), Vice-Chancellor 
statute 2 (I) (iii), Pro-Vice-Chancellor statute 2 (1) (iv), Dean of Colleges. statute 2 
(1) (v), Director statute 2 (1) (vi), Treasurer statute 2 (I) (vii), Professors statute 2 (I) 
(viii). The Librarian statute 2 (I) (ix), Proctor statute 2 (1) (x), De,in Student's 
Welfare statute 2 (I) (xi), I leads of the Departments statute 2 (I) (xii), Principals of 
College Acting Directors of College, Directors of College and OSDs of College, 
statute 2 (1) (xiii). Professors statute 2 (1) (xiv), (a) Associate Professors statute 2 (1) 
(xv). (a) Advocate and Senior Advocate of Supreme Court statute 2 (1) (xvii), 
Chancellor, Pro-Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor and Pro-Vice-Chancellor. 
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1.4.1.1 Administrative Sections of North Campus 
l'he University has 16 faculties and 106 departments. The administration of the 
faculties and the departments consists of Administrative Officer (wherever posted as 
per administrative convenience). Section Officer(s), Dealing Assistants and Group D 
staff. There are three types of sections: Academic. Administration and Accounts. 
depending upon the requirement of the faculty/ department. (www.du.ac.in) 
The Academic section 
It deals with admissions, student related matters and conduct of examinations, 
liaison vtiith the concerned examination sections of the Universith. 
Administration section 
It deals with all the administrative matters of all the staff working in the 
respecti\ e iacultyidepartment, liaison with the central office. 
Accounts section 
It deals with the all the financial matters pertaining to the departments which 
are not dealt directly b\ the finance sections of the Central Office. 
The administration of North Campus of the University of Delhi is organized as 
follows: 
I Establishment (NT) 
	
2 Establishment IV 
3 Establishment (l') 
	
4 Council Section 
General Section 	 Academic, Scholarship and Special Cell 
Colleges, Desk, "telephones and Rajbhasha Planning Section 
Legal Section 	 Estate Section 
Finance Section 
Engineering 
1. Establishment (Ni') 
Establishment I 
Establishment It (ii) 
Examination 
Information Section 
Establishment 11(i) 
Establishment Ill (www.du.ac.in)1f  
The work of these establishments is explained as follows- 
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Establishment I 
Work Performed by the Establishment I 
Finance Office 
• Preparation of salary bills of staff other than Group A staff of central office viz. 
offices in new administrative block, offices in Vice Regal Lodge. Examination, 
Office of the Dean Students Welfare. 
• Maintenance of leave records and leave related matters of all the non-teaching 
staff posted in the central office. 
• Preparation of service particulars of all non-teaching staff such as Deputy 
Registrar, Assistant Registrar, Section Officer. Senior Assistant prior to 
superannuation for the purpose of disbursal of pension except teaching staff and 
non teaching staff dealt with by Establishment 11(ii) and Establishment 111. 
• Settlement of encashment of earned leave of the staff posted in the central office. 
(wwiw.du.ac.in) 
Establishment tl (i) 
Work Performed by the Establishment 11(i) 
Section Office 
Establishment II (i) deals with administrative natters of Group A, (iroup R 
and Group C non-teaching staff except those dealt with by Establishment II (ii) and 
Establishment IIL 
Administrative matters include cases relating to appointment, promotion, deputation, 
pay-fixation seniority list confirmation in service, maintenance of personal file and 
service books, maintenance of reservation roster, tenure appointments and study 
leave. It is also responsible for Election of Central Pool Grievance Committee 
(CPGC), Correspondence with Staff Unions and Central Committee (CSUCC), 
matters relating to appointment of Authorized Medical Attendants (AMA) and 
hospitals for medical attendance purposes. (www.du.ae.in) 
Establishment 11 (ii) 
Work Performed by the Establishment (ii) 
Deals with administrative matters of Group D non-teaching staff except the 
one dealt with by Establishment III. 
Administrative matters include cases relating to appointment, promotion, pay-
fixation, seniority list confirmation of service, maintenance of personal file and 
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ser\ ice 	books, 	maintenance of reservation roster. tenure appointments. 
(w\%ww.du.ac.in) 
Establishment 111 
Work Performed b-,. the Establishment III 
Section Office 
l it,, oflicc deals \. ith administrative matters of non-teaching staff except the 
one dealt \v ith by Establishment It (i) and Establishment II (ii) such as laboratory 
staff, library staft, and engineering office staff. 
Administrative matters include cases relating to appointment, promotion, 
deputation, pay-fixation. seniority list, and confirmation of service, maintenance of 
personal file and service books, maintenance of reservation roster, tenure 
appointments and study lea\ c. ( \\ ww.du.ac.in) 
Hai ing described the administration the focus will now be on the administration of 
INCH South Campus. ( wv.du.ac.in) 
1.4.1.2. Administrative Sections of South Campus 
When the Unixersith of Delhi expanded in many directions to keep pace \%ith 
a rapidly growing city, the South Campus was established in 1973 to facilitate access 
for South Delhi residents. It moved to its present location on Benito Juarez Road, near 
Dhaula Kuan. in 1984. The Campus is now spread across 69 acres of' green, hills 
terrain and its buildings blend attractively with the natural surroundings. The various 
Departments are located in the Arts Faculty, the Faculty' of Inter-disciplinary and 
Applied Sciences and the S.P. Jain Centre for Management Studies. Besides these, the 
Campus hosts a substantial library, a Health Centre, a Bank, a Post Office, DTC Pass 
Section and administrative and examination blocks. South Campus also provides 
some residential quarters for faculty members and the non-teaching staff Outstation 
students are offered accommodation in three hostels: the Geetanjali Hostel for 
\V omen. the Saramati Hostel for Men and the Aravalli P.G. Men's Hostel. 
(wwN\.du.ac.in) 
Establishment 	 Finance Section 
I xamination 	 Engineering 
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Establishment 
Academic Section (SC) 	College Section (SC) 
Dispatch Section (SC) Establishment (SC) 
General Section (SC) 
General Section (Stores) (www.du.ac.in) 
Work Performed by the Academic Section (SC) 
Maintenance of records pertaining to enrolment numbers of the students of 
south campus and its colleges, issuance and verification of certificates like provisional 
degree, Migration certificate. medium of instructions certificate. (www.du.ac.in) 
Work Performed by the Dispatch Section (SC) 
Receipt and dispatch of 'dak' pertaining to the administrative units of south 
campus (www.du.ac.in) 
Work Performed by the College Section (SC) 
b'stablishrnent matters of south campus colleges of the University. 
Work Performed by the I stablishment (SC) 
Establishment matters of the staff working in the south campus of the 
university in close coordination with the respective establishment sections of the north 
campus For uniformity in the process of decision making and implementation. 
Work Performed by the General Section (SC) 
Purchases, maintenance of vehicles annual maintenance contract (AMC) and contracts 
pertaining to service providers like security agencies, cafeteria contractor. It also deals 
with Bills pertaining to co-operative teaching and scholarships. (www.du.ac in) 
Post graduate admissions of south campus departments except Masters in Business 
Economics, Finance Control, Informatics, Business Administration, Management 
Services and Diploma add certificate courses in Hindi Journalism. (www.du.ac.in) 
General Section 
Maintenance of general store items as well as examination stores (www.duac.in). 
Finance Section 
Accounts I (SC) 	Accounts II (SC) 
Audit (SC) 	 Prefects (SC) 
Work Performed by the Accounts I (SC) 
Passing of bills for payment and preparation of annual account 
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Work Performed by the Accounts 11 (SC) 
Preparation of salary bills of employees, both teaching and non-teaching 
employees and preparation of cheques and other appropriate financial instruments for 
payment. (www.du.ac.in) 
Work Performed by the Audit (SC) 
Audit of the bills and accounts (www.du.ac.in) 
Work Performed by the Projects (SC) 
Activities related to projects including passing bills of projects for payment 
and the annual account (wwvr.du.ac.in). 
Therefore continuous efforts are being made to establish high standards of 
quality in education to compete in the global environment as globalization has 
influenced every sphere of activity, be it business, industry or even human life. 
Consequently the focus is on achieving quality as quantitative expansion of higher 
educational institutions cannot meet the challenges created by globalization unless 
they have approved quality inputs and standards. It is essential for institutions of 
higher education to develop an appropriate mechanism which may assure and 
improve the quality of their operations. Hither education systems are accepting the 
need for promoting quality in higher educational system. 
In the race Ibr achieving excellence in education we seek to compare our 
performance in all areas of education with premier institutions. DU being the premier 
institution in India we turn to look for commonalities and differences in 
admninistration_ In doing this we hope to find directions which could broaden our 
frontiers and reach new horizons which are suited to the emerging needs of a new 
evolving dynamic society. 
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1.4.2 Below is a summary table of the establishment of Delhi University. 
UNIVERSITY OF DELHI 
TT • UIyIV 
o 
If 
Seal of the University of Delhi 
Motto 
Motto in English 
Established 
Type 
Chancellor 
Vice-Chancellor 
Sanskrit:IOT c : 1clê1 
Dedicated to Truth 
1922 
Public 
Mohammad Hamid Ansari 
Professor Dinesh Singh 
Students 220,000 
Location 
Delhi, India 
G~28°35'3.65"N 77°9'46.62"E28.5843472°N 77.16295°E 
Coordinates: 428°35'3.65 "N 77°9'46.62"E28.5843472°N 
77.16295°E 
Campus Urban 
Nickname 	DU 
Affiliations 	UGC, NAAC and AIU 
Website 	 www.du.ac.in 
Table No.: 1.1 
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1.4.3. Map Showing Location of University of Delhi 
A, B & C showing University of Delhi 
University o! Delhi - 	University of Delhi 
Hall Ho-1 t,Acd Hoffan Market. Karol 	Benito Juarez Marg Near Dhaula Kuan, Mots Bagh 
Bagh. Karol Bagh New Delhi Delhi South New Delhi Delhi {state) 110021 
110005 	 south du ac in 
011 2680 1224 	du ac in 	 Ott * * * i ,~•.,~.„ 
faculty members computer centre 	"Great place to be" 
• Delhi University Computer Centre 
Unr.ersity Of Delhi Karnla IJagar. Kamla Nagar New 
Delhi Delhi 110007 
C 11 2766 7726 
Map No.: 1.1 
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1.5 Brief History of the Utter Pradesh (UP) 
The state is located in the northern part of India. With a population of over 200 
million people. it is India's most populous state, as well as the world's most populous 
sub-national entity. Were it a nation in its own right, Uttar Pradesh would be the 
world's fifth most populous country, ahead of Brazil (a country thirty-five times larger 
in territorial area than Uttar Pradesh). The administrative capital of Uttar Pradesh is 
Lucknow while the industrial capital is Kanpur. Most of the main offices of state 
government, judiciary as well as representative central offices are located at 
Allahabad. The state's high court benches are in Allahabad and Lucknow. 
Uttar Pradesh has been one of the cultural hubs of India. The state has several 
religiously significant sites, both to Hinduism and Buddhism. It has served as a 
melting pot of Indo-Islamic culture of the medieval period. The slate is home to many 
historical and culturally important cities such as Jhansi, Mathura, Allahabad, 
Varanasi, Kanpur, Lucknow, Agra and Gorakhpur. Varanasi. known as Kashi in 
ancient times, is orte of the holiest places for Hindus. Other important cities are 
Jhansi, Ayodhya where Lord Ram was born, Mathura where Lord Krishna was horn, 
Lalitpur where the oldest. Vishnu temple is located, Meerut, Moradabad. Aligarh, 
Bareilly, Ghaziabad, Muzatfarnagar, and Noida. (www.wikipedia.org.uttar pradesh) 
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1.5.1. Map of Uttar Pradesh 
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Map No.: 1.2 
In the map of Utter Pradesh showing all districts with colour coded. The yellow 
colour indicated where Aligarh is situated. 
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1.6. Brief History of Aligarh 
It is a city in the northern Indian state of Uttar Pradesh. It is located 
approximately 90 miles (140 km) south-east of New Delhi. The city houses the 
administrative headquarters of Aligarh District. the Aligarh Police Range and Aligarh 
Division. with the famous Aligarh Muslim University also located there (the city is 
commonly known as a "university towfl"). Several intellectuals have been associated 
with the Aligarh University and Sir Muhammad igbal, who is also regarded as one of 
the founding fathers of Pakistan, is considered the most famous of these individuals. 
On a less significant level, Aligarh has been also been historically recognized for its 
lock industry and is referred to as the "City of Locks". according to local vernacular. 
(i vww.wi kipedia.o rg. utta rpardesh) 
1.7. Brief History of Aligarh Muslim University (AMU) 
Aligarh Muslim University (AMU) (& J}y9; ~1..+ a ;1~) is a residential 
academic Central University in India founded in 1875 by social reformer, Sir Syed 
Ahmed Khan. He realized the acute need among Indian Muslims for modern 
education and, to achieve his goal. started a school named Mohammedan Anglo-
Oriental College (MAO College) in 1875. It was designed to train Muslims for 
government service in India and prepare them for advanced training in British 
universities. The school later became the Mohammedan Anglo-oriental College and 
finally Aligarh Muslim University in 1920. It is one of the first institutions established 
during the British Raj. (www.wikipedia.org.aligarh muslim university) 
The establishment of MAO College in 1875 marks a key event in the 
educational and social history of the Muslims of the Subcontinent. Its establishment is 
considered as the first significant response of the Indian Muslims to the challenges of 
post Indian Mutiny of 1857 era. It became the principal Muslim Institution in India. In 
the early 20th century. this institution exploded into political activity. Prior to 1939, 
taculty and students supported an All-India Nationalist Movement, Alter 1939, 
political sentiment shifted toward support for a Muslim separatist movement. Students 
and faculty awbilized behind Mohammed Ali Jinnah and the Muslim League hence 
the University became an epicenter of Pakistan Movement. 
(www.wikipcdia.org.aligarh nmslim university) 
Spread over 467.6 hectares in the city of Aligarh, Uttar Pradesh. Aligarh 
Muslim University offers more than 300 courses in the traditional and modern 
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branchcs of' education. It draws students from all corners of the world, especially 
Africa, West Asia and Southeast Asia. In some courses. places are reserved for 
students from Commonwealth countries. The University is open to all irrespective of 
caste. creed. religion or gender. It ranks 8th among the top 20 research Universities in 
India. Alumna of the University is popularly known as Aligarians. The more generic 
Aligarhiva is used to refer to inhabitants of Aligarh who have not studied at AMU. 
\1'ith more than 30000. students, about 1400 teachers and some 6000 non-teaching 
stall on its rolls, it has 12 faculties comprising a wide spectrum of academic 
disciplines (96 departments, 5 institutions and 13 centres) and I8 halls of residence 
with 73 hostels. At present the Universit,, offers 325 courses. The university has the 
Zakir Hussain College of Engineering and Technology, Jawaharlal Nehru Medical 
Collete. 
Dr. Ziauddin Dental College, Institute of' Ophthalmology and Food Craft 
Institute. Interdisciplinary Biotechnology Unit, Centre of' Advance Study in I listory, 
Centre of \Vest Asian Studies, Centre of Wildlife, Academic Staff College, Women's 
College, A,jmal Khan Tibbiva College, University Polytechnic for boys and girls. 
separately and Computer Centre. The languages taught here include English, Urdu. 
Hindi, Arabic. Persian, Sanskrit. Telugu, Tamil, Bengali. Malayalam, Marathi, 
Punjabi, Kashmiri. French. Turkish. German and Russian. "I'he medium of instruction 
is primarily English. AMU is perhaps the only University in the country, which has 
high schools in its domain: It has as many as five high schools including one for the 
visually handicapped. and two senior secondary schools for boys and girls. 
(ww\\.wwikipedia.org.aligarh muslim university). 
The administrators and academicians of Aligarh Muslim University are now turning 
their attention to raise the status of the university to No. I and to achieve quality and 
excellence. 
1.7.1. Administration of Aligarh Muslin University (AMU) 
1'he administration and problems and issues of Aligarh Muslim University will 
now be presented in detail as follows: 
Administration refers to the university's approaches to prepare the students for 
the future. l he University should ensure the strategic planning of educational reforms. 
major shills in technology, market preferences, competitions and the sustainability of 
long term quality education. In administration the most important factors are to gi e 
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rapid response and to customize educational offerings. For that there is the need for 
workforce capacity. partnerships, and joint ventures, understanding of global change 
in higher education, innovation, problem-solving and creativity. The administrative 
staff should execute the strategic plan as per the needs of the community. 
Administrative set-up is the franc work of procedure, powers and duties of the 
officers and authorities of the University. The main function of the University is to 
maintain the academic and administrative standards as enshrined in the statutory 
provisions. (University News. 2010:11-13) 
For the achievement of these tasks, there is need for dynamic leadership capable 
of addressing the University's needs and should possess the intellectual power and 
strategic ability to prepare successfully for its future organizations and work Culture. 
The leader should focus on better workforce, work systems and the assets of the 
University. The actions of the leader includes the actions to accomplish the integration 
of modern technology, refining the teaching methodology. development processes, 
implementing educational policies, staff training and strategic objectives. The leader 
should ensure: i. Fulfillment of responsibilities to the public, ii. Ethical behaviour, and 
iii. Practices of good citizenship. 
The stakeholders evaluate the performance of the leaders on the basis of their 
organizational vision and values. The leader's way of promoting a University 
environment makes a lot of difference to the stakeholders. The leader should foster a 
University Culture conducive to best performance and motivate the workforce. Co- 
operation and effective communication are the key factors that affect the stakeholders. 
Hence, good governance in the universities can be brought about if the management, 
administration and leadership work-in tandem for the larger benclit of the 
stakeholders and society. So, we need a system which is based on the following 
factors which will lead its towards good governance: i. Participation. ii. 
Responsiveness iii., Rule of Law. iv. Transparency v_ Equity and inclusiveness 
vi. Efficiency and effectiveness vii., Consensus-oriented. viii. Aeeountability 
ix. Use of modern technology_ Sincere efforts are needed to satisfy the above-
mentioned factors. (Jha. Hetukar. 1985:53-54) 
The administration of the Lniversity must have its roots in the rich culture of 
higher education. None of the Universities from India has succeeded in Constructing a 
comprehensive and integrated system of higher education along the lines indicated 
above. Good governance incorporates and transforms the lirnctioning of the University. 
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Here, the researcher assumes that good governance is a dynamic factor in bringing the 
expected change in the higher education system. The present methods of instruction 
which have come down as a legacy from the British ere are faulty. Therefore, there is a 
need for a new program of education based on good governance. In order to attain it, a 
healthy atmosphere is required in the University campus. 
Above all, the social and of education must not be lost sight of. The students 
should be trained to become useful members of society. So, the importance of good 
governance cannot be overstated in University development. It cannot be denied that 
the participation of all the authorities/bodies should be taken into consideration during 
decision-making. Freedom of expression and thought will help us to follow the 
democratic process for healthy practices. Good governance requires the principle of 
responsiveness which tries to serve the stakeholders within a reasonable timeframe. The 
University's reputation depends on ensuring that all its stakeholders feel that they have 
a responsibility and a stake in it, and that they do not feel excluded from the 
mainstream of the higher education system. This requires equity and inclusiveness for 
all sections of the members to maintain their welt-being. The University should have a 
fair legal framework that should be enforced impartially (University News, 2010:31-
32). Every university has an administrative system which meets the goals of the 
community. AMU being a Central University also has an administrative system with 
many of the qualities. The researcher now takes a look at the administrative team that 
runs the administration. 
1.7.2 The administrative set up of Aligarh Muslim University 
The Court. the Executive Council, the Academic Council and the Finance 
Committee and following officers of AMU are responsible for the administration 
Chancellor, Pro-Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Honorary 
Treasurer, Registrar, Control of Examinations and Admissions, Finance Officer. 
Deans of Faculties, Chairmen of Departments, Faculties and Departments. Boards of 
Studies, Selection Committee, Dean of Students' Welfare. Provost, Proctor. Librarian. 
Academic Council, Executive Council, Finance Committee and Court. 
A bricfdeseription ofthejob profile and functions of the main officers is presented 
below. 
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Chancellor 
(1) The Chancellor shall be elected by the Court by a simple majoritN. (2) The 
Chancellor shall hold office for a term of three years and shall be eligible for election. 
(3) The Chancellor shall. if present. preside over the meetings of the Court. (4) Every 
proposal for the conferment of an honorary degree shall be subject to confirmation by 
the Chancellor. Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) Act. 1981 & Aligarh 
Muslim University (Amendment) Act, 2007 
Pro-Chancellor 
(I) The Pro-Chancellor shall be elected by the Court by a simple majority. (2) 
The Pro-Chancellor shall hold office for a term of three years and shall be eligible for 
re-election. (3) An casual vacancy in the office of the Pro-Chancellor shall be filled 
by the Chancellor on the recommendation of the Executive Council and the person so 
appointed shall hold office until the next annual meeting of the Court. (4) The Pro-
Chancellor shall, in the absence of the Chancellor, perform the functions of the 
Chancellor. Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) .Act, 1981 & Aligarh Muslim 
University (Amendment) Act, 2007. 
Vice —Chancellor 
(I) the Vice -Chancellor shall be appointed by the Visitor from a panel of at 
least three persons recommended by the Court from a panel of' fi%e persons 
recommended by the Executive Council: Provided that if' the Visitor does not approve 
of any of the persons recommended by the Court, he may call for Iresh 
recommendations. (2) The Vice-Chancellor shall be a whole-time salaried officer of' 
the University. (3) The Vice-Chancellor shall hold office for a term of five years from 
the date on which he enters upon his office. Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) 
Act. 1981. Provided that notwithstanding the expiry of the said period of five years, 
he shall continue in office until his successor is appointed and enters upon his office: 
Provided further that the Visitor may direct that a Vice- Chancellor, vhose term of 
office has expired. shall continue in office for such period, not exceeding a total 
period of one \car, as may be specified in the direction. (4) Not withstanding anything 
contained in clause (5), a person appointed as Vice-Chancellor shall. if he completes 
the age of sixty five years during the terns of his office or any extension thereof. retire 
from office. (6) The emoluments and other terms and conditions of scr\ ice of the 
Vice-Chancellor shall be such as may be prescribed by the Ordinances (7) if the office 
of the Vice-Chancellor becomes vacant due to his death, resignation or otherwise or if 
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he is unable to perform his duties owing to absence, illness or any other cause, the 
Pro- Vice-Chancellor shall discharge the duties of the Vice-Chancellor until a new 
Vice-Chancellor or the Vice-Chancellor, as the case may be, assumes office: Provided 
that if the Pto-Vice-Chancellor is not available, the seniormost Dean among the 
members of the Executive Council in the category of Deans of the Faculties shall 
discharge the duties of the Vice-Chancellor until a new Vice- Chancellor or the Vice-
C:haneel4or, as the case may he. assumes office. Provided further that if the senior 
most Dean among the members of the Executive Council in the category of Deans of 
the Faculties is not available or he/she declines to accept the responsibility, the next 
available Dean. in order of seniority, among the members of the Executive Council in 
the category of Deans of the Faculties shall discharge the duties of the Vice-
Chancellor until a new Vice-Chancellor or the Vice-Chancellor, as the case may be, 
assumes office. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare Letter No. F.3-27,12003-
Desk (u) dated 13-9-2004 & Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment Act), 2007. 
Powers and Duties oithe Vice-Chancellor 
1. The Vice-Chancellor shall be the Ex-Officio Chairman of the Court, the 
Executive Council, the Academic Council and the Finance Committee and shall, in 
the absence of the Chancellor and the Pro- Chancellor, preside at the Convocation 
held For conferring degrees. He shall be entitled to be present at, and to address, any 
meeting of any authority or other body of the University, but shall not be entitled to 
vote there at unless he is a member of such authority or body. (2) It shall be the duty 
of the Vice-Chancellor to see that the Act, the Statutes, the Ordinances and the 
Regulations are duly observed, and he shall have al! powers necessary to ensure such 
observance. (3) The Vice-Chancellor shall have the power to convene or cause to be 
convened meetings of the Court, the Executive Council, the Academic Council and 
the Finance Committee. 
Pro-Vice-Chancellor 
(I) The Pro-Vice-Chancellor shall be appointed by the Executive Council on 
the recommendation ofthe Vice-Chancellor on such terms and conditions as may he 
laid down in the Ordinances. Provided that where the recommendation of the Vice-
Chancellor is not accepted by the Executive Council, the matter shall be referred to 
the Visitor who may either appoint the person recommended by the Vice-Chancellor 
or ask the Vice-Chancellor to recommend another person to the Executive Council : 
Provided further that the Executive Council may, on the recommendation of the Vice- 
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Chancellor appoint a Professor to discharge the duties of the Pro-Vice-Chancellor in 
addition to his own duties as a Professor. (2) The term of office of the Pro-Vice-
Chancellor shall be such as may be decided by the Executive Council, but it shall not 
in any case exceed five years or until the expiration of the term of office of the Vice-
Chancellor whichever is earlier and shall be eligible For reappointment: Provided that 
the Pro-Vice-Chancellor shall retire on attaining the age of sixty five years : Provided 
further that the Pro-Vice-Chancellor shall, while discharging the duties of Vice 
Chancellor tinder Clause (7) of Statute 2, continue in office notwithstanding the 
expiration of the term of office until a new Vice-Chancellor or the Vice-Chancellor, 
as the Case may be, assumes office. (3) The emoluments and other terms and 
conditions of service of the Pro-Vice Chancellor shall be such as may be prescribed 
by the Ordinances. (4) The Pro-Vice-Chancellor shall assist the Vice-Chancellor in 
respect of such matters as may be specified by the Vice-Chancellor in this behalffrom 
time to time and shall also exercise such powers and perform such duties as may he 
assigned or delegated to him by the Vice-Chancellor. Ministry of Education and 
Social Welfare letter no. F. 3- 1/74- U- 2, dared 3 January 1974 Ministry of Education 
and Social Welfare. letter no. F. 3-1174- U-2, dated 3 January 1974 & Aligarh Muslim 
University (Amendment) Act, 2007. 
Honorary Treasurer 
(I) The Honorary Treasurer shall he elected by the Court by a simple 
majority. (2) The I tonorary Treasurer shall hold office for a term of three cars and 
shall be eligible for re-election for another term. 	(3) The Honorary Treasurer shall 
hold office on such terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the Ordinances. (4) 
The I lonorary Treasurer shall be a member of the Finance Committee and shall 
exercise general supervision over the funds of the University. Ministry of HR[) letter 
no. F. 3-32/92-Desk (U) dated September 10, 1992, 
Registrar 
(Il) The Registrar shall be a whole-time salaried employee of the University 
and shall be appointed on the recommendation of a Selection Committee constituted 
for the purpose, for tenure of five years, which may he renewed for similar terms by 
the Executive Council. (2) The emoluments and other terms and conditions of service 
of the Registrar shall be such as may be prescribed by the Ordinances: Provided that 
the term of appointment of the Registrar shall not be continued beyond the date of his 
attaining the age of sixty two years. Provided further that not with standing his 
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attaining the age of sixty two years, he shall continue in office until his successor is 
appointed and enters upon his office, or for a period of one year, whichever is earlier. 
(3) When the office of the Registrar is vacant or when the Aligarh Muslim University 
(Amendment) Act. 1981. Ministry of IIRD letter no. F. 3-32/92-Desk (U) dated 
September 10, 1992. Ministry of IIRD letter no. F. 3-20/92-Desk (U) dated August 
24, 1999. Registrar is, by reason of illness, absence or any other cause, unable to 
perform the duties of his office, the duties of the office shall be performed by such 
person as the Vice-Chancellor may appoint for the purpose. (4) (a)'I-he Registrar shall 
have the power to take disciplinary action against such of the employees of the 
l niversity as may be specified in the orders of the Executive Council and to suspend 
them pending inquiry, to administer warning to them or to impose on them the penalty 
of censure or the withholding of increment: Provided that no such penalty shall he 
imposed unless the person concerned has been given a reasonable opportunity of 
showing cause against the action proposed to be taken in regard to him. (b) An appeal 
shall lie with the Vice-Chancellor against any order of the Registrar imposing any of 
the penalties specified in item. (c) In a case where the inquiry discloses that a 
punishment beyond the powers of the Registrar is called for, the Registrar shall, upon 
conclusion of the inquiry. make a report to the Vice-Chancellor along with his 
recommendations: Provided that an appeal shall lie to the Executive Council against 
an order of the Vice-Chancellor imposing any penalty. (5) The Registrar shall be ex-
officio Secretary of the Executive Council, the Academic Council and the Faculties, 
but shall not be deemed to be a member of any of these authorities_ He shall be ex-
officio Member-Secretary of the Court. (6) It shall be the duty of the Registrar — (a) to 
be custodian of the records, the common seal and such other property of the 
University as the Executive Council shall commit to his charge ; b) to issue all notices 
convening meetings of the Court, Executive Council, Academic Council, Faculties. 
Boards of Studies and of any committees appointed by the authorities of the 
University; (c) to keep the minutes of all the meetings of the Court, Executive 
Council, Academic Council, Faculties and of any committees appointed by the 
authorities of the University; (d) to conduct the official correspondence of the Court, 
Executive Council and Academic- Council: (e) to supply to the Visitor, copies of the 
agenda of the meetings of the authorities of the University as soon as they are issued 
and the minutes of the meetings; (g) to represent the University in suits or proceedings 
by or against the University, sign powers of attorney and verify pleadings or depute 
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his representative for the purpose; and (h) to perform such other duties as may be 
specified in these Statutes, or prescribed by the Ordinances or the Regulations or as 
may be required, from time to time, by the Executive Council or the Vice-Chancellor. 
(Ministry of HRD letter no. F. 3-30/2003-Desk (U) dated 6-9-2004) 
Controller of Examinations 
ii) The Controller of Examinations shall be a whole-time salaried employee of 
the University and shall be appointed on the recommendation of a Selection 
Committee constituted for the purpose for tenure of five years, which may be renewed 
for similar terms by the Executive Council. (2)'I he emoluments and other terms and 
conditions of service of the Controller of Examinations shall be such as may be 
prescribed by the Ordinances; Provided that the term of appointment of the Controller 
of Examinations shall not be continued beyond the date of his attaining the age of 
sixty two years; Provided further that notwithstanding his attaining the age of sixty 
two years, he shall continue in office until his successor is appointed and enters upon 
his office, or for a period of one year, whichever is earlier. (3) When the office ofthe 
Controller of Examinations is vacant or when the Controller is, by reason of illness, 
absence or any other cause, unable to perform the duties of his office, the duties of the 
office shall be performed by such person as the Vice-Chancellor may appoint for the 
purpose. (4) The Controller of Examinations shall :- (a) Control the conduct of all 
University examinations and admissions to the University and Superintendent all 
other arrangements necessary therefore and the execution of all processes connected 
therewith in accordance with the manner prescribed by the Ordinances; (b) Issue all 
notices for convening meetings of the Committee of Examinations, Admission 
Committee, the Boards of Examiners, Board of Secondary Education or any Boards 
and Committees appointed by authorities of the University in connection with the 
examinations, and maintain and keep the minutes of all such meetings; (e) Call from 
any office or Institution under the University any information or returns that he may 
consider necessary for the performance of his duties and to discharge Iris 
responsibilities; (d) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in these 
Statutes. the Ordinances and the Regulations, perform such other duties, 
administrative or academic, as may be prescribed, from time to time, by the Executive 
Council or the Vice-Chancellor. 
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Finance Officer 
(1) The Finance Officer shall be a whole-time salaried employee of the 
University and shall be appointed on the recommendations of a Selection Committee 
constituted for the purpose for a tenure of five years, which may be renewed for 
similar terms by the Executive Council, on such terms and conditions as may be 
prescribed by the Ordinances; Provided that the term of appointment of Finance 
Officer shall not be continued beyond the date of his attaining the age of sixty two 
years; Provided further that notwithstanding his attaining the age of sixty two years. 
he shall continue in office until his successor is appointed and enters upon his office, 
for a period of one year whichever is earlier. (2) When the office of the Finance 
Officer is vacant or when the Finance Officer is, by reason of illness, absence or any 
other cause, unable to perform the duties of his office, the duties of the Office shalt be 
performed by such person as the Vice-Chancellor may appoint f'or the purpose. (3) 
The Finance Officer shall be Ex-Offeio Secretary of the Finance Committee, but 
shall not be deemed to be a member of such committee. (4)'1'he Finance Officer shall 
advise the University as regards its financial policy and perform such other financial 
functions as may be assigned to him by the Executive Council or as may be 
prescribed by these Statutes or the Ordinances: Provided that the Finance Officer shall 
not incur any expenditure or snake any investment exceeding ten thousand rupees 
without the previous approval of the Executive Council. (5)  Subject to the control of 
the Executive Council, the Finance Officer shall :- (a) hold and manage the property 
and investments including trust and endowed property; (b) ensure that the limits fixed 
by the Finance Committee for recurring and non-recurring, expenditure for a year are 
not exceeded and that all monies are expended on the purposes for which they are 
granted or allotted; (c) be responsible for the preparation of annual accounts and the 
budget of the University for the next financial year and for their presentation to the 
Executive Council; (d) keep a constant watch on the state of the cash and bank 
balances and on the state of investment; (e) watch the progress of the collection of 
revenue and advise on the methods of collection employed; (f) have the accounts of 
the University regularly audited by an internal audit party : (g) ensure that the 
registers of buildings, lands, furniture and equipments are maintained up to-date and 
that the stock checking is conducted, of equipment and outer consumable materials in 
all offices, special centres, specialized laboratories, colleges and institutions 
maintained by the University; Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) Act, 1931. 
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(h) call for explanation of unauthorized expenditure and for other financial 
irregularities and suggest disciplinary action against the persons at fault: and (i) call 
for from any office, college or institution under the University, any information or 
returns that he may consider necessary for the performance of his duties_ (6) The 
receipt of the Finance Officer or of the person or persons duly authorized in this 
behalf by the Executive Council for any money payable to the University shall be 
sufficient discharge for payment of such money. Ministry of HRD letter no. F.3-25-
84-Desk (U) dated 3/6 Aug. 1984. Ministry of HRD letter no. F. 3-32/92-Desk (U) 
dated Sep.10. 1992.Ministry of I IRD letter No. 3-20/99-Desk (U) dated August 24, 
1999. Ministry of HRD Idler no. F. 3-30/2003-Desk (U), dated Sep.6, 2001. 
Deans of Faculties 
(1) Every Dean of a Faculty shall be appointed by the Executive Council from 
amongst the Professors in the Faculty by rotation according to seniority for a period of 
two years; provided that in the Faculty of Medicine/Unani Medicine no Professor 
shall be appointed as Dean of the Faculty if he/she does not have the Mcdical/Uvani 
qualifications prescribed by the Medical Council of India/Central Council of Indian 
Medicine, as the case may be. (2) If at any Lime, there are no Professor in a Faculty 
the Vice-Chancellor, or if so designated by him, the Pro-Vice-Chancellor, shall 
exercise the powers of the Dean of the Faculty concerned. (3) A Dean on attaining the 
age of 65 years shall cease to hold office as such. (4) The persons holding office as 
Deans by virtue of their office as Principal of the Jawaltar L81 Nehru Medical College 
and the Principal of Zakir Hussain College of Engineering and Technology on the 
commencement of the Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) Act, 1972 and 
persons who were appointed as Dean on July t, 1972 shall continue to hold the Office 
of the Dean of their respective Faculties until the expiry of their term of office. (5) A 
Dean of Faculty may resign his office at any time during his tenure, and a Professor 
may decline the offer of appointment as the Dean of a Faculty. (6) When the Office of 
the Dean is vacant or when the Dean is, by reason of illness, absence or any other 
cause, unable to perform the duties of his office, the duties of the ollice shall be 
performed by such person as the Vice-Chancellor may appoint for the purpose. (7) 
The Dean shall be the Head of the Faculty and shall he responsible for the conduct 
and maintenance of the standards of teaching and research in the Faculty_ He shall 
have such other functions as may be prescribed by the Ordinances. (8) The Dean shall 
have the right to be present and to speak at any meeting of the Hoard of Studios or 
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committee of the Faculty, as the case may be, but not the right to vote thereat unless 
he is a member thereof. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare letter no. F. 3-
58l73-U. 2 dated 23 October, 1973. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare letter 
No. F. 3-40/72, U. 2, dated 24 Oct. 1972. Minister of HRD letter no. F.No. 1-19i2006-
U.11 dated 23.3.2007. Minister of HRD loiter Igo. 3-21/99-Desk (U) 1-10-999 
Chairmen of Departments 
(I) Each Department shall have a Chairman who shall be a Professor and 
Associate Professor whose duties and functions and terms and conditions of 
appointment shall be prescribed by the Ordinances: Provided that if there are more 
Professors than one in any Department the Chairman of the Department shall be 
appointed in accordance with the provisions made in respect thereof by the 
Ordinances. Provided further that in case of Departments which have only one 
Professor, the Vice-Chancellor shall first appoint the Professor as the Chairman of the 
Department and thereafter the Senior Associate Professor from amongst the two 
Senior most Associate Professors by rotation for a specified period as laid down in 
the Ordinances. After the term of the Associate Professor is over the Professor would 
again he appointed as the Chairman and the rotation would continue. Provided further 
that in a department where there is no Professor, a Associate Professor may be 
appointed as Chairman of the Department in accordance with the provision made in 
respect thereof by the Ordinances: Provided also that if there is no Professor or 
Associate Professor in a Department, the Dean of the Faculty concerned shall act as 
the Chairman of the Department; provided also that, until the Ordinances as 
prescribed above are passed and appointments made accordingly, the persons who 
were appointed on 17.7.1972 or thereafter, shall continue as Chairman of the 
Departments and perform the same functions. (2) A Chairman of the Department may 
resign his office at any time during his tenure and a Professor or Associate Professor 
may decline the offer of appointment as the Chairman of a Department. (3) A 
Chairman of a Department on attaining the age of superannuation as may be 
prescribed by the Ordinances shalt cease to hold office as such. Ministry of Education 
and Social Welfare letter no. F. 3-58/73-U. 2 dated 23 October, 1973, Aligarh Muslim 
University (Amendment) Act. 1981, Ministry ofi1RD Lotter No. F.3-21192-Desk(U) 
dated July 12, 1995 
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Faculties and Departments 
(a) Each Faculty shall consist of such Departments as may be assigned to it by 
the Ordinances. (b) No Department shall be established or abolished except by the 
Statutes. (c) The Department of' Studies in existence in the University at the 
commencement of the Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) Act, 1972 and the 
Faculties relating thereto are set out in the annexure to these Statutes. 
Departments 
Each Department shall consist of' the lbllowing members namely:- (i) 
Teachers (ii) Persons conducting research in the Department concerned. (iii) Dean of 
the Faculty or Deans of the Faculties concerned; (iv) Honorary Professors, if any, 
attached to Department; and (v) Such other persons as may be members of the 
Department in accordance with the provisions of the Ordinances. Each Department 
shall have a Chairman who shall be appointed in accordance with these Statutes and 
shall perform such functions as may be prescribed by the Ordinances. Every Faculty, 
other than the Faculty of Engineering and Technology, may comprise the following 
members, namely :- (i) Dean of the Faculty who shall be the Chairman; (ii) All 
Professors in the Faculty; (iii) All Chairmen of Departments assigned to the Faculty 
who are not Professors; (iv) Principal. Women's College: (v) One Reader from each 
Department; (vi) Two Lecturers from each Department (one above ten years of 
service and one below ten years): Provided that in Departments where teachers from 
either of the categories mentioned above are not available, the representation will be 
made in order of seniority: (vii) Four persons nominated by the Academic Council 
from other Faculties of the University; and (viii) Five persons not in the service ofthc 
University co-opted by the Faculty for their special knowledge of any subject 
assigned to the Faculty, provided that not more than one person may be co-opted in 
respect of a subject assigned to a single Department. Provided that the Principal, 
Women's College shall be on the Faculties of the subjects for which instruction is 
provided in the College: provided further that the Readers and Lecturers of categories 
(v) and (vi) shall serve on the Faculties by rotation, according to seniority. Ministry of 
Education and Social WclFarc letter no. F. 3-58/73, U. 2 dated 23 October. 1973. (4) 
The Faculty of the Engineering and Technology shall consist of the following 
members, namely:- 
(i) Dean of the Faculty who shall be the Chairman; (ii) Principal, Z.H. College of 
Engineering & Technology; (iii) All Chairmen of the Departments assigned to the 
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Faculty: (iv) Principals of the University Polytechnic and Women's Polytechnic; (v) 
All Professors in the Faculty; (vi) One Reader and one Lecturer by rotation according 
to seniority from each Department in the Faculty; (vii) Not more than three Readers 
from the University Polytechnic and not more than two Readers from the Women's 
Polytechnic by rotation according to seniority; (viii) One Lecturer from the University 
Polytechnic and one Lecturer from the Women's Polytechnic by rotation according to 
seniority; (ix) Persons not connected with the University having expert knowledge of 
the subject or subjects concerned, co-opted by the Faculty, one from each Department 
of the Faculty; and (x) Three members elected by the Academic Council for their 
special knowledge of any subject assigned to the Faculty or of any allied branch of 
knowledge. (5) All members of a Faculty, other than the ex-officio members shall 
hold office for a term of two years. (6) The conduct of the meetings of a Faculty and 
the quorum required for each Faculty shall be prescribed by the Ordinances. Ministry 
of Education and Social Welfare letter no. F. 3-58/73, U. 2 dated 23 October, 1973. 
Ministry of HRD (Department of Education) letter no. F-3-21/85-Desk (U) dated 21-
4-1986. Ministry of HRD (Department of Education) letter no. F-3-22/86-Desk (U) 
dated 20-I I-1986. Ministry of HRD Letter No F. 3-33/91-Desk (U), dated 30.1-1996. 
Ministry of I1RD Letter No. 3-25/99-Desk (U), dated 31 .5.2000. 
Powers and Functions of the Faculties 
In addition to the powers and functions of the Faculties prescribed under the 
Ordinances, they shall have power - (a) to co-ordinate teaching and research activities 
of Departments and Centres assigned to the Faculty and to promote and provide for 
inter-disciplinary teaching and research; and to arrange for examination and periodical 
tests in subjects failing within the purview of the Faculty; (h) to appoint Boards of 
Studies or committees or to undertake research projects common to more than one 
Department; (c) to approve courses of study proposed by the Departments; (d) to 
forward to the Executive Council the recommendations of the Boards of Studies or 
Committee for Advanced Studies and Research; (e) to propose the draft of Ordinances 
for the examination for courses conducted by the Faculty; (f) to recommend proposals 
for the creation and abolition of teaching posts; and (g) to perform such other 
functions as the Executive Council and the Academic Council may prescribe Aligarh 
Muslim University (Amendment) Act, 2007. 
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Boards of Studies 
Each Department shall have a Board of Studies which shall consist of - (i) The 
Chairman of the Department - Chairman: (ii) Dean of the Faculty concerned; (iii) Al! 
members of the Department; (iv) Two persons teaching allied or cognate subjects in 
the University assigned by the Academic Council; and (v) Two experts not in the 
service of the University co-opted by the Board of Studies. (2) The appointment of 
members specified in 22(1) (iv) and 22(1) (v) shall be for a period of two years. (3) 
The functions of Board of studies shall be- (a) to recommend to the Faculty in the 
manner prescribed in the Ordinances: (i) Courses of Studies; (ii) Appointment of 
examiners for under-graduate and postgraduate courses, but excluding research 
degrees; (iii) creation or abolition or upgrading of teaching posts; (iv) field of study of 
each post at the time of its creation; (v) measures for improvement of standard of 
teaching and research; (vi) subject for research for various degrees and other 
requirement of research work; and (vii) appointment of supervisor of research; (b) to 
allocate teaching work among the teachers; (c) to consider matters of general 
academic interest to the Department and of its functioning; (d) to perform such other 
functions as may be assigned to it by the Faculty: Provided that a Department for 
reasons of its size or otherwise shall, in the interest of efficient discharge of its 
functions, constitute Committees and assign then responsibilities in specified areas as 
prescribed in the Ordinances Ministry of HRD letter No. F-3 -25/92 Desk (ll) dated 
30th October 1998. Ministry of Education & Social welfare letter no. F-3 -58/73 U. 2, 
dated 23th October 1973. Ministry of Education and Social welfare letter no. F-3 -
58/73 - U2, dated 23th October 1973 Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) Act 
1981. 
Dean of Students' Welfare 
If the Executive Council, after considering the recommendation of the Vice-
Chancellor. is of the opinion that the Dean, Students' Welfare need to be appointed, 
such a Dean shall be appointed from time to time from amongst the teachers of the 
University not below the rank of a Reader by the Executive Council on the 
recomrnendation of the Vice-Chancellor. (2) The Dean so appointed under clause (I) 
shall be a whole time officer and shall hold office for a term of three years and shall 
be eligible for re-appointment: Provided that the Executive Council may. if it is 
considered necessary appoint on the recommendation of the Vice-Chancellor, a 
teacher, not below the rank of a Associate Professor to discharge the duties of the 
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Dean of Students' Welfare in addition to his duties and in such a case the Executive 
Council may sanction a suitable allowance. (3) The person who is appointed as the 
Dean of Students Welfare shall continue to hold his lien on his substantive post and 
shall be eligible to all the benefits that would have otherwise accrued to him but for 
his appointment as Dean of Students' Welfare. (4) When the office of the Dean of 
Students' Welfare is vacant or when the Dean of Students' Welfare is, by reason of 
illness or absence or any other cause, unable to perform the duties of his office, the 
duties of the office shall be performed by such person as the Vice-Chancellor may 
appoint for the purpose. (5) The duties and powers of the Dean of Students Welfare 
shall be prescribed by the Ordinances. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare letter 
no. P. 3-95/73-U. 2 dated 3 January, 1974. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare 
letter no. F. 3-58/73-U. 2 dated 23 October, 1973, Aligarh Muslim University 
(Amendment) Act. 1981. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare letter no. f. 3-
40/72-U. 2 dated 24 October, 1972. Ministry of HRD letter no. f. I-19/2006-U.11 
dated 23.3.2007. 
Provost 
A Provost shall be appointed by the Executive Council on the 
recommendation of the Vice-Chancellor and shall exercise such powers and perform 
such duties as may be assigned to him by the Vice-Chancellor. (2) A Provost shall 
hold office for a term of two years and shall be eligible for re-appointment. (3) When 
the office of the Provost is vacant or when a Provost is, by reason of illness or absence 
or any other cause, unable to perform the duties of his office, the duties of the office 
shall be perlormud by such person as the Vice-Chancellor may appoint for the 
purpose. Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) Act, 2007. 
Proctor 
(1) The Proctor shall be appointed by the Executive Council from amongst the 
teachers of the University not below the rank of a Reader on the recommendation of 
the Vice- Chancellor and shall exercise such powers and perform such duties as may 
be assigned to him by the Vice-Chancellor. (2) The Proctor shall hold office for a 
term of two years and shall be eligible for re-appointment. (3) When the office of the 
Proctor is vacant or when the Proctor is, by reason of illness or absence or any other 
cause, unable to perform the duties of his office, the duties of the office shall be 
performed by such person as the Vice-Chancellor may appoint for the purpose. 
Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) Act, 2007 
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Librarian 
(I) The Librarian shall he appointed b, the Executive Council on the 
recommendation of a Selection Committee constituted for the purpose and shall be a 
whole-time officer of the University. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare letter 
no. F. 3-5873-U. 2 dated 23 October. 1973. 
Academic Council 
(I) l'he Academic Council shall consist the following members, namely :- (1) 
Vice-Chancellor: (ii) Pro-Vice-Chancellor; (iii) Deans of Faculties: (iv) Chairmen of 
the Departments of Studies: (v) Principals and Heads of Institutions; (vi) [)can of 
Student's Welfare; (vii) Librarian: (viii) Secretary. Gaines Committee: (ix) Three 
Professors: fie Readers: and seven lecturers to be elected from each category by the 
teachers in that category: (x) Five persons not being in the service of the Universit\, 
co-opted by the Academic Council for their special knowledge. provided that not 
more than two persons Shall he co-opted from subjects assigned to an one Facult\ 
(xi) Two Provosts by rotation according to seniority; (xii) Proctor; (xiii) The 
President. Students' Union. (xiv) Two post-graduate students, one research student 
and one undergraduate student, to be elected by the students from amongst 
themselves: 1. Provided that no student member of the Academic Council shall 
participate in the discussions in respect of matters relating to Examinations. Selection 
Committees, appointments and conditions of service of the teaching staff. 2. the 
members of the Academic Council. other than ex-officio members and student's to 
members shall hold office for a term of two years. 2A. The President, Students' 
Union shall hold office for so lone as he continues to hold the office of the President. 
Students' Union and every other student member shall hold office for a period of one 
Near: Provided that a student member shall cease to hold office upon his ceasing to he 
a student of the University. (3) Twenty members of the Academic Council shall form 
the quorum Ministry of Education and Social Welfare letter no. F. 3-58/73, U. 2 dated 
23 October, 1973. 
Powers of the Academic Council 
Subject to the Act, the Statutes and the Ordinances. the Academic Council 
shall, in addition to all other powers vested in it, have the following powers, namely:-
(a) to exercise general supervision over the academic policies of the Uni~ersity and to 
give directions regarding methods of instruction, co-operative leaching among, 
colleges. evaluation of research or improvements in academic standards: (h) to bring 
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about inter-taculty co-ordination, to establish or appoint Committees or Boards, for 
taking up projects on an inter-faculty basis; (c) to consider matters of general 
academic interest either at its own initiative or referred to by a Facult-N, or the 
Executi\e Council and to take appropriate action thereon; (d) to review the working 
of the Faculties as and when necessary: (e) to formulate, modify or revise schemes for 
the organization of. and assignment of subjects to Faculties and to report to the 
Executi'.e Council as to the expediency of the abolition, reconstitution or division of 
any Facult\ or the amalgamation of' one or more Faculties; (t) to recognize diplomas 
and degrees of' other Universities and institutions and to determine their equivalence 
~%ith the diplomas and degrees of the Aligarh Muslim University; (g) to make such 
arrangements for the instruction and examination of persons, not being members of 
the Unirersit\. as may be necessary; (h) to make proposals to the Executive Council 
for the establishment of Colleges. Departments, Institutions of Research and 
specialized studies. Special Centres, Libraries, Laboratories and Museums: (i) to 
recommend to the Executive Council draft Ordinances regarding examinations of the 
Lni',ersit\. the conditions on which students shall be admitted to such examinations 
and the \\corking, maintenance and use of' the University Library: 0) to maintain 
proper standards of examinations; (k) to constitute such Advisory 
CouncilsiCommittees of Students' Affairs consisting of such number of teachers and 
students as may be prescribed by the Ordinances; (I) to perform in relation to 
academic matters, all such duties and to do all such acts as may be necessary for the 
proper carrying out of the provisions of the Act, the Statutes and Ordinances; and (m) 
to frame such regulations and rules consistent with the Statutes and Ordinances 
regarding the academic functioning of the University, discipline, residences. 
admissions. a\\ard of fello\kships and studentships. fee concessions, corporate lice and 
attendance. Ministry of Education and Social Welfare letter no. F. 3-58i73, U. 2 dated 
23 October. 1973. Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) Act. 1981 Ministr\ of' 
Education and Social \\ el fare letter no. F. 3-5873- U. 2 dated 23 October, 1973. 
lime Lxccutivc Council 
The Executive Council shall consist of the following members name)\:- (i) 
Vice Chancellor: (ii) Pro-Vice-Chancellor: (iii) Honorary Treasurer: (iv) Fie Deans 
of Faculties by rotation according to seniority; (v) Two Principals of Colleges, other 
than the Principal of' the Women's College, by rotation according to seniority: (vi) 
Principal, Women's College; (vii) One Provost, by rotation according to seniority; 
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(viii) Proctor: . Ministry of' HRD letter no. F. 3-19/92 Desk - (U) dated 5.4.1995. 
Ministry of Education and Social Welfare letter no. F. 3-58/73, U. 2 dated 23 October. 
1973. Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) Act, 1981 (ix) Six members of' the 
Court. none of whom shall be an employee of the University, to be elected from 
amongst themsel es: (x) Two representatives of Professors and Readers to be elected 
from amongst themselves; (xi) Two representatives of Lecturers to be elected from 
amongst themselves; (xii) Three persons to be nominated by the Visitor: (xiii) One 
person to be nominated by the Chief Rector: Provided that no employee of the 
University shall be eligible for nomination under items (xii) and (xiii). (2) All the 
members of the Executive Council, other than ex-officio members, shall hold office 
for a term of three years. (3) Fifteen members of the Executive Council shall form a 
quorum for a meeting of the Executive Council. 
Powers and Functions of Executive Council 
(I) The Executive Council shall have the management and administration of' 
the revenue and property of the University and the conduct of all administrative 
af'f'airs of the University not otherwise provided for. (2) Subject to the provisions of' 
the Act. the Statutes and the Ordinances; the Executive Council shall, in addition to 
all other powers vested in it, ha\e the following powers, namely:-(i) To appoint the 
Registrar. Finance Officer. Librarian, Principals of Colleges and Institutions 
established by the University and such Professors, Readers, Lecturers and other 
members of the teaching and academic staff as may be necessary. on the 
recommendation of the Selection Committee constituted for the purpose: Provided 
that no action shall be taken by the Executive Council in respect of the number, 
qualifications. emoluments. and other conditions of Aligarh Muslim University 
(Amendment) Act, 1981. Service of' teachers, without consideration of the 
recommendation of the Academic Council: (ii) to appoint members of the 
Administrative staff`, (iii) to grant leave of' absence to any officer of' the t'niversity 
other than the Chancellor, and the Vice- Chancellor and to take the necessary 
arrangements for the discharge of the functions of such officers during his absence: 
(iv) To regulate and enforce the discipline among members of the teaching. 
administratixe and other staff of the University in accordance ith these Statutes and 
the Ordinances; (v) to manage and regulate the finances, accounts, investments. 
property. business and all other administrative affairs of the University. and for that 
purpose, to appoint such agents as it may think fit. (vi) to in~cst any nnone\ belonging 
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to the um crsity, including an, applied income in such stocks. funds, shares, or 
securities as it shall, from time to time. think fit, or in the purchase of immovable 
propert\ in India. With the like power of varying such investments from time to time 
(vii) to translcr or accept transfers of any movable or immovable property on behalf 
of the University; (viii) to provide the buildings, premises, furniture and apparatus and 
other means needed for carrying on the work of the Universit` ; (ix) to enter into, vary. 
carr\ out and cancel contracts on behalf of the University; (x) to entertain, adjudicate 
upon and. it'thought fit. to redress any grievances ofthe officers of the University. the 
teaching staff; the students and the University's servants, who may, for any reason, 
feel aggrieved: (xi) to appoint examiners and moderators and. if necessary, to remove 
them and to fix their tees, emoluments and travelling and other allowances. 
After consulting the Academic Council; (xii) To maintain a register of donors 
to the University: (xiii) to select a common seal for the University and provide for the 
custody and use of such seal: (xiv) to make such special arrangements as may be 
necessary for the residence and discipline of women students; (xx) to delegate any of 
its po\"ers to the Vice-Chancellor. Pro-Vice-Chancellor. the Registrar or the Finance 
Officer or such other employees or authority of the University or to a Committee 
appointed by it as it may deem fit; (xv i) to institute fellowships, scholarships. 
studentships. medals and prizes on the recommendation of the Academic Council: and 
(xvii) to exercise such other po\~ers and perform such other duties as ma,, be 
conferred or imposed on it by the Act or the Statutes Aligarh Muslim University 
(A mendin en t) :\et. 2007. 
Finance Committee 
(1) I he Finance Committee shall consist of the following members, namely:- (i) 
Vice-Chancellor: (ii) Honorary Treasurer (iii) Pro-Vice-Chancellor: (iv) Two Deans 
of' the Faculties to be nominated by the Executive Council; (v) One person nominated 
by the Executi\ e Council from amongst its members other than those in the service of 
the L ni ersit\: (v ) l'hrce persons nominated b\ the Visitor. (2) Five members of the 
Finance Committee shall form a quorum for a meeting of the Finance Committee. (3) 
All members of' the Finance Committee, other than ex-ofticio members, shall hold 
office for a term of three years. (4) The Vice-Chancellor shall preside at the meetings 
of the Finance Committee. (5) A member of the Finance Committee shall have the 
right to record a minute of dissent if he does not agree with any decision of the 
Finance Cuinniittee. (6) The Finance Committee shall meet at least twice every year 
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to examine the accounts and to scrutinize proposals for expenditure. (7) The annual 
accounts and the financial estimates of the University prepared by the Finance Officer 
shall be laid before the Finance Committee for consideration and comments and 
thereafter submitted to the Executive Council for approval. (8) The Finance 
Committee shall fix limits for the total recurring expenditure and the total non-
recurring expenditure for the year, based on the income and resources of the 
University (which, in the case of productive works may include the proceeds of 
loans). No expenditure shall he incurred by the University in excess of the limits so 
fised. (9) No expenditure other than that provided for in the budget shall be incurred 
by the University without the approval of the Finance Committee. 
The Court 
I he Court shall consist of the following members, namely:- Ex-Officio 
members (i) Chancellor; (ii) Pro-Chancellor: (iii) Vice-Chancellor; (iv) Pro-Vice-
Chancellor; (v) Honorary Treasurer; (vi) All Ex-Vice-Chancellors; (vii) All Deans of 
Faculties; (viii) Dean of Student's Welfare; (ix) Librarian; (x) Registrar; (xi) Five 
Provosts by rotation according to seniority: (xii) Proctor; Representatives of the 
Departments and Colleges (xiii) Twenty Chairmen of Departments, by rotation 
according to seniority; (xiv) Principals of Colleges; Representatives of teachers other 
than Chairmen of Departments and Principals of Colleges (xv) Two Professors, who 
are not Chairmen of Departments, to he elected from amongst themselves: (xvi)' Three 
Readers to be elected from amongst themselves; (xvii) Five Lecturers to he elected 
from amongst themselves; Representatives of Schools maintained by (lie University 
(xviii) Two Principals of Schools maintained by the University by rotation according 
to seniority; Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) Act.. 1981., Ministry of JIRD 
(Department of Education, letter no. F. 3-54/87- Desk (U) dated 15/16-2-1988. 
Representatives of non-teaching staff (xix) Five representatives of non-
teaching staff to be elected from amongst themselves; Representatives of ex-students 
(xx) twenty Five representatives of ex-students to be elected by the Alumni (Old 
Boys) Association; Representatives of donors (xxi) Ten representatives of donors who 
have donated at least a sum of twenty thousand rupees or transferred property worth at 
least twenty thousand rupees to the University, to he elected from amongst 
themselves. Representatives of learned professions, industry and commerce (xxii) Ten 
persons representing the learned professions, industry and commerce, to he elected by 
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the Court. RepresentatiNes of All India Muslim Education Conference (xxiii) Five 
representati\ es of the All-India Muslim Education Conference. 
RepresentatiNes of Parliament (xxiv) Ten members of Parliament, six to be 
elected b,, the I louse of the People (Lok Sabha) from amongst its members and four 
to be elected by the Council of States (Rajy'a Sabha) from amongst its members: 
Representatives of Muslim Culture and Learning (xxv) Fifteen persons representing 
\9uslim Culture and Learning to be elected by the Court, of whom ten shall be 
persons residing outside the State of Uttar Pradesh; (xxvi) Six persons representing 
Muslim Colleges of Oriental learning in India, to be elected by the Court; (xxvii) Four 
persons from amongst the Chairmen (including Presidents) of the V1'akf Boards 
constituted under the Act, 1954 (29 of 1954), or under any other law in force in a 
State. to be elected by the Court; Aligarh Muslim University (Amendment) Act. 
1981. MO IIRD letter no. F. 3-15/2001-Desk - (U) dated 22 No\ember 2001. (xwiii) 
To persons representing Urdu Language and Literature. to be elected by the Court: 
(xxix) tine persons representing Muslim Educational and Cultural Societies situated 
outside the State of' Uttar Pradesh. to be elected b% the Court. 
Representatives of Students 
(xxx)(a) President. Vice-President. Secretary and one nominee of the 
Executi\e Council of the Students Union Ex- Officio: (xxx) (b) Eleven students to be 
elected by a simple majority by students of the various faculties classified into groups 
in the manner prescribed by the Ordinances, Nominated Persons (xxxi) Five persons 
to be nominated by the Visitor; (xxxii) One person to be nominated by the Chief 
Rector; (xxxiii) One person to be nominated by the Chancellor. Provided that in 
making nominations under items (xxxi) to (xxxiii), due regard shall be had to the 
representation of the different areas of the country in view of the all India-character of 
the Uni~ersit : Provided further that no employee of the University shall be eligible to 
be a nicnnher under items (xx) to (xxix) or under items (xxxi) to (xxxiii); (2) All the 
members of the Court, other than ex-officio members and members representing 
students. shall hold off ice for a tern of' three years. provided that a representative of 
the Parliament elected to the Court under Item (xxiv) shall be deemed to have vacated 
his her membership of the said authority consequent upon his/her becoming a 
Minister or SpeakeriDeputy Speaker, Lok Sabha or Deputy Chairman, Rajya Sabha. 
(3) An ex-otlicio member shall cease to be a member of' the Court as soon as he 
vacates the office b\ virtue of which he is such a member. (4) Members representing 
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students shall hold ollice for a period of one year or tilt such time as they continue to 
be students, whichever is earlier. MJO HRD letter no. F. 3-4 /2001- Desk - (U) dated 
12 January, 2004. 
Meetings of the Court 
(1) An annual meeting of the Court shall be held in the month of October 
every year on a date to be fixed by the Executive Council unless some other date has 
been fixed by the Court in respect of any year so that the report should reach the 
Government of India by 30th November. At an annual meeting, a report of the 
working of the l.nivcrsiiy during the previous year together with a statement of the 
receipts and expenditure and the balance sheet, as audited_ and the financial estimates 
for the next year shall be presented and any vacancies among the members of the 
Executive Council or the Court which are to be filled up by the Court shall be filled. 
(2) A copy of the statement of receipts and expenditure, the balance sheet and the 
financial estimates referred to in clause (1) shall be sent to every member of the Court 
at least seven days before the date of the annual meeting. (3) One third of the 
members of the Court shall form a quorum for a meeting of the Court. (4) Special 
meeting of the Court may be convened by the Executive Council or the Vice-
Chancellor, or, if (here is no Vice- Chancellor, by the Pro-Vice Chancellor, or if there 
is no Pro-Vice Chancellor, by the Registrar: Provided that a special meeting of the 
Court shall also be called if one third of the members of the Court make a requisition 
in writing in this behalf 
Concluding statement of problems and issues 
in conclude the researcher has outlined the establishment of Aligarh Muslim 
University such as and surveyed the problems and issues which might arise in the 
administration of a university. the chapter will help the researcher to make 
comparisons on the different aspects of good administration with another university in 
the search for commonalities and differences. 
Problems and Issues of Administration of Aligarh Muslim University 
Now the researcher will address some oCthe important issues and problems of 
Administration of Aligarh Muslim University in this chapter. These problems and 
issues have been collected from various sources. Such as university news, annual 
reports, gazettes, journals, articles and honks. 	 - 
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Radakrishnan Commission on Universit\ Education, 1918-49 put in the 
tul lo\\ in, \c orris: 
"The most important and urgent reform needed in education is to transform it, to 
endeavor to relate it to the life, needs and aspirations of the people and thereby make 
it the po\%erful instrument of social, economic and cultural transformation necessary 
for the realization of the national goals." 
For this purpose, education should be developed so as to increase productivity. 
achie'.e social and national integration, accelerate the process of modernization and 
cultivate social, moral and spiritual values.'-The National Policy on higher education 
of 1986 translate this vision of Radhakrishnan and Kothari Commission in tive 
principles goals for higher education "hich include greater access, equal access (or 
equit\ ). qualitN and excellence, relevance and promotion of social values. The policy 
directions and actions covered in 1992 "Program of Action" have been developed in a 
manner such that it translates these goals in to practice (ww.0 c.ac) 
Most of the institutions xNere with powers to regulate academic activities on 
their campuses as well as in their areas of jurisdiction through the affiliating system. 
Even the institutions enjoyed large-scale financial support in the form of grants from 
the public exchequer. Private funds as \\ell as individuals played ke\ roles in the 
cause of higher education. \Vith the public funding being no more in a position to 
tale-up the challenging task of expansion and diversification of the higher education 
system in the country to meet the continuously growing demands. At present, there is 
little option other than bringing in private initiatives in a massive way to meet the 
various challenges. (w\v\%.ugc.ac.in) 
The UGC \\elcomes e\er\one's ideas on \\hat should be done to help create qualified. 
skilled and knowledgeable manpower that is a fundamental requirement to India 
becoming an economic a super po\~er a real possibility 
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Concluding statement of Administration of AMU 
To conclude the researcher has outlined the establishment of Aligarh Muslim 
lUniversit\ such as the powers and functions of the administrative officers, the 
academic council, the executive council, finance committee, court and student 
representatives. The researcher also surveyed the problems and issues which might 
arise in the administration of a university. The chapter will help the researcher to 
make comparisons on the different aspects of good administration with another 
university. 
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1.'.3 	\ :.INC Oi umm try Of the establishment of Aligarh Muslim University is 
presented here. 
ALI(;AR1I MUSLIM UN1VERSl1'Y 
~,1, MVSI~• 
\lotto 
Allama al-ir sin rna lam v'alarn 
Motto in English Taught man \\hat he did not know (Qur'an 96:5) 
Established  l 875  
'TN pr Public 
Ll1tb0%s ment 
$11 Billion _j 
Chancellor Justice (Rctd.) A. M. Ahmadi 
ice-('I1;r1,rdlur 11rof.P.K Abdul Azeez 
Academic Stuff 2.000 
St uclents 30,000 
Location i Aligarh, Uttar Pradesh, India 
--- ('ant pus  l ~\ li~~arh  
Acron m 	 A1-1li 
Colors 
Affiliations 	 UGC, NAAC and AlU - 
-- 	 fl 
\\ cbsitc 	w\\ w.atnu.ac.in 
- - — — -- Table no.: 1.2 --- 	-- -- 
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II: 	There is no significant difference between the supervisory leadership of,\NMU 
and the super% isory leadership of DU 
H,,: 	There is no significant difference between the organizational leadership of 
AMU and the organizational leadership of Dl' 
1EI,,: 	There is no significant difference between the administrative leadership of 
AMU and the administrative leadership of DU 
ho: 	There is no significant difference between the all competencies of' leadership 
of AMU and the all competencies of leadership of DU 
1.12 Delimitation of the Study 
In an administrative system normally, the administration and academics 
together account for the quality of institution, ho\vever in the present studs onl\ the 
administration has been studied, as the inclusion of academics would have made the 
comparison veer\ lengthy and it is difficult to find measures for comparing academics. 
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1.7.3 A ,able of summar' of the establishment of Aligarh Muslim Universit. is 
presented here. 
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSI'T'Y 
(Arabic)  
'Allama al-insan ma lam 'clam 
Taught man what he did not know (Qur'an 96:5) 
1875 
Public  
$ l I Billion 
Justice (Retd.) A. M. Ahmadi 
l'rol'.P.K Abdul Azeez 
2.000 
30,000 
Aligarh, Uttar Pradesh, India 
IIottu 
Motto in English 
Established 
Type 
Endo s went 
Chancellor 
ire-Chancellor 
Academic staff 
Students 
Location 
Campus :\ligarh 
Acronym AMU 
Colors 
Affiliations 
0 	 ~~ 
UGC, NAAC and Alt, 
\\'ebsite 
- 
www.amu.ac.in 
- — --- Table no.: 1.2 
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I.S. Statement of the Problem 
The title of the problem - 
 
"A Comparative Study of the Administrative Systems of Delhi University 
and Aligarh Muslim University". 
1.9 The operational definition of the terms: It is as under 
Administrative Systems means the educational leadership. supervisory, 
leadership, organizational leadership and administrative leadership. 
1.10. Objectives of the Study 
The following are the main objectives of the present study are divided into three 
sections[ 
Section 
1. To study the level of educational leadership ofAMU administrators. 
2. To study the level of supervisory leadership of AMID administrators, 
3. To study the level of organizational leadership of AMU administrators. 
4. To study the level o Fadntinistrative leadership of AMU administrators. 
Section 11 
5, To describe the level of educational leadership ofDU adm€nistrators. 
6. I'o describe the level of supervisory leadership of UU administrators. 
7. To describe the ]eve l of organizational leadership of DU administrators. 
S. To describe the level of administrative leadership of DU administrator. 
Section III 
9. " In compare the difference between the educational leadership of AMU and the 
educational leadership of DU. 
10.'1 o compare the di ticrence be tweet the supervisory leadership or AM[: and the 
educational leadership of DU. 
I. To compare the difference hetween the organizational leadership of AMU and the 
educational leadership of DU. 
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12. "l To compare the difference between the administrative leadership of AMU and the 
educational leadership of DU. 
13. There is no significant difference between the all competencies of leadership of 
AMU and the all competencies of leadership of DU 
1.11. hypotheses of the Study 
For analyzing the results and testing the data the following hypotheses were 
formulated h the researcher. 
Section I 
11: 	There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean of 
AMU administrators in level of educational leadership 
Ii: 	There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean of 
AMU administrators in level of supervisory leadership 
II: 	There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean of 
AANIU administrators in level of organizational leadership 
II: 	There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean of 
A.Mt administrators in level of administrative leadership 
Section II 
I here is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean of 
DU administrators in level of educational leadership 
11: 	There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean of 
Dl U administrators in level of supervisory leadership 
11: 	I here is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean of 
DU administrators in level of organizational leadership 
I1,,: 	There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean of 
l)U administrators in level of administrative leadership 
Section III 
11,,: 	l here is nv sienificant difference bet\veen the educational leadership of AMU 
and the educational leadership of DU 
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II: 	There is no significant difference between the supervisory leadership of AMU 
and the supervisory leadership of DU 
II: 	There is no significant difference between the organizational leadership of 
AML and the organizational leadership of DU 
II,,: 	There is no significant difference between the administrative leadership of 
AMU and the administrati~c leadership of DU 
IL,: 	There is no significant difference between the all competencies of leadership 
of AIV1t! and the all competencies of leadership of I)U 
1.12 Delimitation of the Study 
In an administrative system normally, the administration and academics 
together account for the quality of institution, however in the present study only the 
administration has been studied, as the inclusion of academics would have made the 
comparison %ery length~ and it is difficult to find measures for comparing academics. 
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CHANTER-II 
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE 
"l he present is the outcome of the shadow of past. It is a plant well planted 
following the past experiences and it shall fetch sweet fruits in future. likewise. a 
stud\- of any concern must be based on the previous work of the concerned problems. 
Review of literature is an essential and preliminary step for research either social or 
scientific. It allows a researcher to build theoretical foundations against the hack drop 
of which the objectives of the study find adequate justification. 
-]here are several aspects. which are yet to he studied. but priority is always 
given to those problems. which are relevant and reliable for the study. he relevance 
and importance of any study can be known by the review of works already done. 
Related literature anticipates the nature of problems which ma\ emerge in future and 
guide to take remedial measures With further studies. l he help in formulating a 
research problem and develop skills to proceed further with the problem. International 
studies are the source of knowledge of the ideas, perceptions and methodology 
applied to study a particular problem of researcher belonging to the outside world. A 
researcher is expected to contribute to his nation with his findings and suggestions. He 
`rocs through the studies already conducted on the national scenario and then he may 
he able to identify the knowledge gap and relevance of the study undertaken. 
I hereiore. in order to develop insight and to evaluate the methodological practices 
emerging out of research. the researcher made a survey of the available literature and 
reviewed the studies already done in the field of higher educational administration. 
Detailed description of international studies and national studies are as lijllo\\s: 
2.1 International Studies 
1. Lllis Jane \\oleo (2UO2) made a study on "A Study of the Internship Component 
of the Innovative Leadership Program at the University of Alabama from l 99 # to 
2000. the t lniversitv 01' Alabama." 
The perceptions of the completers of the innovative leadership program at the 
University of Alabama regarding the effectiveness of the activities completed during 
the internship phase of the proiranl under investigation at the t;niversity of Alabama. 
1 he tunacition began Its work with IOUs universities across the country targeting the 
iinpro\ anent of leadership skills at Calendar State University. Georgia State 
l *niversity. Ohio State University and the University o( Alabama. 
Survey of Related Literature 
The study design which incorporated both quantitative and qualitative methodology. 
included a survey instrument designed to gather data relating to the objectives of the 
Innovative Leadership Program. A focus group interview was then conducted to 
further investigate the perceptions of those compactors who had obtained an 
administrative position. Adeiphi procedure was used to place the survey questions 
into the following suhscales: planning, developing. sensitivity, measuring and 
implementing. 
Significant differences were found in the perceptions of the participants 
regarding the effectiveness of the internship activities based on the area of their 
undergraduate degree. location and gender ethnicity of the cohort or gender of' the 
mentor. Furthermore no significant differences were found in the perceptions of the 
participants based on the location of the cohort and the administrative experience of 
the mentor. 
Although no longer founded by the Dan Forth Foundation the Innovative 
Leadership Program has remained faithful to the original design and continues as an 
effective preparation program for educational administrators. This study supports 
earlier findings regarding the importance of a good mentoring relationship and of the 
lasting value of the cohort experience. In addition the findings indicated that the 
program design should Continue to investigate the University of Alabama. 
Mentor training should be expanded to include the following. 
(a) Training should be determined in authentic tasks for the intern. 
(b) Practical methods for achieving the objectives of the internship and 
(c) Refining was in which to deliver constructive feedback. 
Lastly consideration should be given to monitoring the size of the cohort in 
order that the standards and the quality of the program remain high. 
2. Dewitt Krishna Dcy lene (2003) made a study on "Academic Chair: Colleague or 
Administrator? University of South Dakota." 
The role of an academic chair in higher education is unique. The chair must function 
both as an administrator and as a faculty member. In this position, the chair has to 
judge \\hat students want in terms of course offering. The desire of faculty to increase 
requirements of the external standards imposed by accrediting. and the resource 
constraints placed on the Department by Central Administration. Because of 
conflicting requirements from multiple constituencies, the chair's roles provide a 
degree of' ambiguity and source of stress. This study examined the perception of' 
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division and department chairs in various roles to determine whether they see 
themselves as administrators or faculty members and how strongly they are coupled to 
the administration as the faculty. 
A researcher-developed survey instrument was used to collect data from the 
chairs of the two state universities in the deep Great Plains region. A five point 
anchored scale measured respondents perceptions, regarding coupling in the rotes of 
managing, leading, faculty development, and scholarship. 
Respondents considered themselves as an administrator in a majority of the 
roles they perform. The chair's coupling within the institution is mainly determined 
by the rote that they assume. They perceive themselves through out as an 
administrator in the roles of managing, leading, and faculty development and thus are 
more tightly coupled to the institution in these roles. The role in which they 
considered themselves more strongly coupled to the faculty was as a scholar. 
Both the length of contract and the percent administration responsibilities influenced 
the chair's coupling. 
The results of this study indicated chairs are not just members of the 
administrative and technical subsystems within an academic institution they are 
unique subsystem unto thesrselves. This sub system's coupling depends primarily on 
the roles the chair assumes and the type of contract they hold. 
3. Heur John (2003) made a study on '-Succession Planning for Key Administrators 
at Ivy - Plus Universities, University of Pennsylvania." 
The focus of this study is on succession planning for top administrators at the 
most resource rich private universities nationally namely the "Ivy - plus" group. The 
ha!latark of every successful organization is strong leadership at the top, steering the 
organization lbrward to higher levels of performance. 
However a current trend in the American workforce is a declining attachment to 
employers but a consistency in occupation. 
The study will explore three primary questions. 
1. Why is succession planning important? 
2. Since it is not occurring what are the impediments to succession planning in 
higher education administrative positions'' 
3. If it could occur in higher education what are the variety of models that fit 
higher education generically and then can be utilized by individual instiurtions 
specifically? 
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Selected seven "Ivy-plus" institutions for the study based upon purposeful 
sampling and interviewed the chief human resources officers. He also collected data 
through the review of relevant documents. This study was an attempt at succession 
planning and its existence in higher education. Therefore was consider for purpose. 
4. Barrett Sally Anne (2003) made a study on "An Analysis of College and 
University Disciplinary Procedures, University of Pittsburgh." 
This study examined disciplinary procedures at selected college and universities. A 
historical summary coupled with a review of applicable case has established why. 
how, and when disciplinary codes of conduct evolved current disciplinary procedures 
were then analyzed to better gauge the status of our college and university 
disciplinary systems. 
The legal challenges were categorized within the following groups: 
1. 	Contract theory, 
2. 	State action, 
3. 	Causes of action, 
(a) Vague rules, 
(b) Motive and hearing requirements, 
(c) Legal counsel, 
(d) Recording of judicial hearing. 
(e) Moral standards, 
(f) Right to hearing, tribunal, 
(g) Consistent policies and procedures, 
(h) Off campus behavior, (1) Substantive due process claims and (2) 
academic that is social issues. 
Sixty colleges and university conduct codes were analyzed to determine the 
commonalities and differences regarding the following. 
(1)  Types of offenses, 
(2)  Adjudication procedures, 
(3)  Appeals procedures, 
(4)  Disciplinary sanctions, and 
(5)  Parental notification policies 
The data was then compared to the council for the advancement of standards 
in higher education: guidelines for judicial programs and services. 
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The results found that public, private and religion affiliated institutional 
conduct codes conic in many different variations. Not only are there variations 
between the affiliated institutions but there are significant differences within types of 
institutions as well. 
Furthermore, large state institutions do not necessarily offer a more through 
code of conduct nor did they offer more students rights than private affiliated 
institutions. 
The relationship between competencies perceived to be important for 
administrative effectiveness and the higher education administration doctoral program 
of study. 
5. Vereen Scan E (2005) made a study on "An Administrator's life: Stories of 
Ambiguity, Power, and Sense making at an Elite University and University of 
Pennsylvania" 
The purposes of the study were: In 1978 at a large prestigious urbun research 
university called Elite University (EU) minority students who felt their issues were 
not being adequately addressed by CU's Administration took over the Administrative 
services building, which housed the registrar, financial aid, and other administrative 
offices. Among their demands to EU's president, was the creation of a "third world 
centre' which would be the central resources the minority student life_ It was not until 
1984 that the intercultural centre opened its doors to serve that purpose. "Between" 
1999-2001. additional student demands resulted in the opening of three ethnic-
specific canters. The Latino cultural centre. Asian American cultural centre. and black 
cultural centre were designed to work in conjunction with the intercultural centre and 
were Administratively housed in the Student Services Division (SSD).Ultimately. 
they become known as the "cultural centre using Cohen and March's Organizational 
model of an organized anarchy, per Row's theories about inequality in bureaucratic 
organizations and week's concept of developing understanding in complex 
organizations. 
The findings of the study were: to examine how the directors and the student 
leaders of the "cultural centers" understand their role within the institution, the 
implications that understanding has on their work and their interactions with EU's 
President, Provost, HoD's and Deans The organizational environment that directors 
and student leaders inhabit is a complex one in which institutional methods, goals, 
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and decision-making processes arc poorly understood or defined. Additionally the 
cultural centers occupy a marginal place in both Eli's administrative culture and the 
agendas of the President, Provost, Dean and IIoD, Directors and constituent leaders' 
understanding and actions are often isolated by high-level administration or 
overwhelmed by the complexity of institutional processes. This study examines the 
poscihilities for achieving both the directors' and students' goals by developing 
conceptual tools for sustaining more complex methods of understanding and 
navigating EU's organizational environment. 
6. Abbott Jill (2005) made a study on "Women Administrators' Perceptions of 
Career Progression in the Minnesota State Colle@es and Universities: Personal and 
Structural Factors, University of South Dakota" 
The purpose of this study was: to examine the personal and structural factors 
women administrators perceive to influence their career progression in the Minnesota 
state Colleges and ITiiversities. Further, the study examined the differences in 
perceptions based on the personal characteristics of the women. 
A 23-items researcher developed survey was used as the research instrument 
to examine the perceptions of the women administrators. The survey items were 
developed through a review of the related literature and research. The survey sought 
information regarding the extent to which the women perceived personal and 
structural factors as the career progression of the women administrators. personal 
factors such as age. education level, experience, marital status, number of children. 
and personal choices were included. In structural factors such as climate, 
compensation practices evaluation practices, the presence of other women 
administrators, and sponsorship were included. 
The findings indicated that the majority of the women had at least one child. 
were married and were 45 years of age or older. Most of the women possessed a 
masters' degree or higher and had held administrative positions in academic aiSairs 
administration. Furthermore the results of the study indicated that the women 
administrators did not perceive that any of the structural factors were significant 
career progression inhibitors. The women administrators perceived that the personal 
factors of not having a doctorate, not having experience in acadcmlc ailairs and the 
personal choices women make about their career progression were significant as 
career progression inhibitors. Finally, there were areas of difference in the perception 
of personal and structural factors based on the personal characteristics of women. 
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7. Gustafson Debra Marie (2005) made a study on "A Case Study of a Professional 
Administrative Leadership Academy (PALA), Kansas State University." 
The purpose of this case study was to document an academy developed to 
create a pool of administratively certified candidates for future employment in school 
leadership: the methodology utilized required establishing research objectives prior to 
beginning the case study; these objectives included reviewing literatcre validating 
administrative shortage and leadership academies; documenting the purpose, 
objectives and outcomes of Professional Administrative Leadership Academy: 
documenting the tlwughts opinions and experiences of both the planners and 
participants and providing summary of the outcomes. 
The research was then conducted utilizing three streams of qualitative research 
activity. The First involved gathering the data in four phases, the second involved 
writing the report and the final stream involved the analysis of the findings. This 
organization allowed the researcher the opportunity to cross reference across streams 
to identify information of significance. In phase one the researcher conducted a 
survey of literature recorded initial interviews with key planners and began the artifact 
collection. During phase two the researcher observed approximately 30% of the actual 
class sessions, continued the collection of artifacts, and conducted the first recorded 
interview with participants. In phase three the data collection was organized and 
analyzed. During phase four the researcher conducted final recorded interviews and 
reviewed exit interviews and portfolios of the participants. Once the data was 
organized and analyzed, the researcher began the second stream of writing the report, 
which involved a constant review of the first stream for common themes and 
relevance. 
The analysis of the written report provided the researcher with the Findings of 
the case study as a result of this study. It was determined that Professional 
Administrative Leadership Academy planners met previously, established goals and 
objective, Ilirtharmorc testimonials from both planners and participants identified the 
academy model as a useful and purposeful tool in which to trained future school 
leaders. This case study provides information relevant to individuals who desire to 
either participate in or conduct such a leadership academy. 
8. AI-Omani Aieman. Ahmad (2005) made a study on `Leadership Styles and Style 
Adaptability of Deans and Department Chairs at three Public Research 
Universities, Washington State University." 
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Purposes of the study: to identify the leadership styles and style adapting as 
defined by the leadership effectiveness and adaptability; self assessment of deans and 
department chairs at three doctoral research universities. 
Both deans and department chairs selected selling as their primary leadership. 
They apply the leadership style of selling as a means to have the faculty staff accept 
and display the behaviors most valued by them; the selling style is appropriate if 
followers are confident and willing to take responsibility but are unable to do so 
because of lack of leadership. 
Findings of the study indicate the leadership style among deans based upon 
their discipline. Style adaptability of deans and department chairs fell into the middle 
range. This range reflects a moderate degree of adaptability; scores in this range 
usually indicate a pronounced primary leadership style with less flexibility in the 
secondary styles. Style adaptability levels of deans and department chairs are not very 
affected by demographic factors. There was insufficient evidence to show that a 
significant difference exists in style adaptability levels among deans and department 
chairs as they perceive themselves. 
9. Chari Hemlata (2005) made a study on "Administrative and Implementation 
Issues at YCMOU, an Indian Open and Distance Education University. University 
of Alberta (Canada)." 
Purpose of the study: This study used an instrumental case study to understand 
the major issues encountered by administrators and how they were addressed in order 
to successfully implement online learning at YCMOi1. 
YCMOU is a mega open university with eight schools: education agricultural science, 
computer science, health science. humanities and social science. continuing 
education, commerce and management, and lastly science and technology. In addition 
to 	eight regional centers, 1500 study centers. 4500 teacher counselors and about 
600,000 students. Its mission is Reading the un-reached'. 
Using semi-structured interviews, discussion, observations, official documents 
and survey data were gathered from, February 2002 to June 2004. The analysis was an 
ongoing process. Based on the issues four themes emerged from the inductive 
analysis of the issues related by the administrators at YCMOU, regional centers and 
the study centers. They were sustainahility, quality, and organization and learner 
support system. 
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Sustainability for YCh1OU involved balancing its activities in developing at 
strengthening its mission. planning its implementation. and working wit: 
environmental pressure of state and national politics. Quality involves the presence of 
duality in the mission statement and the Ongoing objectives of the schools and its 
actual Implementation through quality assurance activities in some schools. 
Organization includes issues of structure, coordination and partnerships. Learner 
support systems require a holistic approach to this essential service. It involves most 
of the people in the organization in sonic capacity from course development and 
production to registration and accounting as well as counseling and handling student 
problems and concerns. 
Recommendations include orientation to new faculty, avoidance o1'single blue 
print system expansion of partnerships, and streamlining oti processes that encourage 
better communication among schools regional centers and study centers. Lastly to 
ensure greater student success more training should be provided to teacher counselors. 
Since this study is about a large-scale distance education institution there is a great 
amount of rely ance with Peter's (1998) industrialization process, %\- here he has made 
suggestions for administrators to make a shift from the hierarchical form of 
functioning to the horizontal model. Ile further asserts to consider Gestalt's view on 
whole—part \\ hole method. \\-here each department works in developing specialized 
skills in a holistic manner in order to be effective. In short a specialist should be 
aware of the learners' needs and develop course material likewise. Peter's message to 
the administrators of large scale distance educational institutions to balance the 
teaching learning process in the post industrialized age is pertinent for this study. 
10. Maria Andrea (2005) made a study on "Ilistorical Evolution of Organization and 
Governance Dimensions of two Selected Colombian I llgher Education Institutions 
Contreras. the University of Texas at Austin." 
The aim of the study was to establish the evolution of the organization and 
go crnance dimensions of two Colombian higher education Institutions, included one 
public (National University of Colombia) and one private (Great College of Nuestra 
Sebora del Rosario) as the representation of Colombian university that will help to 
illustrate the evolution of higher education specifically from these two aspects. 
Three questions were proposed to guide this historical research: ( I ) Ilkm ha \ e 
the orealllzatlon and uOveananec dimensions of higher education evolved In two 
selected higher education institutions of Colombia'? (2) \Vhat characteristics of the 
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Spanish and French models are reflected in the organization and governance 
dimensions of private and public higher education institutions? And (3) what are the 
differences and similarities of the organization and governance dimensions between 
public and private Colombian higher education institutions as reflected by two case 
examples as follows: 
The findings show that the organization and governance dimensions of the 
Great College of Nuestra Sebora del Rosario and the Public National University of' 
Colombia have their genesis in the medieval university model which instituted the use 
of contemporary titles such as Rectors. Vice- Rectors (Provost), and [)can among 
other. through the influence of the Medieval University each Higher Education 
institutions evolved through a complicated process derived from the historical 
development of the societal. economic, political, and educational evolution of the 
country since its conquest to the present day. In addition certain aspects of the 
university organization and governance reflected the Spanish and French models. 
Ilowever the researcher also discovered the influence of other higher education 
models such as the American and German ones. 
Most of the position and governmental bodies have similar duties and 
responsibilities however the most important difference between the university and the 
college. which was the focus of the study was the way these offices were set up within 
each organizational chart according to the historical time of each institution. 
11.Isbeil Jsil 1-1. (2006) made a stud\- on "Perceptions concerning the Ethical 
I.cadership of Community College Deans and Directors and the impact of those 
Perceptions on job Satisfaction and work Performance. Capella University.-  
The purpose of this stud\- was to investigate ethical leadership with 
community college deans and directors as perceived by deans, directors as perceived 
by deans, directors and staff. Quantitative (surveys) from voluntary participants from 
community colleges located in central Texas. Specifically data was gathered \ is an 
application of' the Integrity Audit (IA) and a basic demographic and fob questionnaire 
designed by the author. Uescriptive statistical and qualitative analytical methods were 
used to analyze the data. 
Findings indicated that deans/directors and facultv'staff in their perceptions of 
the importance of ethical leadership or what leadership is although the did dif er in 
their perception of' how the current leadership lived up to these standards. Both groups 
noted importance of communication and suggested that improved communication 
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would improve the perception of ethical leadership. Over half of faculty and staff felt 
that mistrust towards management and that the ethical beha\ for of leadership as 
compromised particularly b\ monetar\ concerns. 
12. Delabbio Daryl Joseph (2006) made a study on "Non—Traditional paths to 
Presidencies of Iligher Education Institutions in Michigan. Western Michigan 
U niversitv." 
This qualitative study examined four current or former presidents of 
institutions of higher learning in Michigan who were elected to their positions vv ithout 
hay ini experienced the traditional academic career path commonly associated with 
college and uni~ ersity leaders. The lour presidents along \a ith their current or former 
chief academic officers and two current or former members of the governing hoards 
that appointed these presidents, were interviewed to determine: (1) the !actors that 
motivated these non—traditional presidents to seek such appointment (2) how past 
experiences benefited such individuals in their role as presidents (3) any obstacles that 
existed. and l•t) any siotni!icant differences in the leadership qualities necessary to 
lead an institution of higher education versus those necessary to lead a governmental. 
non—profit, or private organization. 
l'he most significant findings of the study are: (1) non-academic presidents 
were usually affiliated in some manner with the institution prior to being named 
president of' that institution: (2) the past experiences of the non-traditional president 
are no less valuable, and in man} respects more valuable than post experiences of a 
traditional president: (3) non-traditional presidents bring a "sense of urgency" and 
"measurable'* to the campus community as well as a dit'lcrent point of view: (4) 
leadership skills from the public private and non-profit sectors are transferable to 
higher education: (5) there are more similarities than differences between public 
nonprofit administration and higher education administration: (6) traditional 
institutions of higher education cannot be operated entirely like a private businesses. 
and individuals \\ith non—traditional backgrounds who are considering a move into 
higher education believing that such institutions can be run like private businesses 
will in all likelihood fail: (7) while barriers and obstacles do exist for non-traditional 
presidents they can be successfully overcome: (b) non-traditional presidents surround 
themselves \vitli strong leadership teams: and (9) it is vertically important that the 
person and the institution are a "lit" for one another, with the person embracing the 
mission, culture, and tradition of the institution. 
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13. Lee Mark Owen (2007) made a study on "A Comparative Case Stud\- of Form 
Partnership Campuses: Origin. Administration. Academics. and Student Services. 
i 1niversity of South Dakota." 
l'he study was designed to illuminate the partnership campus delivery used as 
a `snide for governing boards and administrators that are considering beginning a 
partnership campus on interested in improving practices in arising one. Four particular 
partnership campuses were chosen to the study because they share certain important 
characteristics. The were also chosen because the appeared to be different in their 
make better governance. 
Each campus was studied, compared, and contrasted on the origin. history. 
administration and academic services. To conduct whole campus visits and in-depth 
interviews were conducted. These were hundreds of pages of documents plus the 
campus websites. The study includes a click rich description of each campus studied. 
purposive analysis of the four areas and a discussion of their using. 
The findings. conclusion delivery model and will help administrators and 
governing boards interested in this topic. The study sound that these fi~ur campuses 
were more alike then the are difterent, but important differences exist. These 
campuses \\'ere found to be well aligned with the needs of their local communities and 
attuned to the specific kind of students they serve. They were also found to share 
some common organizational changes. This stud\- has already resulted in changes in 
practice based on the dialogue the researcher had with the participants. Increased 
dialogue amongst staff working at partnership campuses is underway. In short the 
goal of improving practice is already being realized. 
14. Smith Raymond Lawrence (2007) made a study on "Organizational Socialization: 
The Live Experiences of tour Central Office Administrators. 1 :I-St". of 
Colorado at Denver." 
The purpose of this stud\, was to provide a phenomenological dissertation of 
organizational socialization experiences of central office administrations responsible 
for socializing new principals to their school districts. The research involved four 
primary participants. Central office administrators who were actively in\olved in 
orchestrating the organizational socialization process for newly hired principals 
\~ ithin their respective school districts. The research also included one secondary 
participant. and a retired central office administrator in the bifurcated role of' 
researcher and participant observer in organizational socialization. 
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The research question that guides this study is "how do central office 
administrators responsible for conducting' the organizational socialization processes 
within their school districts, perceive and describe the phenomenon of socializing 
newly hired principals into their respective school districts" using Moustache's 
phenomenological research model. Invariant meaning units and essential themes \\ere 
drawn from the verbatim raw data in the construction of textural. structural and 
composite textural structural descriptions of the organizational socialization 
experience live overarching themes emerged: (a) a conflicted role; (b) the knowing—
doing gap: (c) organizational selection is key: (d) networks !nodes. hubs. and super 
hubs . and (e) simultaneous loose-tight properties. 
Three points became apparent in the research process: (a) the degree of 
centrality is of importance in each participant's descriptions of' the phenomena: (b) 
immediacy of rellection o1 the phenomena is essential to quality analysis and (C) 
quality 01' anal) sis is driven by both depth of reflection and by the assistance of a co 
primary researcher who also provided critical support as a "peer-debriefer". That is. 
this person served to keep me honest and asking the hard questions about methods. 
meanings, and interpretations so absolutely essential to my data verification efforts. 
This study tills a gap in the organizational socialization literature in 
educational administration, as it addressed the under explored phenomenon oS the 
meaning attributed to organizational socialization From the perspective of those 
orchestrating those experiences for newly hired principles. 
15. tieiee Joan Margaret (2009) made a study on "Leadership and the role of 
spiritually: A qualitative study of University ['resident in U.S. higher education. 
Portland State University" 
T he intersection of leadership. identit\ and spiritually is explored in this 
qualitative study of university president in U.S. higher education. Based on the 
premise that ithout leadership from individuals, tntvrmed by their whole, intc.rated 
and authentic selves, the entire enterprise of higher education may suffer, this inquiry 
examined how president in higher education experience and enact their spirituality. 
the lives of' six leaders of public and private, religions and nonreligious affiliated 
universities (small and large) are traced from early careers to current position and 
what enabled or disabled the enactment of their spirituality as a dimension of their 
leadership conclusion focus on individual, organizational and institutional level 
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recommendations in the role higher education to facilitate integration of internal and 
external dimensions of self, and professional responsibilities. 
16. Neice Joan \laruaret (2009) Portland State University-Leadership and the role of 
Spirituality: A qualitative study of University President in U.S. I ligher Education. 
The intersection of leadership. identity and spirituality is explored in this 
qualitative stud • of university president in U.S. higher education based on the premise 
that without leadership from individuals, informed by their whole, integrated and 
authentic selves, the entire enterprise of higher education may suffer. This inquiry 
examined how the presidents in higher education experience and enact their-
spirituality. The lives of six leaders of public and private, religious and non-religious 
affiliated universities (small and large) are traced from early careers to current 
position and what enable or disable the enactment of their spirituality as a dimension 
of their leadership. The conclusion focuses on individual. organiiational and 
institutional level recommendations on the role of higher education to facilitate 
integration of internal and external dimensions of self and professional 
responsibilities. 
17. M-ladray. Van (2009) made a study on "The Relationship between IFaculty 
involvement in governance and Faculty vitality: the case of North Carolina 
Community Colleges, University of South Carolina" 
'l'his study examines the effects of governance involvement on the vitality of 
community college faculty members. This study explores the degree to which 
involvement in the governance ot'a college through a faculty senate festers the vitalit' 
of elected faculty members. \Vllile faculty vitality is a difficult concept to measure 
directly. iacultvv vitality is reflected in such areas as faculty productivity, teaching and 
job satisfaction. Faculties of six North Carolina community colleges were surveyed to 
,gauge their activities in the areas of productivity, benefits to teaching of engaging in 
administrative activities other than teaching. The responses of faculty participation in 
the governance of their college were compared with the responses of faculty members 
not participating in governance to determine it' governance participation had any 
impact on the indicators of faculty vitality. There is not a significant difference 
between the two groups with regard to career satisfaction. Overall career satisfaction 
was high in both groups. I lowever. respondents with faculty senate service reported 
statistically significant greater levels of satisfaction with their department and college 
service. 
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IS. Ballagh Michael (2010) made a study on -9gniting change: Foundation Grant-
Making Support of American Higher Education. The Claremont Graduate 
University" 
Waldemar Neilsen and Derek Bok have lambasted U.S. foundations and 
universities and colleges for their inability to have positive impacts on their 
communities. Given their respective assets and the massive amount of the money that 
are transferred from foundations to their higher education counterparts, one might 
assume that these nonprofit behemoths would play a significant role in addressing 
socio-economic ills in our world, 
Surprisingly, in spite of this important foundation higher education institution 
nexus. the limited existing literature has focused against entirely on the ways in which 
the foundation has supported the operations of the college or university. Through an 
empirical evaluation of the grants awarded by the top fifteen founding lbundations 
to American institutions of higher education over the period 2003-08, this study 
determines the extent to which these major foundations support the American 
Academy in addressing issues that impact communities at the local, national or 
global level. The data analyzed examines a distribution of effort rather than what 
work vis-a—vis academy, foundation collahoration. Through close reading of all 
grants awarded U.S. colleges and universities, as compiled by the foundation centers. 
The study seeks to code all grants as one of three types; (1) grants to institutions of 
higher education that have a direct impact on issues within the local community; (2) 
grants to universities that seek to address communities issues on a national and 
international sphere; (3) grants that more specifically assist the operations of the 
panic a l:u higher education institution. 
The evidence from this empirical study suggests that the American foundation 
is a far more functional entity than one might be led to believe from Nielsen's words. 
This study indicates that the foundations have been quite effective in targeting a 
multitude of issues on a local, national and global scale. Leaving aside the more 
complex issue of measuring effectiveness rather than simply intentions, as a player in 
the public social policy arena the foundation, channeling. grants funds through 
American universities and colleges, has made impressive strides to support a variety 
of projects for a greater good. 
19. Bradford Deborah J (2010) made a study on "Emerging and disruptive 
technologies for education. An analysis of planning, implementation and diffusion 
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in Florida's eleven State University System Institutions. University of Central 
1:1 ida' 
The purpose of the study was to understand and appreciate the methodologies 
and procedures used in determining the extent to which an information technology 
(IT) organization within the eleven member State University Systems (SI1S) of' 
Florida planned. implemented. and diffused emerging educational technologies. Key 
indings fiind how critical it was that flexibility be given during the planning stages 
nd not rely on standardized models which may or may not be of use any longer. 
research also found that the SUS institutions have to be prepared to organize and 
reserve the deluge of digital data if they intended to remain relevant as a "tower" of 
nowledge transmission. The literature found that institutions pedagogies, and never 
efore open—access concepts because authors found these ideas were converging and 
roducing an unprecedented period of innovation in learning. Furthermore, the 
iiplication of perpetual connectivity to information peers. And teachers garnered a 
reat deal of attention among educational technologists. However, those implications 
ad not been gauged, especially in Florida's SUS institution. A survey of those 
istitutions regarding how technologies were planned for implemented logically, and 
ioroughiv diffused. along with lessons learned could potentially save resources and 
nsure 'Florida's institutions continue to be on higher learning's forefront. 
0. Rollings \Leda I)anecn (2010) made a study on "Faculty Roles, Responsibilities. 
and Involvement in Campus Safety Initiatives as perceived by Faculty and 
Administrators: A case study at a large State University. Mereer t 1 niversity" 
lie study addressed the problem of campus safety and the extent to which 
culty and administrators are aware of institutional security policies. Further, the 
search compared perceptions of' administrators and faculty regarding faculty 
vareness of and involvement in campus safety policy initiative. The research sought 
determine if the perceptions of these two entities faculty and administrators. 
gai'd1ng faculty knowledge of' and involvement in campus tiaff tv Initiatives are 
)neruent. Students interact with faculty more consistently and frequently than any 
her group of campus employees. For this reason faculty awareness of' breaches in 
fete" and procedures for addressing them is critical to ensuring immediate and 
)propriate responses. Theoretical bases for the study included chaos and appropriate 
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responses. Theoretical bases for the study included chaos and complexity theory and 
Nlaslow*s hierarchy of needs. 
Using case study methodology, the research was conducted in three phases at 
a large state University in a southeastern state: a document analysis of campus safety 
policies. ft cus group of faculty and intervie\\s with ke,. administrators. The 
researcher \\as able to identify five themes that addressed the six research questions. 
21. Niateso Peter L E (2010) made a study on "Understanding Succession Planning 
and Management efforts at Midwestern University: A mixed methods stud}. 
Bowling Green State University" 
The purpose of this concurrent triangulation mixed methods stud\ was to 
understand the Status 01' Succession Planning and Management (SPM) efforts of the 
subject universit\ as perceived by the toll-time academic and full-time administrative 
staff. Four research questions guided this study: (1) how do full-time academic stall' 
and fulltime administrative staff generally evaluate the status of the university's SPNI 
efforts? (2) How do fulltime academic staff and fulltime administrative staff perceive 
eight SPM practices taking place at their respective colleges and administrative units? 
(3) 1)o the perceived eight SPM practices differ b\ Occupational role, college, service 
years, and gender? (4) 1-low do fulltime academic stall' and fulltime administrative 
stall evaluate some factors associated with SPM processes at the university? 
Several findings emerge from this study. First, although the subject university seems 
to informally Implement a 	SPM practices in certain administrative units and 
colleges. the status of SPN1 efforts at the university is generally inadequate. 
Participants indicated the need for improving SPM efforts through an urgent 
int"oduction ofa systematic SPNI program. 
Second. results suggest that the university does not adequately implement 
eight SPN1 practices except for a few informal, individual-driven cases. Moreover. 
perception difTerences on SPM practices were observed for some groups. For 
example. perception differences on some practices were noted by group representing 
occupational role. college. and service years. Third, aside from findings related to 
three a priori factors-diversity considerations on SPNI. impact of current economic 
recession, and impact of government policies and lows - study results suggest s \ eral 
additional factors affecting SPM efforts at the studied university. These factors 
included unsuitable organizational culture for SPM, organizational leadership 
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challenges, hindering hiring and promotion policies and practicôs. as well as budget 
and financial limitations. Moreover the subject university is likely to lost about 25% 
of its fulltime academic and administrative members within the next livc \cars. 
Consequently, this study proposes general recommendations to policy makers. 
practitioners, and researchers. For instance, researchers are encouragcd to use this 
study as a springboard to carry out follow up inquiries at the Midwestern University, 
investigate SPM efforts in other academic institutions, and conduct additional studies 
for refining and enrichine theoretical frameworks needed in the SPM field. Also, to 
address the prevailing SPM and leadership challenges at the subject university. the 
study offers several specific recommendations. The subject university, for example is 
recommended to review its policy framework in order to give SPM a high priority. 
Also, the university is urged to conduct further research in order to determine a 
suitable SPM strategy. Moreover, the subject university needs to cultivate the 
institutional culture that promotes effective succession planning and management 
efforts. 
22. Railcy George Austin, Jr. (2010) made a study on "Characteristics and Perceived 
skills of California Community College Chief Financial Officers; A Profile of 
Characteristics and Perceived skills and Responsibilities, University of the 
Pacific" 
The purpose of this study was to analyze the characteristics of. and the 
perceived responsibilities of Chief Financial Officers in Calitbrnia single and multi-
district community colleges. This study sought to answer questions about how current 
CFOs in California community colleges perceive the necessary skills and the value of 
job and professional development to do their job. 
In this study, this data showed that California's current CFOs are highly educated and 
bring an average of 12 years of' experience to their position. They tend to work in 
urban, ethnically diverse Hispanic serving community colleges with average student 
enrollments of 15 to 20 thousand unduplicated student head count. 
These seasoned CFOs identified skills and on the job experiences they felt 
were important to being a community college CFO. The identified skills and 
experiences provide data that can support the development of a comprehensive 
mentoring, training and professional development program that closely aligns with the 
need of California's Community College CFOs. 
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23. Sambolin Hector L, Jr. (2010) made a study on "The Roles of the University 
President during an era of Accountability, the Pennsylvania State University" 
Using the Roles of the University President during an Era of Accountability 
model which integrates multiple perspective approaches to presidential leadership as 
well as rule theory with an underlying foundation of ethical constructs this research 
focuses on four university presidents with at least five years of experience at four-
year. Research 1, land-grant institutions in the United States. This study utilizes a 
comparative case study design via in-depth document review analysis as Weil as 
individual interviews to explore the lived experiences and role(s) of University 
Presidents based on several internal and external variables of context such as state 
governance structure, university structure, university organization, and the interplay 
of relationships that exist among them. Personal and ethical constructs of the 
university presidency informed by the presidents themselves are also considered. 
Much of the current literature information practice has been theoretical thus, 
this researeb study uses theory to inform practice, and informing practice can provide 
university presidents with insight and additional information on the roles they fill or 
perhaps lead to the creation of new roles. This study will provide a snapshot of 
organizational theory to explain the nexus between increased demands for 
accountability and the role of the university president while concomitantly analyzing 
how presidents internalize and navigate through such a nexus using both professional 
and personal value systems to guide the process of effective decision—making within 
their institution all of which is critically important given the environment of American 
higher education today. 
24. Germes Carmen G (2010) made a study on "Administrator perceptions: roles, 
responsibilities, and duties in the assistant principal position, Arizona State 
University" 
This study investigated the administrative leadership perception held by 
principals regarding the assistant principal rule_ 
What the actual responsibilities of an assistant principal as rated by assistant 
principals, and are they consistent for the two respondent groups? 
The study has 3 overall purposes: (1) provide empirical information of the role 
of the assistant principal within the district with current demographic information, 
detailed job duty profiles, and identification distributed duly practices for 
administrators; (2) research the demographic, gender and school perception 
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differences in the duties of assistant principals and (3) present identified data designed 
to expand the existing knowledge to serve as a guide to skill development of the 
assistant principal position in the district. 
25. Riccio Steven J (2010) made a study on "Talent management in I-lighei- Education 
identifying and Developing emerging Leaders within the Administration at private 
Colleges and Universities, the University of Nebraska, Lincoln" 
This research focused on identifying a series of successful practices relating to 
administration talent management within the higher education setting. The field study 
includes a thorough examination of small to mid-size private colleges and universities 
that have incorporated employee development. Strategies were aimed at growing 
future leaders from within the organization order to achieve continuity and support 
institutional priorities specifically. Several focus areas were investigated including 
presidential vision, leadership commitment, talent management's place among 
institutional priorities program characteristics, and program evaluation. 
Based on both the lindinl,s from the field study and the literature review a 
comprehensive procedural model is introduced that serves to support human resource 
developments and higher education professionals in general, who are looking to either 
being or broaden their talent management approach within the administration at 
private colleges and universities. the University of Nebraska, Lincoln. However, 
deposit the progress that has been made across several institutions noted throughout 
the research study much more must be learned in terms of how the time and resources 
invested in talent management translate to institutional success. 
26. Para Dane, J. (2010) made a study "Leadership Qualities Desired for College 
Presidents as perceived by College trustees, Capella University" 
The purpose of this study was to identify presidential leadership styles and 
behaviors that selected College Trustee Chairs (private institulion)and College 
Council (state-operated institution) perceived to be most relevant and important; 
presidential effectiveness and success in leading higher education institution second. 
It was the purpose of this study to determine if the identified presidential leadership 
styles and behavior deemed most important by board chairs are consistent with what 
the literature suggests are the presidential leadership style and behavior needed for 
effective leading in higher education. Third, it was the purpose of this study to 
determine if there was any relation between the identified presidential leadership style 
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and behavior and factors such as institutional type. gender professional background or 
ethnicit of the board chair. 
The above international studies are related to my research study in one way or 
another way. They will prompt support to n' arguments where providing my 
objectives survey. Next the researcher shall discuss at the national level relevant 
studies. 
2.2 National Studies 
1. Bose. I'. K. Banerjee. P. R. and Nlukherjee. S. Y (197 3) made a stud\ on "Case 
Studs of Se en Big Colleges in Calcutta: their Academic. Administrative and 
Financial Atlairs, Department of Statistics, Calcutta University.- 
The main aim of the study was to examine academic and financial aspects as 
Well as administrative arrangements of the seven big colleges in Calcutta since these 
and financial issues were interrelated. 
Academic. administrative and financial aspects of seven big colleges in 
Calcutta Asutosh. Bangabasi. Charuchandra. City'. Magaraja Manindra Chandra. 
Surendranath. and Vidyasagar College. which came under the phased reduction 
scheme in ditlerent years t'ollowing 1959-60, were examined. Six of these colleges 
were managed by trusts or societies and the remaining one was a privately managed 
institution. 
The study revealed that the colleges spent more than their income on 
maintenance of teaching and non teaching stall alone; the colleges were obliged to 
spend very little on maintenance of building, furniture, library and laboratories. 
Recurring expenses on stores, consumables and specimens in laboratories were also 
inadequate. Capital grants from government for development of buildings. librar\ and 
laboratories were major sources from which development expenses were usually 
incurred. the government's contributions towards maintenance and de\elopment 
expenses in these seven big colleges were quite considerable. Percentage contribution 
h\ the government towards total salary costs of teachers, including all allowances. 
exceeded 50 per cent in banuabasi. city and surendranath colleges and was slightly 
less in asutosh. charuchandra and vidvasagar colleges. Corresponding figures tier non-
leaching staff \ aried around thirty. The colleges had outstanding liabilities as well as 
unpaid loans. In it few- colleges, the staff' benevolent fund, the sports ground fund. etc.. 
had been created out of revenue income. Running expenses on science laboratory in 
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some colleges were not adequate. Purchase of lihrary books from the college fund was 
inadequate. Average number of lectures delivered by a teacher in a particular subject 
per teaching day was quite small- in some cases less than one. The problem of 
coordination between the colleges for use and maintenance of common facilities 
requiring usually common services of several employees was fclL Thu basic pay of 
the non-teaching employees in affiliated non-government colleges was inadequate_ 
The college teachers should get provident find benefits on the entire basic pay as 
admissible in the new integrated scale of pay and not merely on the college share of 
such pay. 
2. Anantu. J (1979) made a study on "A Study of Private .. anagc ent in higher 
Education Bombay and Marathwada." 
The objectives of the investigation were: (i) to study the pattern of 
establishment and growth of private managements; (ii) to study private managements 
with specific regard to their membership, governance, goals and finances; (iii) to 
study the government policy towards the encouragement/discouragement of private 
involvement in higher education; (iv) to compare the emergence. dcvvclopmcnl and 
functioning of private managements in urban and rural reason, and (v) to analyze the 
growth. membership, government policy and functioning of private managements. 
The major findings of the investigation were: (i) the growth and development of 
private initiative led to rapid expansion of higher education. In Bombay. the 
expansion had a basis of real demand, it Marathwada it was created demand; (ii) the 
involvement of private managements extended into the academic and administrative 
areas. There was the great deal of variation in the patterns of involvement between 
Marathwada and Bombay; (iii) the principal had dual accountability, to the 
management and the university. How he conducted himself at both the levels-of the 
college and the University was influenced by whether he was a member, a promoter. 
an employee or an adviser in relationship to the management; (iv) The patterns of 
involvement of private agencies varied between Rombay and Mara1hwad. not only 
because of the intra-organizational characteristics but also because of the differences 
in the ethos and culture of the larger community and structure, The legal character and 
accountability of private managements needed clarification. 
3_ Hommadi. A. H. (I 978) made a study on The Application of Modern Scientific 
Management Principles to the Development of the University Administration in 
Developing Countries." 
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The investigation aimed at studying the application of modern scientific 
management principles to the development of the university administration in 
developing countries. It attempted to offer some conceptual outlines of how a 
university of a developing country Wright transform itself and become one nfrhe more 
active agents for 'world's transformation'. It also concentrated on stating the 
problems in higher education and what general directions should be taken to solve 
them. 
The investigation yielded the following findings: (i) population explosion. 
rapid advance and expansion of new areas of knowledge. increased reliance of social 
institutions on faculty, talent to aid in solution of social and scientific problems, and 
the resultant increased interest of all high school graduates in college and university 
degrees- all contributed to the shaping of the university responsibilities and goals; (ii) 
despite considerable educational planning activities over the years, educational 
administration in general and university administration in particular, until very 
recently, was totally neglected by educators and planners alike (iii) the impetus of the 
current attention to university administration in the developed countries came 
primarily from the development of elaborate management principles and techniques 
and methods. Several professions were concerned with university administration and 
management in one way or another; (iv) university administration field had always 
been a team work in which several types of expenise were called upon to cooperate in 
solving a complicated case or studying anew administrative subsystem or system; (v) 
written objectives of the university administration system should be implemented by a 
set of the system performance requirements which characterized the desired system 
output. University administration performance evaluation should be for the purpose of 
determining the extent to which actual performance fulfilled specified performance 
requirements: (vi) university administration performance evaluation criteria should be 
of different kinds including recorded observations, checklists, performance test, 
critical incidents, rating scales, comparison systems, timing, quantity and quality of 
output which should be free from causes or effects of other systems or subsystems, 
relevant or reliable; (vii) positions in the university organization systems should be 
designed with certain principles in mind, so that the positions are appropriately 
structured and built or shaped. For human gratification in university administration,. 
the activities should demand the use of human skills, be nuaningl'ul and provide clear 
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functions _ They should also provide responsibility, opportunity for natural self-
satisfaction and be compatible with cultural and social value of the society and nation. 
4. Arora. P. N (1979) made a study on "Students Perception of Some Problems and 
Issues in Higher Education. Department of Measurement and Evaluation, 
NC FIR T." 
The major objectives of the study were: (1) to ascertain the reasons which 
prompted students to enter higher education; (ii) to identify students' perception of else 
occupational world, and (iii) to find out the extent of their involvement in studies. 
[he major findings of the study were: (1) sixty-eight per cent students belonged to 
white-collar families. Of these, 12 per cent belonged to professional and semi-
professional groups and 56 per cent to the service group. About 23 per cent wci c Iinm 
business families; (ii) there was real association between the occupation of the father 
and the academic achievement of the student; (iii) there was significant association 
between the economic status of the parents and the academic achievement of the 
student: (iv) there was strong association between the level of education of the father 
and the level of academic achievement of the student; (v) predominantly academic 
reasons were mentioned by the majority of the students as the ntnst important 
consideration for entering higher education; (vi) about 26 per cent students aspired to 
enter service and most of them were from social sciences and commerce groups. 
About 25 per cent desired entry into medical profession; (vii) the students of first year 
were found to devote, on an average, 2.55 hours per day to home sntdy. The girls 
devoted less lime (2-50 hours) to their studies than the boys (3.06 hours). 
S Desai. U. C (1979) made a study on "University Vice-Chancellor- Profile of 
Leadership. Administrative Staff College of ffidia, Hyderabad" 
The objectives of the study were: (i) to acquire basic information on the social, 
economic and educationat background of vice-chancellors, their parents and 
grandparents; (ii) to analyze career patterns of vice-chancellors, and (iii) to find out 
the attitudes of the vice-chancellors towards university and their own role. 
The findings of the study were: (i) the typical vice-chancellor was middle aged 
married man. He was born and brought up in a town or a city, He came from a middle 
class family. He typically went to a government or private school. Ile rarely attended 
public or convent schools. He had at least a postgraduate degree. He mostly studied 
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science or humanities. Predominantly, he was a high caste Hindu: and least likely a 
Muslim or a low caste Hindu. He was not very different from a typical higher civil 
servant (]AS. IFS) or an Indian manger. He was a little more likely than a higher civil 
servant to be from lower middle class and rural area. He was seen to have more higher 
education than the higher civil servant or manager, but the class obtained by him was 
found lower than that of the higher civil servant; (ii) the vice-chancellor was typically 
an academic bureaucrat. Ile typically started his career in a college or university as a 
teacher or researcher. He moved to administrative positions in government or 
academic set tip as his career progressed. He typically occupied and academic 
administrative or government bureaucratic position just prior to becoming vice-
chancellor. He rarely ever worked in a private enterprise. Typically, the only other 
career he ever considered was that of a government bureaucrat. Ile was dedicated to 
public service. He saw university organization as a combination of bureaucratic, 
judicial and consensus systems. His views on university organization and leadership 
were conventionally Indian. He valued consensus and impartiality above everything 
else; (iii) he was parochial. He did not see himself as a member of small, well-knit 
national educational elite. He did not know much about the work or performance of 
other vice-chancellors. His information network was local. He viewed Vice-
chancellorship in grandiose but essentially empty cliches. A Vice-Chancellor, 
according to him, should be paragon of virtue and efficiency and everything good, 
and should know everything desirable. Ile saw unruly students, uncooperative, 
unmotivated and lazy faculty and staff, meddlesome and unsupportive politicians and 
bureaucrats as the major sources of difficulty for the university administration and the 
vice-chancellor. He typically considered quality and prestige of the university as the 
criteria for judging the success of others, but added growth and low and order on the 
campus whenjudging his own success. 
6. Ramasesman B. and Shenoy M (1979) made a study on "Study of improvement of 
Measurement in the University Administration of Poona University, 
Administrative Staff College of India, Hyderabad, (Poona University-Financed) 
The aims of the study were: (i) to examine the organization of the Poona 
university administration and evolve a systematic and harmonious arrangement of 
work to enable the university administration to meet its desired objectives; (ii) to 
examine the existing systems and procedures for important transactions in the 
university administration from the point of view of work simplification and smooth 
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and timely disposal of work, and (iii) to provide guidelines for academic self-
evaluation, 
7. Ganesh. S. R (1979) made a study on "Building Management Education 
Institutions: Processes and performance, Administrative Staff College of India, 
Hyderabad." 
Thor study attempted to identify and operntionalize performance and processes 
for two types of institutions, viz., the post-experience institutions and the post-
graduate institutions. The study also aimed to throw light on how processes 
influenced perlormance. 
Being an exploratory study, a total of six institutions were taken. The Indian 
Institute of Public Administration (]IPA), the Administrative Staff College of India 
(ASCI), and the National Institute of Bank Management (NIUM) were chosen aiarona 
the post-experience institutions. The Indian Institute of Management at Ahmadabad 
and Calcutta (11MA and IIMC), and the Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management 
Studies (JBIMS) affiliated to the university of Bombay, comprised the croup of 
postgraduate institutions. Rank ordering of institutions on the dimensions of 
capability development, innovative thrust and penetration was done.  
The important Findings of' the study were: (i) three types of mechanisms 
emerged which mediatecl, respectively, performance on capability development 
(related to system survival), innovative thrust and penetration (related to system 
effectiveness): (ii) relative strengths of respective process mechanisms were 
influencing performance on various dimensions; (iii) relevance building and impact 
were considered two important elements of institutionalization. Research and dialogue 
were considered important mechanisms for huilding relevance. Also. dissemination 
and transfer were considered important elements in the process; (iv) strong 
recruitment and enculturation mechanisms contributed to the rapid development of 
faculty in the initial years. Where these mechanisms were weak, they resulted in slow 
development of the faculty in the early years; (v) choice of institutional lornt. identity 
building, maintenance of boundary, enlargement of boundary, shrinkage of boundary 
and redefinition of mission when strong, resulted in higher performance on funds 
availability weak mechanisms resulted in lower performance: (vi) location, resource 
mobilization and support mobilization were the key influences in the performance of 
faculty location had a strong mechanism for all the institutions; (vii) unlike the case of 
capability changes, the relationships between processes and performance (lid not 
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appear to be clear-cut; (viii) choice of leadership, leadership style, change in 
leadership, research, dissemination and dialogue mechanisms were strong in the case 
of the IIMA. 
8. Beet. W (1980) made a study on "An Analysis of the Kerala Education Act of 
1958 and the Related Rules and Regulations" 
The major objectives of the study were: (i) to make a synoptic appraisal of the 
social and political trends which led to the passing of the Kerala Education Act of 
1958; (ii) to classify the different sections of clauses of the Act into meaningful areas 
of educational practice, (iii) to make a general appraisal of the major sections of the 
Kerala Education Rules of 1959, and (iv) to assess the legal validity of different 
sections of the Education Act of 1958, and the Kerala Education Rules of 1959. 
The major findings of the study were: (i) the trends which led to the passing of the 
Kerala Education Act of 1958 were that the leftist government had a political 
intention of controlling private schools, the government wanted to adopt a policy of 
full-scale nationalization of private schools, there was widespread discontent among 
private school teachers regarding service conditions, promotion practices, etc.. there 
were widespread allegations of corruption and nepotism by the managers of private 
schools, private school managers circumvented the departmental rules and many of 
the constitutional directives and the implied social objectives required that the 
government should have a strong control over education: (ii) the different sections of 
the act could be functionally classified into four areas. namely. sections dealing with 
legal preliminaries of the Act, sections relating to the establishment and management 
of private schools. sections defining the service conditions of teachers in private 
schools and sections relating to decentralization of educational administration; (iii) the 
Kerala Education Rules were comprehensive in coverage. The attempt to standardize 
the operation of education was visible in all the sections and rules of the legislations 
under study. The regulations came into conflict with the basic motives of the group 
who controlled the private sector; (iv) many of the sections of the legislations, despite 
their pretensions regarding decentralization of educational administration, only 
showed that there was a pronounced shift toward centralization. The governmental 
authorities were actually invested with greater powers and control over private 
schools. The idea of individual initiative, basic to democratic educational philosophy, 
was obscured by the legal framework of state control. 
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9. Awasthi. J. N (1981) made a study on "Administrative Problems of Principals of 
Affiliated Colleges of Avadh University, Faizabad." 
The purpose of the study was designed to find out the characteristics of 
teachers and principals of colleges affiliated to Avadh University, Faizabad, aimed at 
highlighting the problems faced by the principals in dealing with the management, 
university office, the state government, teachers, office staff, students and (heir 
guardians. 
The findings of the study were: (i) More than half of the principals had only 
master's degrees whereas quite a few of the teachers working under them possessed 
doctorate degrees: (ii) it was reported by the principals that the executive council of 
the university and the examination committee mot regularly but the decisions taken by 
the examination committee were very often not implemented; (iii) the principals were, 
in general, satisfied with the role of the state government; (iv) most of the principle 
were not happy with the functioning of the managing committees. They felt that the 
managing committees interfered with the day-to-day functioning of the colleges. At 
the time of appointment of teachers the managements were guided by feelings of caste 
and kingship. The management showed favors to certain teachers and this created 
groupism among the staff. (v) the principals were not very happy with the functioning 
of the teachers. They felt that the teachers did not take their invigilation work 
seriously. They showed special favours to girl students; (vi) in general, the principals 
were satisfied with the working of their office staff which was generally hard working 
and obedient; (vii) it was felt that the rush of admission was difficult to control and it 
resulted in overcrowding in the classrooms. Adequate finances were not available for 
the expansion of buildings and provision ofadequate library and laboratory Iacilitics. 
It was not possible to establish closer contact with the students, which led to increase 
in indiscipline among them; (viii) the principals were critical of the attitude of parents 
also. They felt that instead of cooperating, a majority of the parents interfered with the 
working of the colleges and were at times rude to them and to the teachers. 
10. Loyal. NI (1981) made a study on "Student Perceptions of the University 
Environment as Related to their Satisfaction in the Northern Indian Universities." 
The major objectives of the investigation were: (i) to explore the question of 
individual-environment interaction in northern Indian universities; (ii) to find out the 
relationship between the self' and various aspects of the university environment and 
dissatisfaction; (iii) to study whether students of different universities perceived their 
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university environment differently; (iv) to study the trends in the perception of various 
dimensions of the northern Indian university environment by the university students, 
and (v) to assess the sources of conflicts and study within the university envirotunent. 
The findings of the invesligalion were; (i) there were large discrepancies 
between the way the students saw students, faculty, and administration: (ii) the 
students viewed their university environment not very positively although they 
viewed their university environment slightly above average with respect to academic 
interest and enthusiasm, teacher scholarship and academic attitudes and work 
facilities and student discipline; (iii) there were more than 20 per cent university 
students who perceived the university environment as `a little' or not at all' as 
`highly developed' or `does not give opportunity for co-curricular activities', as not 
'flexible' or paying' and as 'men-making' or 'challenging; (iv) Most of the students 
felt out of place while in the university, felt uncomfortable with other students of the 
university, had the feeling that their values were not similar to those of the faculty and 
were in disagreement with the administrative rules and regulations; (v) students of 
different universities tended to differ in their satisfaction with the diflerent 
dimensions of the university enviromnent. 'They were dissatisfied with respect to 
breadth of interest, student scholarship, academic achievement and clarity of 
instruction. 
1 I. Kaur. S. (1981) made a study on "A Critical Study of the Organization of 
Educational Administration and Finance in the State of Uttar Pradesh. 
The main purpose of the study was to have a critical examination of the 
development and expansion of elementary, secondary, higher. adult and technical 
education. fhc development and expansion of administrative set-up in the wake of 
rise in enrolment and number of educational institutions was also examined and the 
impact of rapid expansion on the quality of higher education was also studied. 
The main finding of the study were: (i) there had been a very rapid increase ii 
enrolment of students at all levels and in all types of educational institutions; (i. 
during the post-independence period there had been corresponding increase in tl 
expenditure on education as well; (iii) to ensure proper teaching, the number 
teachers had also been raised but there had been no appreciable change in the teach 
pupil ratio over the years; (iv) the strength of the supervisory staff in the directorat , 
education had also been raised considerably; (v) prior to independence the 
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secretary looked after the problems connected with education in addition to his 
various other duties. A separate ministry of education to look after the development of 
education was set up thereafter: (vi) there had been considerable increase in the 
expenditure on programmes for adult education: (vii) as regards qualitative aspects it 
was observed that at higher level, physical facilities such as buildings, equipment. 
laboratories and libraries needed improvement: (viii) the courses of study needed 
revision: (ix) a majority of' the teachers, heads of departments and principals felt that 
there was need for reform in the system of examination: (x) periodic assessments 
were suggested in place of annual examinations: (xi) the teachers felt that there was 
need fir improvement in their working conditions. Their workload was heavy. Their 
pay-scales sanctioned by the UGC in 1973 needed revision because of the rather rapid 
rise in prices over the years. 
12. Pandev. B (1982) made a study on "A Study of the Problem of l.: niversitics in 
l_;ttcr Pradesh and Remedial Measures Adopted since 1947." 'l he study was 
primarily concerned with sorting out the problems of university education in Utter 
Pradesh since independence and finding out remedial measures that were taken by 
the administration for the improvement of worsening conditions. 
The study revealed that every aspect of aspect of tertiary education in V.P. 
was problem ridden. Difficulty in the formulation of aims, choosing the medium of 
instruction, inadequate research and accommodation facilities, lack of adequate funds 
and difficulty in following the rules for the affiliation of colleges emerged as the main 
problems. 'Ike remedial measures taken by the government and universities proved to 
he inadequate. 
13. Jaganmohan. M. (1983) made a study on "An Investigation into the l:xisting 
Conditions and Developmental Problems of Affiliated Colleges in Andhra 
University Area". 
The objectives of the investigation were: (i) to examine the background 
information, staff qualification, physical structure and facilities available in some of 
the affiliated colleges in rural and urban areas managed by private and government 
authorities under the Andhra University (ii) to compare the enrolment at the 
intermediate level in private vs. government and rural Vs. ui'han colleges over a period 
of ten year: (iii) to compare the enrolment at the degree level (B.A.. 13.Sc.. B.C'om.) in 
private vs. government and rural vs. urban colleges. over a period of ten years: (iv) to 
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compare the total expenditure of the colleges in government and private, and rural and 
urban colleges over a period of ten years and also to study the sources of income; (v) 
to compare the scholarship granted at the intermediate and degree levels in 
government and private and rural and urban colleges over a period often years, (vi) to 
study the future plans in introducing new courses in affiliated colleges and 
modifications of the existing courses and (vii) to study the type of problems related to 
the financial, administrative and academic matters in the affiliated colleges. 
The findings of the study were: (i) there were eighty four affiliated degree 
colleges in Andhra university area. Out of them, fifty-seven were private colleges and 
twenty-seven were government colleges. A majority of the affiliated colleges were in 
urban area (67 colleges) and women's colleges were only ten in number and colleges 
with postgraduate courses were only nine in number; (ii) the enrolment of commerce 
graduates was more (18,240) than that of B.Sc. students 10,724, B.A. students 9,394 
and postgraduate students 1,585; (iii) the enrolment of boys was more (2,961) than the 
enrolment of girls (8.698}; (iv) the student-teacher ratio was 12:1 the students hostel-
residents ratio was 4:1; (v) the major problems of affiliated colleges were related to 
leaching stall and staff appointments; (vi) the rural private colleges wanted to merge 
into government colleges; lack of teaching aids and of opportunities to improve their 
qualifications were the problems of the teachers; (vii) financial problems could be 
considered from two angles, namely, the scarcity of funds even to pay salaries and 
scarcity of funds for developmental purposes including funds for the construction of 
buildings, and for meeting library and laboratory expenditure; (viii) union elections 
were given scope for local political parties and communal elements to exploit the 
student community for their selfish ends; (ix) rural colleges mentioned that they did 
not have permanent buildings, library., playground. 
2.3 Concluding Statement 
After the survey of related literature it was concluded that several efforts on 
administrative systems have been made in foreign countries such as innovative 
leadership program, a case study of a professional administrative leadership; 
Academic chair: colleague or administrator? leadership and the role of spirituality to 
planning for top administrators at the most resource rich private universities, 
Administrative Problems of Principals of Affiliated Colleges of Avadh University, 
"Emerging and disruptive technologies for education: An analysis of planning, 
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implementation and diffusion in Florida's eleven State University System Institutions. 
University of Central Florida" "Organizational Socialization: The Live Experiences of' 
four Central Office :\dministrators. University of Colorado at Denver... "Succession 
Planning for Key Administrators at Ivy - Plus Universities, t :niversity of 
Pennsylvania." and "A Comparative Case Study of Four Partnership Campuses: 
Origin. Administration. Academics, and Student Services. University of South 
Dakota." Onl\ One Studs' namely the IIistorical Evolution of Organization and 
Governance Dimensions of two Selected Colombian Higher Education Institutions 
Contreras. the University of 'I exas at Austin made a comparison quite like the present 
study. Attempts have been made in Indian studies too, on similar administrative 
problems. The findings of these research studies were helpful in investigating how 
different administrative systems function to cater to the educational needs of' the 
learners. These studies also show the weaknesses of administration at different levels 
and also help to suggest novel ideas related to learning experiences. content and 
strategies. The administration of higher education in our country has to be committed 
to the national interests because of' its direct relevance for improving the economic, 
social and cultural conditions. The findings and results of the researches are of' 
immediate use and very helpful for administrative officers. The review of related 
literature also indicated that attempts in higher education administration in India have 
been made for a very long time from different aspects. llowever in today's world 
\\-here we face stilt competition it is essential to develop awareness of our strengths 
and weaknesses and attitudes to respond to change. Therefore the present study goes a 
step further in finding comparisons in administrative systems of higher education in 
the search for excellence. 
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CHAPTER- III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
3.1 Research Design 
Research is a systematic effort in the direction of solution of a problem having 
direct or indirect bearing on htnnan wetti~re. It is 'systematic' because it involves 
certain steps to he taken in definite orders. There may he more than one approach to 
solve a problem, some of them being better than others. Which approach or 
methodology is followed largely determines the dependability of research findings. 
So, the success of a researcher lies in his choice of methodology to be followed. 
Methodology includes all the plans, techniques and strategies follow in carrying out a 
research study. From the very beginning the researcher has been very particular to 
see that no loop-hole is left in the methodology followed in the present investigation. 
This chapter reports the details of the design of the study including technique of 
sample selection, development of research tools, techniques followed in data 
collection and analysis. 
Plan of a research study entails overview of the total layout including a 
consideration of how the work is to be executed. It is the stage that decisions are 
crucial for the accom plishrnent of the aims of the study as what measures of gathering 
data are to be used, how population is to be defined and sampled, what controls are to 
be applied, what kind of data pertinent to the study are to be collected and finally how 
it is to be analyzed are made. Needless to say that without proper planning difficullies 
to be encountered during the progress of the work cannot be anticipated and resolved. 
In fact, successful completion of the study without preplanning becomes not only 
difficult, but impossible. 
The method adopted for the present study can be categorized as descriptive 
statistical in nature. Descriptive research describes and interprets the current status, it 
is concerned with conditions or relationship that exist. practices, that prevail, beliefs, 
points of view or attitudes that are held, processes that are going on, effects that are 
being felt or trend that are developing. The process of description as employed in this 
research study goes beyond mere gathering and tabulation of data. It involves an 
element of interpretation of the meaning or significance of what is described. 'I'has, 
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description is combined with comparison or contrast involving measurement, 
classification, interpretation and evaluation. 
The use of inferential statistics has been made in deducing results from 
different statistical techniques employed for investigating the comparison the 
administrative systems of AMU and till. This .study will identify the educational 
leadership, supervisory leadership. organisational leadership and administrative 
leadership of both Universities. Mixed research design was used in this study. 
Therefore, both quantitative and qualitative methods were used to gather the 
necessary data required for the study (Tashakkori &Tedddlie, 2003). The quantitative 
data were collected through the survey method and the qualitative data were collected 
through documentary analysis of administrators of the both Universities_ 
3.2 Population of the Study 
A population, in statistical terms, may be defined as any identifiable and well 
specified group of individuals. A population may he finite or infinite. A finite 
population is one in which all the members can be easily counted. An infinite 
population is one whose size is unlimited and therefore, its members cannot be 
counted. Similarly, a population may he real or imaginary. A real population is one 
which actually exists and an imaginary population is one which exists on 	in the 
imagination. In psychological and educational research on many occasions the 
population is imaginary. Generally it is not possible to study the entire population in a 
single research study. There are two reasons fbr this; (i) when the population is very 
large it is not possible to contact every individual unit: (ii) when dependable results 
can be obtained by studying a small portion of the population, there is no use of 
wasting time and money. 
One very important use of inferential statistics is in drawing of inferences 
about larger populations on the basis of information obtained from smaller groups 
selected from the population. To state in other words, we wish to make statements or 
generalizations about the population on the basis of information obtained from the 
study of one or more samples. The extent to which we can do this with reasonable 
accuracy depends on the zdequacy or representativeness of the sample. 
To study the whole population is rather impracticable; a statistical process 
called sampling makes it possible to draw useful inferences or generalizations on the 
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basis of careful observations or manipulation of variables, within a relatively small 
proportion of the population. The process of sampling generally refers to the method 
of selecting a small part or specimen of a large universe of subjects. in order Io study 
some quality or characteristic of the whole. So, sampling is one of the most 
fundamental aspects of the total methodology followed in particular research study. It 
is an act of determining how many elements in a population are to be sampled, and 
how they are to be selected. A single member of the population is referred to as a 
population unit or element. The statistical values which refer to samples are called 
"statistics'. On the basis of statistics, we can estimate the corresponding population 
values called parameters. So, a statistical inquiry involves estimating an unknown 
"parameter', on the basis of statistics obtained from a sample. This process is known 
as statistical inference (Best, 1977). 
The population of the present study includes Professors, Associate Professors, 
Principals, students, secretaries, DR = Deputy Registrars, AK = Assistant Registrars, 
SO = Section Officers, A = Assistants, UDC = Upper Division Clerk, LDC = Lower 
Division Clerk. Sr. PA = Senior Personal Assistant, P.A = Personal Assistant, P.S = 
Private Security, S.O. ° Security Officer, S.L. = Security Inspector, S.C. = Security 
Supervisor, S.A = Security Assistant, Prof. = Professor, Asso. Prof. = Associate 
Professor. Asst. Prof. = Assistant Professor of both the institutions. The whole 
population are categorized into 'A' grade officers. B' grade officers and 'C' grade 
officers. The descriptions of the population were as under: 
Administrative Officers AMU DU 	 'Total 
'A' Grade Officers 	 1531 1583 	 3114 
'B' Grade Officers 	 86 91 177 
'C' Grade Officers 	 867 891 1758 
Grand Total 2484 2565 5049 
'table 3.1 
3.3. Sample of the Study 
Keeping in view the practical feasibility and the other conditions the 
researcher used stratified random sampling. In stratified random sampling the 
population is divided into certain strata's and finally the sample is chosen From that 
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strata's [rough random pattern. In the present study administrators were categorized 
into three groups according to their grade. These are 'A' grade officers, '3' grade 
officers and 'C grade officers. Therefore, the researcher has selected 5% of the total 
population for sample of the study. The data was collected from 254 respondents 
through stratified random sampling; out of them almost 125oflieers from AMU and 
129 officers from DU. the description of the sample was as under: 
Administrative Officers AMU DU Total 
'A' Grade Officers 77 79 156 
'B' Grade Officers 4 5 9 
'C' Grade Officers 44 45 99 
Grand Total 125 129 254 
Table 3.2 
3.4 Research Too[ 
The dependability of research findings is not only determined by planning, 
methodology, data analysis and interpretation but also on tools that are used to collect 
information's or data. In a research study, while selecting research tools many 
considerations have to be kept in mind - such as objectives of the study, the amount of 
time to be devoted for the study, availability of suitable tests, their statistical 
characteristics etc. 
For knowing the administrative skill of the administrators, in the present 
study: the researcher went through different standardized tools, but no satisfactory 
tool was available to measure the administrative skill of the administrators. So the 
researcher himself developed the tool to measure the administrative skill of 
administrators, The details ofthc developing this tool are being as under: 
3.4.1 Description of the Tool 
The above mentioned tool (for measuring competencies of administrators) has 
been developed on Likert method due to the following reasons: The Likert type scale 
takes much less time to construct: it offers possibility for the students of opinion 
research. The first step in constructing a Liken type scale is a collected a number of 
statements about the subject. The correctness of the slstcmen's is not lmponunt of this 
stage, ah long as they express opinions held by a substantial number of people. It is 
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important that they express agreement or disagreement to a particular point of view 
and that number of favourable and unfavourable statements is appropriately equal. 
After the statements have been gathered a trial test should he administered on 
a sufficient number of subjects. Those items correctable with total test should be 
rctained. This testing of internal consistency helps to eliminate statements that are 
ambiguous or not of the same type as the itens of the rest of the scale by this method 
yields higher reliability with fewer items in comparison to Thurston method says Hall 
(1934) and this has been the basis for selecting the above mentioned method by the 
present researcher For constructing the tool. 
3.4.2 Collection and Writing of items 
Statements related to basic knowledge and understanding about administrators 
competencies were collected from various available Sources of Ph.Ds : 
I. 	Saba Zafar (2002) made a study on "Environmental Awareness Among Senior 
Secondary School Children in Relation to their Gender. Academic Stream 
lntclligenee and Socio-Economic Background" Environmental Awareness 
Assessment Scale, 
ii. Ellis 	.lace 	Woley 	(2002) made a study on 	"A 	Study of the Internship 
Component of the 	Innovative Leadership Program at 	the 	University of 
Alabama from 1994 	to 2000, the 	University 	of Alabama." Subscales: 
planning, developing, sensitivity, measuring and implementing. 
iii. Lee Mark Owen (2007) made a study on "A Comparative Case Study of Four 
Partnership Campuses: Origin. Administration, Academies, and Student 
Services, University of South Dakota." Subscales: Administrative and 
Governance leadership scale. 
	
V. 	Mateso Peter E E {2010) made a study on "Understanding Succession 
Planning and Nsanagem ent efforts at Midwestern University: A mired 
methods study, Bowling Green State University." Planning and Management 
Scale. 
V. 	Anantu. J (1978) made a study on "A Study of Private Management in Higher 
Education Bombay and rvlaratliwada"Suhscale: membership, governance. 
goals and finances. 
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Which include electronic and printed media, hooks, and review of related 
literature, expert's opinion and some relevant tools. The tool consists of four 
dimensions that are, educational leadership, supervisory leadership, organisational 
leadership and administrative leadership. 
3.4,1.1' Try out 
The number of items constructed for tryout is always considerable large than 
the number needed for the final test. All these 23 statements covered under the 4 areas 
of administrators competencies were administered to a sample of 40 esperts, which 
included professors, associate professors, assistant professors, deputy registers, 
assistant registers, Ministerial Staft personal assistants etc. They were asked to 
respond to each statement on the tool according to their extent of agreement or 
disagreement using the words—'Yes', `Partial', and N&. 
Scoring 
The scoring of responses was done as under 
Response Score 
Yes 3 
Partial 2 
No 1 
3.4.1.2. Validity of the Tool 
Rrown (1996) defines Validity refers to the extent to which an instrument 
measures what it is designed to measure'. Validity is considered as the strength of 
conclusions, intcrenccs or propositions. 
The validity of the tool was established through face validity and construct 
validity methods. 
3.4.1.2.1 Face validity is the extent to which a test is subjectively viewed as covering 
the concept it purports to measure. It refers to the transparency or rclevanec of a test 
as they appear to test participants. In other words, a test can be said to have face 
validity if it "looks like" it is going to measure what it is supposed to measure. For 
instance, if you prepare a test to measure whether students can perform multiplication 
and the people you show it to all agree that it looks like a good test of multiplication 
ability; you have shown the face validity of Your test. Face validity is olten contrasted 
with content validity and construct validity. 
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The Lace validit,, is based upon judgment of several subject experts. careful 
anal\ ses of instructional objectives, and the actual subject matter studied. This 
anal sis is rational as well as judgmental. The help of subject expert and eminent 
educationists, with long.; standing experience, in the field of the education was sought 
for. For face validity tool was given to 30 subject experts and after that the selection 
of items as made on 80 percent agreement. 
3.4.1.2.2 Construct Validity: Construct validity refers to the degree to which a test 
measures \\ hat it claims, or purports, to be measuring'. Brown. J. D. (1996). In other 
\cords it occurs "%0henever a test is to be interpreted as a measure of some attribute or 
quality hich is not operationally defined." Cronbach, L. J, Meehl. P.E. (1955). 
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3.4.1.1 Competency 1: Educational Leadership 
Correlation coefficient between items and total score for competency 1: 
Educational Leadership 
Items Correlations "[otal 
at Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) ON 
N 
Pearson Correlation 
48 
793' a, 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
a3 Pearson Correlation 	 .804 
Sig. (2-tailed) 	 .000 
N 	 48 
a4 Pearson Correlation g32" 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
as Pearson Correlatil .794 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
a6 Pearson Correlation .736 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
an Pearson Correlation .617 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
SOMA Pearson Correlation I 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
'" Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
Table 3.3 
It is interpreted from above table that Correlation coefficient between the items: a, a_, 
a3, a4, a5, as and a; are significant at the 0.0] and 0.05 level and show positive 
correlat on with the total score for competency no. I 
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3.4.1.2 Competency 2: Supervisory Leadership 
Correlation coefficient between items and total score for competency 2: 
Supervisory Leadership 
Items 	 Correlations 	 Total 
b, 	Pearson Correlation 	 .599 
Sing. (2-tailed) 	 .000 
N 	 48 
Pearson Correlation .752 
Sing. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
b;  Pearson Correlation 	 ; .727 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
b., 	Pearson Correlation .893 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
b5 	Pearson Correlation 	 .837 
Sig. (2-tailed) 	 .000 
N 	 48 
b6 	Pearson Correlation 	 .746 
Sig. (2-tailed) 	 .000 
N 	 48 
b7 Pearson Correlation .775 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
48 
SUM Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) I 000 
N 48 
x Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
Table 3.4 
It is revealed that the table 3.5 that Correlation coefficient betxNeen the items: b, h:. 
b;. ba. b,. h,, and b7 are significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 level and show positive 
correlation with the total score for competency no. 2 
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3.4.1.3 Competency 3: Organisational Leadership 
Correlation coefficient between items and total score for Competency 3: 
Organizational Leadership 
Items Correlations Total 
ci Pearson Correlation ,51 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
e2 Pearson Correlation .718 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 
Pearson Correlation 	 - 
43 
c3 --- .812 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
c3 Pearson Correlation .886 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
cy Pearson Correlation .809 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
cb Pearson Correlation .838~ 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
ct Pearson Correlation .616 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
SUMC Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
Table 3.5 
It is interpreted from the table no. 3.6 that Correlation coefficient hct ecn the items: 
ci_ c„ C3. ca, es. cs and cr are significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 level and show positive 
correlation with the total score for competency no. 3 
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3.4.1.4 Competency 4: Organisational Leadership 
Correlation coefficient between items and total score for competency 4: 
Administrative Leadership 
Items 	 Correlations 	 Total 
d i 	Pearson Correlation 	 .560 
Sig. (2-tailed) 	 .000 
N 48 
d2 	Pearson Correlation 	 .6 1 T~ 
Sig. (2-tailed) 	 .000 
N 
	
48 
d3 	Pearson Correlation .656 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
d4 	Pearson Correlation .8 I 8 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 
N 48 
d5 Pearson Correlation 	 .774 
Sig. (2-tailed) 	 .000 
N 	 48 
d(, 	Pearson Correlation .704 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
d7 	Pearson Correlation .538" 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 
N 48 
SUMO Pearson Correlation 	 I 
Sig. (2-tailed) 	 .000 
1\ 	 48 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
Table 3.6 
It is interpreted from table 3.7 that Correlation coefficient between the items: d, d2.•
d;. d4. d;. d(, and d7 are significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 level and show positive 
correlation with the total score for competency no. 4. 
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3.4.1.3. Reliability of the Tool 
Reliability of the tool was calculated by using Alpha Cronbach's coefficient 
Gay and Airasian (2000) define Alpha Cronbach's as "estimates internal consistency 
reliability by finding out how items of an instrument relate to each other and to the 
total instruments". 
Cronbach's alpha is a test for a model or survey's internal consistency called a 
'scale reliability coefficient sometimes. Cronbach's alpha assesses the reliability of a 
rat rig summarizing a group of test or survey answers Which measure sonic underlying 
factor (e.g., some attribute of the test-taker). A score is computed from each test item 
and the overall rating, called a'scale' is defined by the sum ofthese scores over all the 
lest items. Then reliability is defined to be the square of the correlation between the 
measured scale and the underlying factor the scale was supposed to measure. 
3.4.1.3.1 Alpha Cronbach's coefficient for competency 1: Educational 
Leadership 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha 	 No. of items 
.873 	 7 
Table 3.7 
3.41.3.2 Alpha Cronbach's coefficient for competency 2: Supervisory 
Leadership 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha No. of items 
.880 7 
Table 3.8 
3.4.1.3.3 Alpha Cronbach's coefficient for competency 3: Organizational 
Leadership 
' 	 Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha 	 No. of items 
.865 --- 	 -- 7 
 
Table 3.9 
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3.4.1.3.4 Alpha Cronbach's coefficient for competency 4: Administrative 
Leadership 
Reliability Statistics 
Cronbach's Alpha 	 No. of items 
.793 	 7 
Table 3.10 
3.5. Procedure for Data Collection 
Data was collected by a self made administrator competencies scale from the 
t«o universities- AMU and DU. (as shown in appendix). While administrating the 
tool to the administrators, the purpose of collecting the data was explained to them 
and the' \s ere assured of keeping their responses confidential and that results would 
be used for research purpose only. They were asked to read themselves the 
instructions given at the front page of the tool. It was also assured that no item was 
left blank b\ the respondent. Before administrating the scale to administrators. they 
\%ere motivated towards the purpose of the study and assured of keeping their 
responses confidential. 
There \\cre items in the tools indicating yes. partial and no. tick marks the 
appropriate option. After data collection scoring was done and raw score of opinions 
of administrators were obtained. After that the scores were tabulated and subjected to 
statistical analysis like graphic representations, t test for one sample and t test for two 
sample independent tests. 
3.6. Statistical Tech it icl tics 
Follo\~ ing statistical techniques were used in the present study: 
• Descriptive statistics: percentage. mean. standard deviation, graphic 
representations. 
• t -test for one sample and 
• t -test liar two sample independent test 
• Correlation coefficient (Pearson's method) 
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3.7. Date Analysis 
All the data were analysed by the SPSS package. 
In sum this chapter outlines the statistical procedure followed in the research. 
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Analysis and Interpretation of Data 
Chapter-4 
tic 	 art 
• Tabulation and Interpretation of AMU competencies 
• Tabulation and Interpretation of DU competencies 
• Tabulation and Interpretation of all competencies of AMU and DU 
• Documents Analysis of AMU and DU 
• Administrative setup of AMU and DU 
• Problems and Issues of AMU and DU 
• Problems and Issues of DU 
Analysis and Interpretation of Data 
Chapter — IV 
Analysis and Interpretation of Data 
The previous chapters are respectively devoted to the discussion of the study, 
the review of relevant research literature, the definition of the present research 
problem and the design of the study including techniques of data collection and 
analysis. In this chapter the part of research dealing with the analysis of data based on 
t-test will be discussed, 
Analysis and interpretation of data available is an important step in any 
research. It requires care and precision. In this study, the data has been analyzed 
through discussions, tabular and graphical devices. The analysis of the data collected 
by the researcher from the sample was done in order to make improved generalization 
about the population. It helped him in solving the objectives and proposed hypothesis. 
The interpretation is for the sake of investigating the precision and authenticity of the 
total statistical analysis. 
It is rightly said that the findings of the study, to a large extent, are determined 
by the techniques used for analysis and interpretation of data. Data not analyzed by 
using appropriate statistical techniques in the study is likely to result in misleading 
findings. The researcher came across many studies which provided contradictory 
findings because of defective design and inappropriate statistical techniques used in 
data analysis. Therefore, from the very beginning the researcher was very particular to 
see that relevant and precise techniques are used to analyze data. The nature of data 
required a t-test. 
McNemar (1962) has rightly mentioned that the reduction of a batch of data to 
a few descriptive measures is a part of statistical analysis which should lead to overall 
better comprehension of the data. In the present study, four main competencies are 
used in a fashion that permits self-analysis. These competences selected for the 
present study are educational leadership. supervisory leadership, organizational 
leadership and administrative leadership. All these four competencies will now be 
presented in tables and their values will be calculated at the .05 level of significance. 
Data her the tables was obtained from the responses of the administrative officers in 
the each of the two universities. Their responses will be compared to find whether 
they are satisfied with their present level of performance in the four areas. 
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Mean 	S.D 
2.97 
T 
Value 
3.09 
14 
	
Variable Real 	Assumed 
I~ 
N 	Mean 
Educational 
125 	14.82 
Leadership 
Si (2- 
I )f 	tailed) 
124 	.002 
Angltirsis and Interpretation of Data 
The analysis of the group and its interpretation for a particular hypothesis has 
been presented along with its results, as follows: - 
4.1 Tabulation and Interpretation of AMU Competencies 
Section I 
Difference between the Real mean and Assumed mean of AMU Administrators 
in level of educational leadership, supervisory leadership. organizational 
leadership and administrative leadership. 
1. There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean 
of AMt1 administrators in level of educational leadership 
Table No-4.l 
Interpretation 
It is revealed from table 4.1 that the value of the level of educational 
leadership is good in AMU, because the real mean (14.82) is greater than the assL1111C(I 
mean (14). The value of S.D for education leadership of AMU is 2.97. Alter 
calculating the mean and S.D the t value was calculated to find the level of 
educational leadership of AMU. The t value turned out to be 3.09 and the level of 
significance is calculated to be (0.002), which is less than (0.05) level of significance. 
Thus hypothesis No.1 that There is no significant difference between the real mean 
and assumed mean of AMtJ administrators in level of educational leadership" is 
rejected 
2. There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean 
of AMU administrators in level of supervisory leadership 
Variable T 	Real 	Assumed 	 T 	Sip. (2- 
N 	can 	Mean 	S.D 	Value 	Df 	(ailed) 
Supervisory 	 14 
125 	14.98 	 2.84 	3.86 	124 	.000 
Leadership 
Table No-4.2 
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Interpretation 
It is revealed from table No. 4.2 that the value of the level of supervisory 
leadership is good in the AMU. because the real moan (14.98) is greater than the 
assumed mean (14). The value of S.D for supervisory leadership of AMU is 2.84. 
After calculated the mean and S.D the t value was calculated to find the level of 
supervisory leadership of AMU. The I value turned out to be 3.86 and the level of 
significance was calculated to be (0.00), which is less than (0.05) level of 
significance. 1'hus hypothesis No.2 that "There is no significant difference between 
the real mean and assumed mean of AMU administrators in level of supervisory 
leadership" is rejected. 
3. There is no significant difference behveen the real mean and assumed mean 
of AMU administrators in level of organisational leadership 
~ariable Real Assumed I 	T TSig. (2- 
N 	Mean Mean S.D 	Value Df tailed) 
Organisational 14 
125 15.24 2.78 5.01 124 .000 
Leadership 
Table No-4.3 
Interpretation 
Ti is revealed from table 4.3 that the value of the level of organisational 
leadership is goud in the AMU, because the real mean (15.24) is greater than the 
assumed mean (14). The value of S.D for organisational leadership of AMU is 2.78. 
After calculated the mean and S.D, the t value was calculated to find the level of 
organisational leadership of AMU. The t value turned out to be 5.01 and the level of 
significance was calculated to he (0.00), which is less than (0.05) level of 
significance. Thus hypothesis No.3 that `'there is no significant difference between 
the real mean and assumed mean of AMU administrators in level of organisational 
leadership" is rejected. 
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4. There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean 
of AML1 administrators in level of administrative leadership 
Variable 	 Real 	Assumed Sig. (2- 
N 	Mean 	Mean S.D T Value I)f tailed) 
Administrative 
125 16.20 2.64 9.31 124 .00 
Leadership 14 
Table No-4.4 
Interpretation 
It is revealed from table 4.4 that the value of the level of administrative 
leadership is good in the AMU. because the real mean (16.20) is greater than the 
assumed mean (14). The value of S.D for administrative leadership of AMU is 2.64. 
After calculated the mean and S.1), the t value was calculated to find the level of 
administrative leadership of AMU. The t value turned out to be 9.31 and the level of 
significance was calculated to he (0.00), which is less than (0.05) level of 
significance. Thus hypothesis No.4 that "There is no significant difference between 
the real mean and assumed mean of AMU administrators in level of administrative 
leadership" is rejected. 
Discussion 
The administration of AMU was found to be good on the level of 
competencies i.e. educational leadership, supervisory leadership, organisational 
leadership and administrative leadership because at the 0.05 level, the t value was 
calculated to find less than the value of standard deviation. 
4.2 Tabulation and Interpretation of DUCompetencics 
Section II 
Difference between the Real mean and Assumed mean of Ut' 
Administrators in level of educational leadership, supervisory leadership, 
organizational leadership and administrative leadership 
5. There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean 
of DU Administrators in level of educational leadership 
Variable Real Assumed I 	 7' Sig. (2- 
N Mean Mean S.D 	Value I)f 	tailed) 
Educational 
Leadership 129 15.06 2.66 14 4.53 128 .00 
Table No-4.5 
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interpretation 
It is revealed from table 4.5 that the value of the level of educational 
leadership is good in the DU, because the real mean (15.06) is greater than the 
assumed mean (14). The value of S.D for educational leadership of DU is 2.66. After 
calculated the mean and S.D. the t value was calculated to find the level of 
educational leadership of DU. The t value turned out to be 4.53 and the level of 
significance svgs calculated to be (0.00), which is less than (0.05) level of 
significance. Thus hypothesis No.5 that "There is no significant difference between 
the real mean and assumed mean of DU administrators in level of educational 
leadership" is rejected. 
6. There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean 
of DU administrators in level of supervisory leadership. 
Variable Real 	Assumed 
N 
	
can 	Mean 
T Sig. (2- 
S.D Value Df tailed) 
Supervisory ~ 
Leadership 129 	15.371 	14 2.75 5.66 128 00 
Table No-4.6 
Interpretation 
it is obvious from table 4.6 that the value of the level of supervisory leadership 
is good in the DU, because the real mean (1537) is greater than the assumed mean 
(14). The value of S.D for supervisory leadership of DU is 2.75. After calculated the 
mean and S.D, the t value is calculated to find the level of supervisory leadership of 
DJJ. The I value turned out to be 5.66 and the level of significance was calculated to 
be (000). which is less than (0.05) level of significanec Thus hypothesis No.6 that 
"There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed mean of Dl; 
administrators in level of supervisory leadership" is rejected. 
7. 'There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed 
mean of DC administrators in level of organisational leadership 
Variable Real Assumed T Sig, (2- 
_ N Mean Mean 	S.D Value Of - 
Orgganixm io n31 ~ 
Le~ulership 129 15.86 14 	3.24 6.50 128 .00 
Table Nu-4.7 
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Interpretation 
It is revealed from table 4.7 that the value of the level of organisational 
leadership is good in the DU, because the rcal mean (15.86) is greater than the 
assumed mean (14). The value of S.D for organisational leadership of DU is 3.24. 
After calculated the mean and S.D. the t value is calculated to find the level of 
organisational leadership of DU. The t value turned out to be 6.50 and the level of 
significance is calculated to be (0.00), which is less than (0.05) level of significance. 
Thus hypothesis No.? that "There is no significant difference between the real mean 
and assumed mean of DU administrators in level of organisational leadership" is 
rejected. 
S. There is no significant difference between the real mean and assumed 
mean of DC administrators in level of administrative leadership 
Variable Real Assumed T Sig. (2- 
N Mean Mean S.D 	Value Df 	tailed) 
Administrative 
Leadership 129 16.31 L4 2.74 9.57  128 .00 
Table No-4.8 
Interpretation 
It is evident from table 4.8 that the value of the level of administrative 
leadership is good in the 1)13, because the real mean (16.31) is greater than the 
assumed mean (14). The value of S.D for administrative leadership of DU is 2.74. 
After calculated the mean and S.D. the t value is calculated to find the level of 
administrative leadership of DU. The t value turned out to be 9.57 and the level of' 
significance is calculated to he (0.00), which is less than (005) level of significance. 
Thus hypothesis No.8 that "There is no significant difference between the real mean 
and assumed mean of DU administrators in level of administrative leadership" is 
rejected. 
Discussion 
The administration of DUJ was found to he good on the level of competencies 
i.e. educational leadership, supervisory leadership, organisational leadership and 
administrative leadership because at the 0.05 level, the t value was calculated to find 
less than the value of standard deviation. 
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4.3 Tabulation and Interpretation of AMU and 1)U for all Competencies 
Section III 
4.2 Comparison of the competencies of Aligarh Muslim University and Delhi 
University 
1 . There is no significant difference between the educational leadership of 
A\It and the educational leadership of DU 
Significance 
Variables N Mean S.D "i' Value Uf 
Value 
Lducational 
Leadership ot' ANIU I '' 14.82 2.~)7 
0.67 _~ f:doeatioHal 
1 2 )` 1 5.06 2.66 
"~- 0.50 
Leadership of DU 
Table No-4.9 
Interpretation 
IIlk result sho s the significance of difference of means of educational 
leadership of AMU and educational leadership of DU. the mean score of the 
educational leadership of AMU is 14.82 and the mean score of educational leadership 
of DU is 15.06. Thet value comes out to be 0.67 and the value of significance turned 
out to be (0.50). This means the calculated value of significance (0.50) is greater than 
(0.05) level of significance. Therefore the hypothesis. "There is no significant 
diITercncc between the educational leadership of AMU and the educational leadership 
of DU" is rejected. This means that, there is no significant difference between the 
educational leadership of AMU and the educational leadership of DU. 
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9.1 Mean and S.D. for Educational leadership of AMU and the educational 
leadership of DU 
14.82 
16 
14 
12 
10 - 
8 - 
6 	 '.97 
4 
2 
0 
■ Mean 
■ S.D 
i
Educational Leadership of Educational Leadership of 
AMU 	 DU 
Figure No.4.1 
Figure No. 4.1 revealed that mean of educational leadership of AMU is 14.82 and 
DU mean for educational leadership is 15.06. It shows minor difference due to 
Evaluating and Selecting Learning Materials Given expressed needs for learning 
materials, develop a set of evaluative criteria and procedures to determine the 
quality, utility, and available of learning materials and can organize and conduct 
review sessions where teaches and other personnel can apply the criteria to new 
materials and make recommendation for acquisitions in needed areas. 
10. There is no significant difference between the Supervisory leadership of 
AMU and the Supervisory leadership of DU 
Significance 
Variables N Mean S.D T Value Df 
Value 
Supervisory 
Leadership of AMU 125 14.98 2.84 
1.10 252 0.27 Supervisory 
Leadership of DU 129 15.37 2.75 
Table No-4.10 
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Interpretation 
The result shows the significance of difference of means of supervisory 
leadership of AMU and supervisory leadership of DU. The mean score of the 
supervisory leadership of AMU is 14.98 and the mean score of supervisory leadership 
of DU is 15.37. The t value comes out to be 1.10 and the value of significance turned 
out to be (0.27). This means the calculated value of significance (0.27) is greater than 
(0.05) level of significance. Therefore the hypothesis, "There is no significant 
difference between the supervisory leadership of AMU and the supervisory leadership 
of DU" is accepted. This means that, there is no significant difference between the 
supervisory leadership of AMU and the supervisory leadership of DU. 
10.1 Mean score and S.D. for supervisory leadership of AMU and the 
supervisory leadership of DU 
1498 
	 15.37 
Supervisory Leadersip of 	5upervisory Leadership of 
AMU 	 DU 
Figure No.4.2 
Figure No. 4.2 revealed that mean of supervisory leadership of AMU is 14.98 
and DU mean for supervisory leadership is 15.37. It shows minor difference of both 
AMU and DU due to in AMU Planning and Organizing Meetings are able to plan 
and operate meetings that are effective because they get the job done and are 
committed to group decisions. Making Decisions and in DU are able to apply 
decision-making models, and, through participatory procedures, develop with the 
students and staff rational approaches to problem solving; focusing both on problem 
content and on process. 
Analysis and Interpretation of Data 
11. There is no significant difference between the organisational leadership of 
AMU and the organisational leadership of DU 
Significance 
 Variables N Mean S.D T Value Df
Value 
Oruanizat1onaI 
Leadership of AML 125 15.24 2.78 
1.61 252 0.10 Organizational 
Leadership of DU 129 15.86 3.24 
'Table No-4.11 
Interpretation 
l'he result shows the significance of difference of means of organizational 
leadership of AMU and organisational leadership of DU. the mean score of the 
organizational leadership of AMU is 15.24 and the mean score of organizational 
leadership of DU is 15.86. The t value comes out to be 1.61 and the value of 
significance turned out to be (0.10). This means the calculated value of significance 
(0.10) is greater than (0.05) level of significance. Therefore the hypothesis. "There is 
no significant difference between the organizational leadership of AMU and the 
organizational leadership of DU" is accepted. This means that, there is no difference 
between significant the organizational leadership of ANIU and the organizational 
leadership of DU. 
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11.1 Mean score and S.D. for organizational leadership of AMU and the 
organizational leadership of DU 
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Figure No.4.3 
Figure No. 4.3 revealed that mean of organizational leadership of AMU is 
15.24 and DU mean for organizational leadership is 15.86. It shows minor difference 
of both AMU and DU due to in AMU Revising Existing Structure Having 
determined the strengths and weaknesses of an existing organizational structure, 
propose carefully reasoned or research-supported changes, which may include the 
alteration of assignments, of the use of staff time, of the required reporting patterns, 
or of the allocation of resources of improve efficiency, productivity, and morale, and, 
in so doing, improve, efficiency. DU also Given a successful instructional program 
operating within a department, center, classroom, or other unit, design a plan for the 
smooth integration of the entire program or selected components thereof into a larger 
system, prepare a timetable and assignments for the transferring of responsibilities, 
and assure that the instructional improvement evidenced in the program is continued 
in the system to which it is transferred. 
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12. There is no significant difference between the administrative leadership of 
AMU and the administrative leadership of DU 
I 
Significance 
Variables N Mean S.D T Value Of 
Value 
Administrative 
Leadership of AMU 125 16.20 164 
-020 252 0.76 Administrative 
Leadership of DU 129 16.31 2.74 
Table No-4.12 
Interpretation 
Thc result shows the significance of difference of means of administrative 
leadership of AMU and administrative leadership of DU. the mean score of the 
administrative leadership of AMU is 16.20 and the mean score of administrative 
leadership of DU is 16.31. The t value comes out to be -0.30 and the value of 
significance turned out to be (0.76). This means the calculated value of significance 
(0.76) is greater than (0.05) level of significance. Therefore the hypothesis, "There is 
no significant difference between the administrative leadership of AMU and the 
administrative leadership of DL" is accepted. This means that, there is no significant 
difference between the administrative leadership of AMU and the educational 
administrative leadership of DU. 
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12.1 Mean score and S.D. for administrative leadership of AMU and the 
administrative leadership of DU presented in below 
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Figure No. 4.4 
Figure No. 4.4 revealed that mean of supervisory leadership of AMU is 14.98 
and DU mean for supervisory leadership is 15.37. It shows minor difference of both 
AMU and DU due to in AMU 
13. There is no significant difference between the all competencies of 
leadership of AMU and the all competencies of leadership of DU 
Significance 
 N Mean S.D T Value Df
Variables Value 
All Competencies of 
AMU 125 61.26 6.60 
1.55 252 0.12 All Competencies of 
DU 129 62.60 7.14 
Table No-4.13 
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Interpretation 
The result shows the significance of difference of means of all competencies 
of leadership of AMU and all competencies of leadership of DU. The mean score of 
the all competencies of leadership of AMU is 61.26 and the mean score of all 
competencies of leadership of DU is 62.60. The t value comes out to be 1.55 and the 
value of significance turned out to be (0.12). This means the calculated value of 
significance (0.12) is greater than (0.05) level of significance. Therefore the 
hypothesis, "There is no significant difference between the all competencies of 
leadership of AMU and the all competencies of leadership of DU" is rejected. This 
means that, there is no significant difference between the all competencies of 
leadership of AMU and the all competencies of leadership of DU. 
Discussion 
The administration of AMU and DU were found to be good on the level of 
competencies i.e. educational leadership, supervisory leadership, organisational 
leadership and administrative leadership because at the 0.05 level, the t value was 
calculated to find less than the value of standard deviation. 
13.1 Mean score and S.D. for all competencies of leadership of AMU and DU 
are graphically presented 
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SEC ION IV 
4.4 I)ocunients :Analysis for Comparison of AML and DU 
In this studs comparison has been made between two central universities of India 
havin<i different cultures ith a view to find commonalities and differences in the 
administrative set-up. problems and issues and finally the mind map for moving 
towards excellence in higher education. A similar kind of study was made by Ellis 
Jane \Vole\ (2002) on "A Stud\ of the Internship Component of the Innovative 
Leadership Program at the University of Alabama from 1994 to 2000. at the 
Vniversity of Alabama." i.Chaptcr II, pages no 2-3). The study design which 
incorporated both quantitative and qualitative methodology, included a survey 
instrument designed to gather data relating to the objectives of the Innovative 
Leadership Program. A focus group intervie%\ was then conducted to further 
in estigate the perceptions. In the same way the present study employs both 
cluantitati\'e and qualitative methodology to draw conclusions from the previous 
chapters with regard to 
• Administrative set up 
• Problems and issues and 
4.4.1 :Administrative set up of AMU and DU 
In comparing the administrative set-up of the two universities the notable differences 
'ere as fullo%\ s- 
• l'he motto of DU is dedicated to Truth and the motto of' AMU is "Taught man 
what he did not know" (Quran 96:5). 
• I'he L.'ni\ersity of Delhi is spread out in colleges and nucleus of' the university 
O \1ai11 Campus) is lodged in the Vice Regal Lodge Estate. It has fourteen faculties. 
104 academic departments and 79 colleges spread all over the city. (Chapter no. 1. 
Page no. 6-10). 
• Campus ot'AMLJ is spread over 467.6 hectares in the city of Aligarh. U.P. it offers 
more than three hundred courses in the tradition of modern branches of education. 
It has 12 faculties. 96 departments. (Chapter no. I. Page no. 15-17). 
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• List of officers are different such as Director of the North Campus and Joint 
Director of the South Campus. The rest of the designation of officers is almost the 
same. 
• The functions of the Vice-chancellors are same. 
• There are differences in the appointment of functions, powers and duties of the 
five main administrative officers of Di? and AMU. 
4.4.2 Problems and Issues of Administration of Aligarh Muslim University 
• External Factors: 
• Lack of clarity between autonomy and control 
• Internal Factors 
• Lack of review and reforms resulting in wastages: need of motivation 
• Rotation of headship and democratization of university: yielded mixed results. 
need review 
• loo much centralization: need of decentralization 
• No proper management of its assets: need of review 
• Lack of interest among faculty members in academic excellence: need of 
motivation 
• Inadequate facilities for students: need of examination 
• Rise in the frequency of disorders on the university campus: need of developing a 
system of'control (Rolling Mada Do%ven 2010) 
• Appointment of Vice-chancellor influenced more by political considerations than 
merit: need of appointment solely on merit 
• University administration not oriented to educational development: need of 
injecting dynamism 
• Students issues: need of transparency and accountability 
• AMU alumni urge president to curb Vice-chancellor's powers: need of excellence 
in leadership 
4.4.3 Problems and Issues of Administration of University of Delhi 
• Lack of equity of distribution and adequacy of coverage 
• Lack of people's participation 
• Poor linkages between education and modernization 
• Very little emphasis on character building in educational institutions 
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• Lack of administrative capability and competence 
• Lack of co-ordination and linkages 
• Lack of accountability and mutual trust 
• Indiscipline among university and colleges 
• Missing linkages between the university and government 
• Lack of responsiveness 
• An efficient administration can bring about effective change. 'l'hereiore this study 
attempts to stud the administrative set up of I. nip ersity of Delhi and investigate 
how this institution works towards excellence. 
• I`he University of Delhi is a premier University of the country and is known for its 
high standards in teaching and research and attracts eminent scholars to its faculty. 
• The University of Delhi was established in 1922 as a unitary. teaching and 
residential university by an Act of the then Central Legislative Assembly. The 
President Of India is the Visitor, the Vice President is the Chancellor and the Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court of India is the Pro-Chancellor of the University 
(\vw .du.ac.itl). 
As per provisions of the University Act, Statutes, rules, regulations and 
ordinances, the University implements the policy within certain frameworks. 
List the officers and authorities of the University of Delhi who are responsible 
for the administration of' a University: Vice-Chancellor. Pro Vice-Chancellor. 
Registrar. Finance Officer. Proctor, Director, and North Campus. Director. South 
Campus. Deans of Colleges Librarian and Statutory bodies of the 1. niversity: 
Academic Council, Executive Council, Finance Committee and University Court. 
From the summary of above it is evident that the problems and issues are 
radicgll\ dil'fercnt. the administration of the University must have its roots in the rich 
culture of higher education. None of the Universities from India has succeeded in 
constructing a comprehensive and integrated system of higher education along the 
lines of' good administrative. Good governance incorporates and transforms the 
functioning of the University. It is a dynamic factor in bringing about the expected 
change in the higher education System. The present methods of instruction which 
hay e coiile don as a legacy from the British era are faulty. Therefore, there is a need 
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for a new program of education based on good governance. In order to attain it. a 
healthy atmosphere is required in the University campus. (University News 2008) 
Above all, the social end of education must not be lost sight of. The students should he 
trained to become useful members of society. So, the importance of good governance 
cannot be overstated in University development. It cannot be denied that the 
participation of all the authorities should be taken into consideration during decision-
making. Freedom of expression and thought will help us to follow- the democratic 
process for healthy practices. Good governance requires the principle of 
responsiveness which tries to serve the stakeholders within a reasonable timetrame. 
(Chapter 4. page no. 4-5) University News 2009: 26-27). 
The aim of the present study was not only to compare the administrative 
systems of DU and AMU but also to learn lessons from each other in the quest for 
excellence in higher education. The qualitative aspects discussed above were deemed 
not enough to show the zest for excellence. For this purpose the researcher examined 
the competencies of the five top administrative officers (Vice-chancellor. Registrar. 
Finance Officer. Controller and Proctor) in educational leadership, supervisor}, 
leadership. organizational leadership and administrative leadership as the professional 
attitude of these officers is responsible for moving the institution towards excellence. 
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CHAPTER - V 
FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, SUGGESTIONS AND 
EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
The previous chapters deal with the detailed methodology of the present 
investigation including identification and definition of the problem, review of the 
previous researches in this field, details of the tools used. methodology of data 
collection and analysis. After the analysis interpretation of data is completed, the 
investigator is led to certain important conclusions and inferences by using statistical 
tests. The present chapter provides a comprehensive list of lindings that have emerged 
as a result of this investigation. The findings have been listed along with significant 
quantitative information's. The implications of these findings for theory and practices 
of education, and For further researches in this area have also been discussed. 
5.1 	l'i udi ags: 
The main findings emerging from the present investigation comprising three sections 
which are as follows: 
5.1.1 Section I 
Level of educational leadership, supervisory leadership. organizational 
leadership and adut in 1st rativc leadership of AMU Ad mi nistraturs 
1. The level of educational leadership is good in AMU, because the real mean 
(14.82) is greater than the assumed mean (141. 
2. The value of the level of supervisory leadership is good in AMU, because the real 
mean (14.98) is greater than the assumed mean (14). 
3. the value of the level of organizational leadership is good in the AMU, because 
the real mean (15.24) is greater than the assumed mean (14). 
4. The level of administrative Leadership is good in AMU, because the real mean 
(16.20) is greater than the assumed mean (14). 
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5.1.2 Section II 
Level of educational leadership, supervisory leadership, organizational 
leadership and administrative leadership of AhlIJ Administrators 
I. The value or the level of educational leadership is good in DU, because the real 
mean (15.06) is greater than the assumed mean (14). 
2. The level of supervisory leadership is good in DU. because the real mean (15.37) 
is greater than the assumed mean (14). 
3. The value of the level of organizational leadership is good in DU, because the real 
mean (15.86) is greater than the assumed mean (t4). 
4. The value of the level ofadministrative leadership is good in DU, because the real 
mean (16.31) is greater than the assumed mean (14). 
5.1.3 Section III 
Comparison of the cum petencies of Aligarh Muslim University and Dclhi 
University 
1. The t value comes out to be 0.67 and the value of significance turned out to he 
(0.50)_ this means the calculated value of significance (0.50) is greater than (0,05) 
level of significance. Therefore the hypothesis, "There is no significant difference 
between the educational leadership of AMI, and the educational leadership of 
DU" is accepted. This means that, there is no significant difference between the 
educational leadership of AMU and the educational leadership of DU. 
2. The t value comes out to he 1.10 and the value of significance turned out to be 
(0.27). This means the calculated value of significance (0.27) is greater than (0.05) 
level of significance. Therefore the hypothesis, "There is no significant difference 
between the supervisory leadership of AMU and the supervisory leadership of 
DU" is accepted.'fh is means that, there is no significant difference between the 
supervisory leadership of AMU and the supervisory leadership of DU. 
3. The t value comes out to be 1.61 and the value of significance turned out to be 
(0.10). This means the calculated value of significance (0.10) is greater than (11.05) 
level of significance, Therefore the hypothesis, "There is no significant difference 
between the organizational leadership of AMII and the organizational leadership 
of DU' is accepted. This means that, there is no difference between significant the 
organizational leadership of AMU and the organizational leadership of DU. 
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4. The t value comes out to be 0.30 and the value of significance turned out to be 
(0.76). This means the calculated value of significance (0.76) is greater than (0.05) 
level of significance. Therefore the hypothesis, "There is no significant difference 
between the Administrative leadership of AMU and the administrative leadership 
of DU" is accepted. This means that, there is no significant difference between the 
administrative leadership of AMU and the educational administrative leadership 
of DU. 
The t value comes out to be 1.55 and the value of significance turned out to be 
(0.12). This means the calculated value oh significance (0.12) is greater than (0.05) 
level of significance. Therefore the hypothesis, *'Thcrc is no significant difference 
between the all competencies of leadership of AMU and the all competencies of 
leadership of DU" were rejected. This means that, there is no significant difference 
between the all competeneics of leadership of AMU and the all competencies of 
leadership of DU.  
In this study a comparison has been made between two central universities of 
India having different cultures with a view to find commonalities and differences in 
the administrative set-up, problems and issues, it was found the level of all 
competencies of both universities are good and finally the mind map for moving 
towards excellence in higher education. A similar kind of study was made by Ellis 
Jane Woley (2002) on A Study of the Internship Component of the Innovative 
leadership Program at the University of Alabama from 1994 to 2000. at the 
University of Alahama." (Chapter 11, pages no 2-3). The study design which 
incorporated both quantitative and qualitative methodology, included a survey 
instrument designed to gather data relating to the objectives of the Innovative 
Leadership Program. 
5.2. Conclusion 
The study leads us to the following conclusions: 
With regard to educational leadership there was a difference between DU and 
AMU where .AM tJ respondents have given answers which show satisfaction in 
general with the present level of educational leadership. However the responses of 
DL respondents seem to be 'Looking across and Looking ahead- (Coclican, 
2004:200) when thinking of educational leadership and have given more negative 
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responses, which shows a competitive spirit (Para Dane J. 2010). With regard to 
supervisory leadership, organizational leadership and administrative leadership there 
were no significant differences. 
In the same way the present study employs both quantitative and qtialimtivc 
methodology to draw conclusions from the previous chapters with regard to 
5.2.1 Administrative set up 
In comparing the administrative set-up of the two universities the notable differences 
were as follows- 
• The motto of DC is dedicated to Truth and the motto of AMU is "Taught man 
what he did not know (Quran 96:5). 
• DU was established in 1922 by a society and AMU in 1875 by Sir Syed Ahmad 
Khan. 
• At present number of students of DU is 220,000 and AMU is 30,000. 
• The Delhi university is spread out in colleges and nucleus of the university (Main 
Campus) is lodged in the Vice Regal Lodge Estate. it has fourteen faculties, 86 
academic departments and 79 colleges spread all over the city. (Chapter no. I. 
Page no. 6-10). 
• Campus of A M l; is spread over 467.6 hectares in the city of Aligarh, U.P. it offers 
more than three hundred courses in the tradition of modern braches of education. 
It has 12 faculties, 95 departments, 5 institutions and 13 centers. (Chapter no. I, 
Page no. 15-17). 
• List of officers are different such as Director of the North Campus and Joint 
Director of the South Campus. The rest of the designation of officers is almost the 
same. 
• The functions of the Vice-chancellors are same. 
• There are differences in the appointment of functions. powers and duties of the 
five main administrative officers of Dll and AMII. 
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5.2-2 Problems and Issues of Administration of Aligarh Muslim 
L niversity 
• External Factors: 
• Lack of clarity between autonomy and control 
• Internal Factors 
• Lack of review and reforms resulting in wastages. 
• Rotation of headship and democratization of university. 
• Too much centralization: need of decentralization 
• No proper management of its assets. 
• Lack of interest among faculty members in academic excellence. 
• Inadequate facilities for students. 
• Rise in the frequency of disorders on the university campus. 
• Appointment of Vice-chancellor influenced more by political considerations than 
merit. 
• University administration not oriented to educational development. 
5.2.3 Problems and Issues of Administration of Delhi university 
• Lack of equity of distribution and adequacy of coverage 
• Lack of people's participation 
• Poor linkages between education and modernization 
• Very little emphasis on character building in educational institutions 
• Lack of administrative capability and competence 
• Lack of co-ordination and linkages 
• Lack of accountability and mutual trust 
• Indiscipline among university and colleges 
• Missing linkages between the university and government 
• Lack of responsiveness 
The differences in the administrative setup and problems and issues are 
enumerated above. 
From the summary of above it is evident that the problems and issues are 
radically different. The administration of the University must have its roots in the rich 
culture of higher education. None of the Universities from India has succeeded in 
constructing a comprehensive and integrated system of higher education along the 
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lines of good administrative. Good governance incorporates and transforms the 
functioning of the University. It is a dynamic factor in bringing about the expected 
change in the higher education system. The present methods of instruction which 
have come down as a legacy from the British era are faulty. Therefore, there is a need 
for a new program of education based on good governance. In order to attain it. a 
healthy atmosphere is required in the University campus. (University News 2008) 
Above all, the social end of education must not be lost sight of. The students should be 
trained to become useful members of society. So, the importance of good governance 
cannot be overstated in University development. It cannot be denied that the 
participation of all the authorities should be taken into consideration during decision-
making. Freedom of expression and thought will help us to follow the democratic 
process for healthy practices. Good governance requires the principle of 
responsiveness which tries to serve the stakeholders ithin a reasonable l imefainu. 
(Chapter 4, page no. 4-5) University News 2009) 
The aim of the present study was not only to compare the administrative 
systems of DU and AML but also to learn lessons from each other in the quest for 
excellence in higher education. The qualitative aspects discussed above were deemed 
not enough to show the zest for excellence. For this purpose the researcher examined 
the competencies of the five top administrative officers (Vice-chancellor, Registrar. 
Finance Officer, Controller and Proctor) in educational leadership, supervisory 
leadership, organizational leadership and administrative leadership as the professional 
attitude of these officers is responsible for moving the institution towards excellence. 
Let us examine the responses to the competencies listed in Chapter Five and study the 
mind map for moving towards excellence. 
In sum the two universities must take Into account the vision, mission and 
process as set out by The National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) in 
the race of quality and excellence in higher education 
5.3. Educational Implications 
Every new research has its sources in the previous research literature in the 
concerned Geld. and in turn has some important implications for further research. 
Research of all kinds is directed towards the goal of discovering new knowledge 
about nature. Therefore new knowledge must be utilized for making human living 
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more comfortable. A research study is meaningful if and only If its findings can be put 
to a profitable use to sole a problem of human interest. In the context of' education 
nearly all researches are directed towards generating new knowledge about improving 
teaching learning practices. All educational efforts must be aimed at improving the 
academic and performance of' students irrespective of' their abilities, social 
background and motivational levels. A research study must help in achie\ ink_ this 
objective b\ providing innovative theories and practices to students and teachers. in 
relation to certain selected personal and institutional factors. The study has emerged 
ith se\ oral interesting findings. 
Although the researcher does not claim to have made an exhaustive study of 
the problem in question. vet it is emphasized that various aspects of the problem have 
been examined as extensi\el\ and deeply as possible. The findings of this study have 
some important implications for educational practices in general. The findings also 
hate some implications for further research in this field. The detailed discussion of 
these implications is as follo\\s. 
Implications 
I.dueatiunal programme. curriculum and instruction, teaching and learning, and 
super A ision and evaluation are the central concerns of university and these 
comprise the substance of education leadership. 
\Vhenexer the important topic of educational leadership and its relationship to 
administration is considered it will become increasingly clear that administrative 
responsibilities are vast and encompass a variety of' roles and an array of problems 
and issues — man\ of \~ hich seem not to be related clearly or directly to education. 
Increasingly, for example. educational administrators are portra\ed as managers. 
t nikersity boards and community public demand sound fiscal management and 
expect the university to be run in a business like fashion. Indeed, such topics as 
cost-effectiveness, accountability, fiscal integrity, efficienc\, %\rage administration. 
and personnel policy capture increasingly large shares of the headlines in 
edu eat ii.)ii. 
' Rivaling the manager image of education administration is that of politician. On 
the local scene, for example, communities are very diverse, expectations and 
demands for resources are more ambiguous and vocal, consequently the pressure 
on the university is more intense. At a broader level, the strengthened role of 
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university education departments, through mandated legislation. the Icdcral 
government, and the courts, and the shifts in university -fnndiWg patterns that 
afThrd to federal and state levels greater responsibility further reinforces the 
politician image for educational administration. 
The administrator as manager, according to this view, is concerned with such 
questions as. what should he accomplished and hots are best results achieved? 
Certainl\ there are important considerations in the effective operation of the 
universit\ . It takes neither genius not heroism to be a manager, but rather 
persistence. tough-mindedness, hard work, intelligence, analytical ability and. 
perhaps most importantly, tolerance and good will. 
From a management perspective 
Educational administrators are viewed as professional managers. Like other 
professionals. the,,, possess certain insights and technical skills that ha \ c great 
instrumental values. Give an engineer the specifications you require. fir example. 
and this person will provide the blueprint for action. Similarly, the professional 
medical practitioner responds to a particular diagnosis with a predetermined and 
standardized treatment. In our case, provide a professional administrator-manager 
with outcomes to he achieved, and this person will engineer organization and 
talent in that direction we defined administration in this management sense earlier 
as the science and art of achieving organizational objectives in a fashion that is 
cost-effective and obtains sufficient teacher and consumer satisfaction to ensure 
their continued participation and support. 
The leader brings to the organization and its work a certain freshness of thought. a 
commitment to new ideas, and a belief in creativity change. 
: Leaders work beneath the surface of events and activities, seeking a deeper 
meaning and deeper value. They are able to identify the roots of meaning in the 
ebb and flow of daily life in university and as a result, to provide students. 
teachers. and community members with a sense of importance. vision, and 
purpose above the seemingly ordinary and mundane. 
Leaders bring to the university a sense of drama in human life that permits one to 
surface above the dulling routine which is often characterized da\-by-day activit\. 
They see the significance of v hat a group is doing and could be doing. The have 
a feel for the more dramatic possibilities inherent in most situations and are able to 
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urge people to go beyond the routine, to break out of the mould into something 
more li\elv and vibrant. 
Leaders are able to communicate their sense of' vision by words and examples. 
I'hc\ use language and symbols which are easily understood but which also 
communicate a sense of excitement, originality, and freshness. 
Leaders provide opportunities for others to experience their vision and sense of 
purpose so that others come to share in their ownership. 
Leaders are able to transform their vision, intensity, and creativity from 
idiosyncratic or personal meanings into goals. structures, and processes for the 
unirersit\ . Ideas become programs. visions become goals, and senses of 
commitment from others become operating structures. Indeed the leader translates 
clualities of leadership into characteristics of the university as an organization. 
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5.4. Suggestions for Further Research Areas 
Some suggestions fir research in the field of administration arc as follo s. 
1. A comparative study of administrative systems of residential s\stcros. 
2. A comparative study of administrative systems of educational provisions. 
3. A comparative studs of management systems of departments. 
4. Administrative problems and issues of affiliated colleges and campuses. 
5. A comparative study of building management. 
6. A comparative study of administrative systems of teachers' attitude. 
7. A comparative study of organizational administrative systems. 
8. Research could be on critical areas such as comparative study in education 
across cultures and management systems. tracing the educational divide. 
administrative systems of public and private universities. 
9. A comparative study of the Academic systems. 
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Appendices 
Dear Sir Madam 
I am a research scholar in the Department of Education, Aligarh Muslim 
University. 1 am doing research on "A Comparative Study of the Administrative 
Systems of Delhi University and Aligarh Muslim University". I request you to tick this 
questionnaire. "I'his information will help me to profile the administrative setup of the 
central universities as part of qualitative research. 
I request you to kindly express your opinion frankly based on your experience 
as an educational administrator. Information received from you will he kept strictly 
confidential and shall he used for research purpose only'. 
Thanking you. and with due regards 
Yours faithfully 
i'vlahanlud Khan 
Cetera( information: 
• Name 
• I)esignation 
• 
• 1li,Ihctit Qualifications 
• Years of lapericnce 
• Institute where employed 
• Email (Optional) 	 :............................................. 
You are requested to read the statements carefully and respond as follows:- 
1. There are three alternatives for each statement: e.g. 
(Partial) 	(No) 
2. Please tick mark (✓) under any alternative given against each statement with 
which you agree the most. 
( 	) { ( ) 
QUESTIONNAIRE (AMU and DU) 
COMPETENCY -I 
Educational Leadership 
L Setting Instructional Goals Give a mandate to 
clarify major goals of instruction, you can lead 
groups of parents. citizens, specialized personnel, 
teachers. and pupils through a series of 
discussions, presentations, training sessions, and 
other experiences to produce a report showing 
some of the most important instructional goals on 
which there is agreement. 
2. Developing and Adapting Curricula Having 
secured innovative curricula developed outside 
your institution, you can adapt the curricula to 
meet the needs of students or student groups and 
make them available to local personnel for use in 
guiding instructional planning. 
3. Evaluating and Selecting Learning Materials 
Given expressed needs for learning materials, you 
can develop a set of evaluative criteria and 
procedures to determine the quality, utility, and 
available of learning materials and can organize 
and conduct review sessions where teaches and 
other personnel can apply the criteria to new 
materials and make recommendation for 
acquisitions in needed areas. 
4. Evaluating the Utilization of Learning Resources 
Given an may of learning resources currently 
available for use, you can design and conduct a 
study to determine the extent and appropriateness 
of their utilization and, based on the results of that 
study, can make recommendations for the 
improved utilization of specific learning resources 
in specific ways. 
Yes 	Partial 
	
No 
2 
5. 1'rothwn1 Learning tlaieriu/s given learning 
needs and a curricular design to meet those needs, 
you can arrange for the production of' the 
necessary learning materials to complement, 
fulfill, and/or enhance the aims of the curriculum. 
6. Sieppervisinc,' in a Clinical Mock Given a teacher 
experiencing difficulties within a classroom, you 
can lead the teacher through a clinical cycle using 
classroom observation data, nondirective 
feedback techniques, and various planning and in-
service experiences to produce significantly 
improved teacher behavior. 
7. I'lannin`g' fur /f7C!1l•ii!tru! Growth Given a teacher 
and data concerning, various facts of his/her on the 
job performance, you can assist the teacher in 
establishing individual professional growth plans 
that include objectives for change in classroom 
practices. a schedule or experiences sequenced for 
continuous stimulation and growth, criteria 
specified for interim and terminal evaluation, and 
a specified period for accomplishing the 
objectives. 
( 	) C ) 
COMPETENCY - H 
Supervisory Leadership 	
Yes 	Partial 
	
No 
1. Building a Healthy Climate You know and are 
able to employ model(s) that identify 
organizational conditions important to the 
building of self-actualization in the staff and the 
satisfaction of ego needs of individuals. 
2. Team Building You know about and are able to 
employ procedures for establishing organizational 
goals, clarifying roles, planning, and otherwise 
providing structure in order for individuals to 
relate to each other in cooperative and supporting 
ways. 
3. Making Decisions You know about and are able 
to apply decision-making models, and, through 
participatory procedures, develop with the 
students and staff rational approaches to problem 
solving; focusing both on problem content and on 
process. 
4. Planning and Organizing Meetings You know 
about and are able to plan and operate meetings 
that are effective because they get the job done 
and are committed to group decisions. 
5. RecruiThg and Selecting Personae! You know 
about and are able to engage in a variety of 
selective recruitment activities and can secure a 
list of several possible applicants from various 
sources. can systematically secure and validate 
relevant information on the applicants by 
conducting personal interviews, by checking with 
previous employers, and by using other selection 
procedures, and can prepare a set of 
recommendations for filling the vacancies with 
the applicants who will best fulfill job 
requirements. 
0 
6. .--lssi,c'nin`F PC'i'S(ll1i?C'! You know about and are 
able to analyze the needs, expectations, and 
composition of existing staff groups in various 
units, and based on that analysis, you can prepare 
and justily 
7. Bringing about Change You know about and are 
able to build a change strategy that takes into 
account human factors helping or hindering 
change. level of acceptance needed from teachers 
lur successful implementation, and a realistic 
appraisal of the amount and kind of influence you 
have as a change facilitator. 
J 
COMPETENCY - Ill 
Organizational Leadership 
1. Revising Existing Structure Having determined 
the strengths and weaknesses of an existing 
organizational structure, you can propose 
carefully reasoned or research-supported changes, 
which may include the alteration of assignments, 
of the use of staff time, of the required reporting 
patterns, or of the allocation of resources of 
improve efficiency, productivity, and morale. and, 
in so doing, improve, efficiency. 
2. Assdmidaring Progarns Given a successful 
instructional program operating within a 
department, center, classroom, or other unit, you 
can design a plan for the smooth integration of the 
entire program or selected components thereof 
into a larger system, prepare a timetable and 
assignments 	for 	the 	transferring 	of 
responsibilities, and assure that the instructional 
improvement evidenced in the program is 
continued in the system to which it is tiansfetred. 
3. Monitoring New Arrange rnenrr Given the task of 
implementation 	a 	new 	organizational 
arrangement, you can determine reporting 
procedures, compare actual operations with 
planned development, and, when necessary, make 
recommendations to modify operations to bring 
them into agreement with formulated plans. 
4. Developing a Staffing Plan Given a new project 
proposal that specifies budget. general objectives, 
and operational procedures, you can describe 
essential staff positions to be filled, develop job 
descriptions for each, and specify the 
Yes 	Partial 	No 
( ) 
3 
competencies required of the individuals who will 
till the position. 
5. lntynringJ the Public You can establish promote, 
and maintain favorable impressions of public your 
institution programs among community members 
by disseminating your institution information 
through the public media, by speaking to public 
and your institution groups, by conferring with 
parents and other interested individuals, and by 
meeting. as necessary, with community groups 
and leaders. 
6. Student Discipline Can the university establish 
adequate control of the student body and provide 
necessary disciplinary rules with the help and 
cooperation of teachers, parents, and students? 
7. Policies and Procedures Are the policies and 
procedures. linked to and justified by educational 
goals and purposes that facilitates and frees 
teachers to work more effectively and sets high 
standards for the work. 
7 
COMPETENCY - IV 
Yes 	Partial 	No Administrative Leadership 
1. You know the financial situation of your 
institution and can analyze cost by student, by 
grade. by total enrollment. by number graduating, 
and by number failed or dropping out. You are 
aware of implications for your department. 
2. You can organize. supervise, and manage the 
financial affairs of the department. 
3. You are familiar with the projected budgetary 
needs of your Institution, including salary. 
operation, and maintenance costs. 
4. You can plan the department's educational 
program in accordance with the available facilities 
and equipment. 
5. You can apply rational decision-making models 
and procedures in the administration of 
department programs. 
6. You are able to keep accurate records of' 
purchasing needs, inventories, expenditures, and 
other business functions. 
7. You know about and are to employ managerial 
planning tools and procedures in administering 
your department. 
0 
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1 hstrcict: 
IIJt.1 /:j, hay i'',7 /1'li't/ rt, l'l'jn ' (Jilt it .tutu 	of high"r eklll"41l11~11 11lhil t'l)!11''l11 /lt't'tl.l IU 
ell/lance the Ififlhil1W of higher ('c/uc(itl()ll. (;lubuli=U,iC,,, of trig/Ier ccltrc•aliurru1 Services this 
become an cider of kce1 tors f r 1/h//F1' c'Ul11rtliC's. In ot•skr to fuel the socio-economic clerL1ulllutlrt 
of the toymttI', higher education i.s Playing ct iizoye active l-ole in our c•oturl!-1• and this requires 
u /larrdigr shift in tennis of governance caul service de'1irt't,r'. Highrt• education institutions 
inust become more innovative leader, to quality institutions (1f' know/edge production and 
clis,%ei tinutivrt. Realizing the irhw( -tout°c (If higher education, a lot of innovative experiments 
arc be in done to ill/pro i•c° the hqrf(,rllrolrce of this sector: te,r: • 1pl'lic trtfnty o/'Total Quality 
11<rurtr-erllent TQ .tI concepts is 0/fl' nf.slrc/, I('avul•cs. which will go (I long %l'Crl• in r'el'o/utionizirtg 
tllt' big/rc'r education system. 1/n' j,ty,lrt• WtemJ)ts to 1/yec,l-cticallt' c'orrc'eptircrli-e 7Q.if in higher 
rcltrc'utitul. 
lice►' ►J'lr(ta: llXlo•y l:cltu'utic,ll. ilrllu►•clti►'t' e_t'he•rirae'llls, elm, Iota! Qua//ty Alcrlllrt;yearelrt. 
Introduction 
The' inlpurtanke J, education for the development ofexcellence, expertise and knowledge leading to 
overall development in economy cannot be undermined. This has necessitated a sound strategy for 
the dc,,elopment of higher education in almost all countries of the orid. 
f.stablishinu leadership in the sorlcf-is possible only \%hen we have a developed system cat 
higher education in v lluch efticienev remains the sole criterion to evaluate performance. The system 
of higher education is fiJund efficaciouss in making, am ailahle to the society a dedicated, committed, 
devoted and professionally sound team of human resources to decide the future of any nation. This is 
possible only when the principlesofquality niailagement are inculcated in the system of higher education. 
Total Quality Management ('I QM) is foes itahly common factor that will shape the strategies of higher 
educational institutions in their attempt to sati,t\ \arious siakeho,ders including students, parent,. 
industry and sac iet' as a schole. the paper is a theoretical attempt to eshlarrl the application cif I Qt1 
in tertiary education. It cleats is ith issues pertaining quality in higher education and moves on to 
identii j' variables influent. ini quality of higher education. It also conceptualizes a model fi)r application 
of ` I QM in higher education. 
Objectives oft he stud; : lire qualft and social relevance of higher education imparted in developing 
Mons r':nain quire 1s and deteriorating due to paucity of funds. 
*Rt,scigrc )1 Stliotok I)epa'1nenl of Education, Aligarh .Hies,/nl L"llivcrsitl'. Aligarh 
".•lS.sewi tC / 'l 	,7. TJt'f?W'1111;71r (1! f,t 111~'t111u11, .'lll•f;urli .till rim L ILi'vf',s lrl, .'1l1~~tlrlr 
'Iota! Ouality Management (1 OM) should be una%oidahl, common factor that w ill shape the 
strategies of Ili 	educational institutierras in a same nt ,1t1r1Cr. I Ile dc1 eJVf)i11eHt of hU_her education 
is correlated with the eecrraorllic ce%clQpruent. Studs on the fc,I ihiIities of different strate ies (iii 
'I OM in higher education. 
Quality': I he word quality is derived from Latin word quails, which nieans 	hat kind of'. It connotc5 
:r \:rri t\ of nteanins and implies different things to different people. According to Juran "Quality i5 
tunes for tj"e or purpose- Urosbu considers it as "conformance to standards'. mining defines 
quality as "a predictable degree of uniformity and depenclabilit\ at lowi, cost and suited tco market". In 
general quality is erne. %chich satisfies customer needs and ceratiUuu)us1\ keeps on perfi~rnling its function-
as desired h-, cntiiunners as per specified st rndarels. 
Quality in education has the IoIlos%init dimensions: 
Consistency: I lore the educational processes invoke spc ifications through zero deket approach aii. 
a giralit culture, i tit the limitations are in achieving coidment standards and confi>nllit to those standards 
Fitness to Ilurlb►se: fitting tIle customer specification,, ininiralurai-lurscd fitness fir purpose anc 
vf1tornci satisfaction. 
Value foi- money: through efficiency and effectiveness 
Transfor•ruativ e: education is an ongoing process oftsns1ilrrnation that includes enlpo ernrent and 
enhancement co f' tine customer. 
Total Quality Management (1'QM): FFeigenbaum, devised the terns in I96I. who named it as total 
yttalitb control ( I (►(' ). f OM can be defined as "tile process cif integration of all activities. functions 
and processes '. ithin an organization in order to achieve continuous improvement in cost, quality, 
function and delis erg' of goods and services for customer satisfaction-. It refers to the application of 
quality principles to overall process and all the management functions in order to ensure total customer 
satisfaction. TOM implies the application of quality principles right ti'oln identification of customer 
needs to post purchase services. '1 QM has been adopted as of ruouiagmJmr paradigm by many 
organizati„ns \\ urldwide. (fualit} movement in across the world starts it11 quality improvements 
project at manufacturing companies. But later it spread to other service institutions including banking: 
insurance, nonprofit organizations, healthcare, government and educational institutions. TOM models. 
based on the teachings of quality gurus, generally involve a ii umber of ..principles" or ..essential 
elements" such as team ork, top nlanaiement leadership, customer focus. eniplo cc involvement. 
continuous inlprov enrent tool, and training. A\\ards like 1)enling in Japan, Malcolm Bairidge in I. SA: 
Luropean Quality awards etc are reflection of growing concern in this area. 'i'QM is the process of 
changing the funcfanlcntal culture of an organization and redirecting, it towards superior product Or 
service quality ((;aither, 1996)'l't iM can be defined as a general management philosophy and a set of 
tools « hich al low an institution to pursue a definition of quality and a means fior attaining, quality, with 
quality being a continuous improvement ascertained by customers contentment ilk the scr\ ices 
they hale received (Michael ci al.. 1997) According to \Witcher (199)H) I O\I is composed of' three 
terms: total: meaning that every person is involved including_ customer and supplier.. ( )ualit : inlpl, ing 
that customer requirements are met exactly, and M anagement: intlicating that senior executives are 
committed. TQh1 ma's also be defined as: : doing things right ti,r the first time. striving f r'continuc)trs 
inlprogy'erncnt. Mulfillin_lt customers' need, nlakirag (lualig the ru.poosihilitv of every eiiplcgcc etc. 
Most of work of'cluality and 'I ()T\1 can he traced to the work of'gurus \V.t'.dward1; I)enlmug and Joseph 
Juran's teachings and statistics in Japan during the 1950's and the revolution that tllo\% ed in the ( SSA 
in the 1980s t meet or preferably exceed customer expectato ifs. Conlnlon theme in quality 
riianawnent includes consistence. perfection, waste elirninatial. deli \ erg speed and customer sere ice. 
I lie objective of l 0\1 is to build an organization that produces products or performs services that are 
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considered as qualit\ b those who use theta. l'he quality ot'a product or a service is the customer's 
perception of the de_ree to \\Itich the product or service meets their expecfittbus. 
Higher Education (ustumer: (►:nerall. the students are considered as end customers. I larvard 
I Ini\ L'rsit\ lief rule, it; cu,touiicr ,1N '"an one to \\ horn we pro ide information or ser\ ice"'. Students who 
use the institute', ser\ ice and cnlplo► ers \\ Ito are consumers of students are regarded as customers. 
i heretore the custolilers are students, eniplo ers or both. According to Spanbauer there are 
t\\o t\peS O customer: (i) external (>tudents,elnplclvers.taxpa crs and comm unit) at large, other 
educators from different institutions) and (ii) internal (oilier instructors, service department staff) 
According to Sri \ anti, students its customers take four role;: (I) the product in process (ii) the internal 
customers for man) campus tac ilities i iii) the laborers cif learmn . process and (i\ ) the internal ctlstoilers 
for delivery of course material need is determined h\ education mix. viz teaching„ research and 
extension acti\ ities. 
Teaching: leachirt torahs the backbone of any educational s\ wtelll. The objective of teaching is the 
transmission ol'kllo\%ledge From the teacher to the taught ones. Apart for'nt classroom lectures. more 
inno\ati\e teaching can be imparted through other modes iaettilin_, discussions, case stud \ analysis, 
presentations. field pro cct,s rule plalt, simulation atethhods amongst others. 
Teaching methods in sondfroni'ation with the ILarnina_ objectives will facilitate better teaching-
learning process. 
Research: Research focuses on exploration of the kno\\ ledge. In an educational system of any 
country, research has been stereot\ peel to be part of higher education system. It is generally associated 
with the university s\ Stem where h\ research is pursued after obtaining a post graduates level, though 
there ma \• be need of research at lo\\er Icy el, of the educational system hierarc I1\. Research filciIitate s 
new insight into the subject matter. It in related to innovation. It has been e\ k kuced that 511an scientific 
innovation were led by research, which \\ere fbllo ed h\ commercialization of'l>roelucts. It is therefore 
imperative that it good research systent not only promotes scientific and rationale thinking, but also 
leads to economic \%ell being in the long run. 
Exterlsion: Extension activities are hrimaril' aimed oil the application ot'the de \ eloped kno\\ ledge to 
address the common problems oftlle society. I higher educational s\ stern does not operate in isolation. 
[here are many interfaces including sociological, cultural. economic, technological, political and so 
on. A good higher education serves to soh e the problem of the society affecting these interfaces. It 
serves to promote local coinuuiitq development h\ in\ ok ing the locals. I )e\ clopunent in agricultural 
Fields is always associated \\itll the benefits associated to the tarnlin,.; community. Ital`o aids in 
reduction of pc►\ert h\ general irig avenues tom' jobs through placement. Cunl mere Ial organizations 
are \\ orking in cooperation with the uni\ ersit\ laboratories to develop lie\\ their products are also part 
of extension activ ities. 
Seri ice price: 'I he demand tier higher education is also influenced h the ability of the customers in 
terns, of'his \\ ill ingness to pay. In de \ eloping and underde\ eloped nations. \\ here a huge chunk of the 
population still Ii\es bell the po\ert line. price is an important criteria iii determining as to have 
access to higher education. In this context most of' the unk\ersitics and public funded lll,ttlulions are 
playing it positive role in controlling the cost escalation and pro\ Mill-, higher education to the ccomonlicall 
tlnhri\ ileited Oties at a reasonable cost. 
Place and acclluntahillh: 'File location of the ill stlt lt ti m i in ;llso ilclerrn iii iuig factor Fr choice of 
hi_ )cr education. It i, ,erlerall\ obser\ed that student, prefi:r institutions located in closer \ icinit\ of 
their \ illages or to n. I he role of location becomes Ic 	significance ml tile educational institutions 
otter a course of relati\e superior quash coupled \\ itlt is a high demand and Iu\\ supply Iphenomncnun. 
' here students are \\ illmg to relocate for educational purposes. Morro%er a s) stein. 'inch is more 
accountable to the different stakehiolders of' the higher education. \\ ill ;generate better interests. 
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Challenges in implementation in higher educational institutions: According to Srivanci (2004) 
critical issues in inrplenlenting I O`I in higher education inclu k Icadership. customer identification, 
cultural and organizational t ansfonnation. I alike husinessorganirations, chancellors and heads ofhi`,her 
educational institution do not enjoy ultimate authority in hiring and liring of personnel and allocating 
resources. Lack of necessary authority makes it difficult to deploy their values and goals through layers 
of higher education institutions. Deep rooted traditions dating hack to centuries, a rigid departmental 
model, inter departmental competition for resources, lack of market locus are the cultural and 
organizational reasons that makes it dillfficult to tune in with I Q\1 transformation. Ambiguity in customer 
identification also creates hurdles in TQM inlplenlentation. Among the main ;groups with in  the higher 
education institutions-there is not nlucll a,recnlent on \\ hich the customers are. W hile most administrators 
tend to perceive students as custunlers of tuct,,ty in classrooms, many faculty- staff resent this metaphor 
as being too commercial. Without a vv ell-defined customer and a customer focus, quality effiirts may he 
easily diilused. O\,v lia and Aspinwall (1O)7) concludes that customer orientation is a more problematic 
principle of TQN'1 \ hen applied to universities because of' special nature of' many academics %%hose 
nloti\ ation to work is often independent of market issues. the eftectiv eness of leadership is adversely 
affected by individualism anlong academic stall and due to absence of team working. Impact of_I.Qf 
in highereducation is small due to or,`,aniiatnhal Inertia to change. cailure to locus oinlportant questions. 
non receptive of academic culture to TQM (Koch, 2003) 
While higher education institutions are home tier learning and create kno,.N ledge through their 
research function, it is ironic that the have been lagging behind other organizations in embracing and 
implementing TQM. This inertia is due to structural and traditional characteristics of higher educational 
institutions. 'There are some other special challenges that are not encountered in other organizations. 
I hese include 
Conclusions. Results and Discussions 
Issues of' I Q;)N1 are being addressed in higher education institution, particularly as they relate to 
productivity and financing. "Those adopting'1"QNl in higher education have varying  perspecti\ es on the 
approach. Some see TOM as a management system with customer or student satisfaction as the 
crucial element. Others see 'I*(,-)M as a philosophy fostering change in an organization or the educational 
institutions. Academic institutions have used both the approaches in applying T(A1 in higher education 
settings Quality of education tales into account external environment in which institutions Operate: 
internal environment \%here teaching learning takes place and 11onic env lr(oI111lerlt of learners. ...he 
systems approach to education comprise of inputs, processes and output;. all encompassed in an 
arbitrary houndare, and the ens irohmnegt. Inputs front its ens ironrauent (rosy the botividai' into the 
system: these are acted on \% itcin the transti)mlation!production process and f inalI\ released Eeeal the 
system back into the environment as outputs. The direction of flow from the inputs, through 
trans Ihrmation!pr(dtictioi process to the output indicates the flow of'energy. intiurmatlon etc. Inputs 
are human, physical and financial resources, (students, tacult\. administrators . organizational culture) 
Process is a series of actions or Operations concluding, to an end. A )roc'  transforms measurable 
inputs into measurable outputs under a value adding operation. Eaecational process is a series of 
actions or operations leading to an educational end learning, training, and or scholarly activity. 
'I ransfornlation process fur an educational institution consists of activities performed to disseminate 
know'ledge, to conduct research and to provide Community ser\'icc. Process in the education system 
include teaching, learning, research. administrative acti\ ities and kn(,%\ ledge transformation. 
Outputs are tangible Outcomes. Value addition (through examination results, employment. 
earnings and satisfaction ). Initcln`,ihIg outcomes (educated people. research findings and sere ice to 
community). Then there is feedback i.e. the outputs of information about the s\ Stein which. \\ hen fed 
back into the system as input;. are able to modify the s\stein Iiile the process is in progress. thus 
slaking the system more responsive to the needs of the components in the ens iront1lent and thus 
making the s stem flexible. I he output ,o released should satia\ the corn p"iiets in the ens ironnlent 
l,Ih'r,1ua'0ntJi .l ,,; r ']dl ,; , ,. 	rr ',r. r 'iun :rut,, 	/ '.'O. 1 	N" 	i 	 . 	:'! Iri s' 	 •23 
in the Iom of custurners'stakehooldcrs: else the irtpnts'. ould cease and further transformation /production 
ceases too. 
(I)m i. a general management l)111l0s0plY and set of tools % hich allo' an institution to 
pursue a definition Of quality and a means of attaining quality, with quality being a continuous 
impro\ ement ascertained by customers' contentment \N ith the services they recei\ e. 
IQN1 can he applied to higher education, but it must be modified to full recognize some 
unique aspects of education \ it education is a service i.ndustr) with no visible. tangible' product. 
the deg cItl}lmcnt of higher education requires increase hinds and even more for its maintenance. 
",I he de\ c1Apntm of higher education is correlated with the economic development. Therefore, the 
first and foremost task for an nation is to expand its higher education system further in a planned 
"a, so as to co\cr as large a portion of the eligible age grout) as possible. For universities. mainly. 
set Iiiv. point for a yualit\ programme is the leaner budgets and higher eft eienc and productivity 
inherent in certain quality programmes.  
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\iahaniud khan, 
: bstraci 
J'1!1'J'i!s,' U! tl!1c J 1/c/' 	I 	 11..' I'r f~ 	? 111c' C'111t'1 t1_'u/t'0llc' ( ,lll,L)' (( 1,(U) (l 	cl /'t'1o1 
/)rimaril►' res.soilsibh b lr the overall academic eluaNh1' II/ the .-t;1J1 '. 
TILL' main focus of the /.>af'1' is Me hay A ,'rulrnd till, J'1 eJ)al cltloll lice dec! /ol , .Sl'IelL•c' US a ('1:O and 
(11.SccUV!t'c sonic (>i 111t' kcv j.cslic'.( to vii 'c'c'.C1' ill t/7! !'i)li'. 1?e/cltio1LS111J?.r are the e.vS(Ttdal ('1('111('/it Of success 
and so Olt'r( , i.c detailed clisc•lrs.tictl (,l'llI(. nlihe111V (,' ,'.'Iatiull.chiJ>s• wltI1 the, ('hip / T.teclrti'i e QHIcc•r (('E'O) 
(lt'ullV e117(1 Other oc•udtN1it' ol/1'1'1" el/id adlllilli.ctralui c of ti.' .-x:11(;. 
I -711"1 I1', tIz 'i'e is disc lrscro,z s'i'll( o1, tllt' nl„i l c'Irall,'l:f'c 	olc•1ll IF ha,'hei' cdeqliwiI 1(u(l[.►•.( in the 
11 /! 011 t' , 11~11elrt. 
1\C•\ %Nortls: RL•"I)onsihilitir tit ('l(). Rehtloii`liIJe cif'( f:,O \¼ ith ether of -ticers. 
llitromIuction 
1 h ('hid' l xecuti\e Oflicer (('FO) i. an administrator \\ith ilutitctjI0-\\ide 
I'e j Nnihilit\ t• )I- tIle core acacielrlic f(hnctig.)n , of if (oD1hit:l(s or 
u 	
eliiversil_\ . I \ Iicall\ all of the 
aca~lenlic, c1v`,rec- .rantin`g tin 	(sc1iool~ and colleges) report to the ('1 O, along with man\' of 
the academic support units such as the library, the teaching-learning center, and the registrar_ On 
►)tall\ campuses. additional units such as a(filllsslotls and itlfct'l1la(ion technology also report to 
the CE:O as academic support units. In smaller institutions, especially those which emphasize 
tw(IlilleLz. the office responsible for supporting faculty research and seeking grants is also part of 
the ('FO's portfolio. (In research universities, this fenctitn is nO\\ conlniconl\ assigned to it vice 
president for research). 
The most common title for a ('E':O at one time was dean (often with a qualifier such as 
deals of the colleLe or dealt of the faculty). I lovvever. as the scope of responsibilities has grown 
'end as mans' ''colleges” have become -- tin\ orsitles", the more common titles now are vice 
iresideiit or \'ice chancellor for academicaffairs. or especial l\ in large institutions, provost. 
tev to Success 
"A leader is best \\lien people harcl\ kno\\ lie exists, \\lien his \\ork is clone, his ain) 
fulfilled, they will say we did it ourselves". (I.ao Tzu 2002) "free leadership must be for the 
benefit of the lollm\\ers, not the enrichment of the leaders" ( Roper 1'o\\ r)send 200 ). l 11 cti\ e 
academic leadership is collaborative. I fie Ifl st eRecti\ c leaders in ,academe are not primarily 
focused on themselves and \\11ut they \ant, or on whether tIle\. will "et credit for what tile\ ha\e 
accortltilislled. Instead, they are focused on \\hat needs to he acrlmiIs1Iec in the scr\ ice of the 
institution and its stakeholders. and those goals must resound with the people who iiltkt do the 
work to attain them. Successful academic leaders kno\\ \\hat the goals of their key constituents 
are. I hey either \\ork within those goals to help people achieve them, or they \\ork to sl)o\\ their 
cOIl.S1iJIJvl)ts 11o\\ different goals % olI!(l serc c them better. pllt)I is. titiccgJlil leaders do not 
simply do \\hilt the people in their environment \\'ant done, nor do the\- dismiss those hopes and 
aspirations as \\rong-headed or irrelevant. '1•I1e\ ma\ real iie that they need to use the arts of 
persuasion to hying people around to embracing that new direction. 'rile_\ keep in mind that If 
you .let tuo tar in liolit of \ our troops. von start l `okin,-, like the ciei v''. e\Roll\ iIlous) 
Research Scholar, Department of Education, Aligarfi Mustitu [iniversi1 . Aligarh 
ikriti (:fin Inteantian,1 N1ulricli.ciIiIinarc Ir.r:irch.1uuriiall, \ ot. 2, \u.3, AI)rit-.)atg•, 012 	ISSN : 2250-II'1i 
:ountatiiIiIN. 
I hose poses ignificant challenges to the leadership. of higher education. including C1,O'~. 
root of discontent between academics and policy makers (includlinw Illanv trusters) are a 
d iamelital difference in the (Meaning of "qualit\" that cues to the heart of academic Culture. lo 
derllics. the primary indicators of qualit\ arc "inputs". With this view, high quality colleges 
e students with high Satisfactory Aptitude lest (SA I) scores, as tile\ ha \ c the resources to 
tld large amounts Of money per student, have alumni W110 are generous donors, and have 
ii iv who are well-regarded by their disciplinary peers on the basis of their scliolarIN 
ievcme nts. It IS ironic that aca dem ics love to disparage 1po1linsI- rankings of colleges such as 
;e in US News and World Report, since those rankings are almost exclusively based on input 
rsures. (It is interest ih g that man in both higher education and the public ral`o \ ic\' cost a 
'ogate (Measure of qua t\- the more exlpen,iye a college, the better it nit1st he. I Iris vicu is 
Irl\ based oil an input-based notion of \\hat qualil\ is). 
ilusio I 
Max I)ePree (11)x)7) Said that -The first responsibility of ;t leader is to define rcalit~'' 
of Lxecutive Officers are called upon to an;\\Cr the challenges that face higher education by 
no as educators and helping their key stakeholders to understand and respond to the current 
itils. I1loy must educate the fihcutt\ about the expectations of 1prn1IeN makers and time public, 
must Wort: With faculty to respond to those expectations in ways that preserve academic 
ics and institutional integrity. 'l'flc,, must speak eloquently and effectively to CFOs and 
rds about time vital importance of teaching. learning, and research, and convince them that 
trim, the quality of the academic mission must be the first and not the last investments that a 
ege should make. The capacity of - higher education to continue to meet the needs of its 
ents and the larger societ\ that supports it depends in large measure on how \\ell C'F0s carry 
these educational responsibilities 
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Abstract 	 ~. 
This paper present .nz overview of ,thc literature related to "leading from the middle " to frame the 
Pile tizClt t11e Associate ('hlef:ACacel)1C OffIce'1•sI)lal's in llb,'/li'1' education. 
It is organized clround seven areas common to this position: leadership roles chid responsibilities; 
.)tratE (Yles l)Icim1in.,' and execution: relationships Hv th students amid execution, relations/ups wit/1 students 
and stakeholders; the ii ,ell-being of facull,v and staff; sustaining the _fi)cu.c on learning; measurement, 
cmnulvsts, and kne 'letli,e /IIallelge lelit; and results across student learning and o ganizutional outcomes. 
TO breathe real i Ae into tllc, professional literature, reflective thoughts basted on experiential 
►r.saomn of zn/dc/lc level leaders in higher education are interwoven xwitll lessons learned from those on the 
DFuozlei. 
hev y.ur•ds: ('onmion understanding, Leadership quality. Strategic planning. 
introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a common understanding of the work that 
exemplifies Associate Chief Academic Officers (ACAO). The specific title for such a position 
varies across institutions and depends on specific job descriptions, such as associate or assistant 
vice president/chancellor for academic affairs. 
Weinstein, Pain and Williams (2007) describe a framework for evaluating organizational 
excellence in higher education which provides a natural foundation for structuring this chapter to 
characterize everyday responsibilities of the positions. This framework identifies key areas in 
which the ACAO is involved: leadership; strategies planning; students/stakeholders 
relationships; the well-being of faculty and staff: learning centeredness; measurement, analysis, 
and knowledge management; and university results in the form of student learning : 'I 
organizational outcomes. 
Furthermore, Noonan (2007) recommends that "leaders tell stories about struggle and 
accomplishment to motivate (other) to achieve ambitious goals despite the difficulties 
encountered. When shared, stories about how other solved intractable problems used alternative 
approaches, or warned against a truly had decisions offer strategies for leadership (p3.). So, 
woven into these various areas of responsibility, real life middle level leaders hare stories and 
offer advice based upon their experiences serving as Associate Chief Academic officers. 
Leadership 
The role of Associate Chief Academic Officer in the Administrative stricture is- best 
illustrated in the tile Barclay and Bell (2007) selected, Good, Practice Guide: Leading from the 
middle. To recognize this distinct position of leadership, Bohlman (2008) choose the "leading 
from the middle" phrase as the title of his presentation at the Ilarvard Professional Development 
Institute, Management and Leadership in Education (June 15-27, 2008). Likewise, Maxwell 
(2005) refers to this role within an organization as "the 360 degree leader" and defines how the 
position needs to "lead up, lead across and lead down" (p.2). 
Barclay and Bell (2007) present the different between leadership and management in 
their training manual to enhance skills for life and work. They view management as "maintaining 
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existing organization by things right. ` pile leadership is about facilitating change by doing, 
right thing" (1). 2). They apply Kotter's (1999) perspective whereas leadership is about 
icing in change: "Mangers set targets, and leaders set direction and vision" (p. 2). While 
Wagers are expected to execute the plan, leaders champion the ;.;ion. As a result. managers 
required "to control and monitor progress and leaders are expected to "engage in motivatln`, 
I inspiring" creative, collaborative problems-sol\ ing (p.2). 
'ategic Planning 
Since A('AOs are actl\-el\ involved in strategic planning and execution as prirnar~ 
punsibilitiCS, they assist in ''ensuring that institutional environments are transforinative 
iugli a process of organiiational reinvigoration and strategic realignment" (Keeling, 
derhile, and `Wall. 2007; 1). 30). For the most part, the ACA() role involves facilitating and 
ticipating in a process to engage all levels of the organization in self-reflection to assess 
rrent practices. cultural expectations. and existing communication and collaborative 
Uways" across the Institution when developing a strategic plan that' grows from inclusive 
~ussions concernin~z the in'1itution's vital purpose (Max ell. 200: p. 70). Consequently. 
aring the \VisiOrl" of the president and the provost is especially critical for the ACA() when 
isting with strateLnic planning and execution. 
When implementing a strategic plan. Randall and Coakley (2007) suggest that effective 
bten1-solVin2 requires innovation and input from all stakeholders. With this perspective 11) 
id. the role of the ACA() then is to mobilize people to tackle tough problems with creative 
ltions. having a framework to know when and how to be accountable, foster sustainabilitN', 
promote relationships across the university and its various stakeholders is imperative. As the 
AO participates in tills type of process to develop, institute, and assess outcorlmes, the 
~ersit\ is continuously reviewed at every level to naturally reallocate resources to sustain a 
amic organization. 
IciusboII 
Noonan (2007) discusses the need for leaders to stay abreast of change through 
tinuous lifelong learning. 11cr work charges leaders with the responsibility to "champion 
vidual and organizational learning, to support growth and continuous improvement" (p. 44). 
As importantly, Bolman and Deal (2003) suggest that people find great meaning and 
)ose (spirit and soul) in their lives through their work, and conclude that when a leader can 
sect life; and livelihood, passion, loyalty, creativity and fulfillment will grow through the 
ective accomplishments of the organization. 
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